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W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
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Address all communications to

[Special
THE

ICatabli.hed in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co s at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.
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DR. E. B. REED,
Br. Keed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
OfflceMonw-Oa. m. to 9. p. >u. aplOsntf
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LIVER AND

E0SOULES pills)bilious
PILLS

Cure Headache, Sideache, Coated Tonsne,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the mouth.
The best I^iver Kegnlator known. 25 cts. ; δ boxes,
f 1.0(1 By all Druggists and by M ail.
Geo· Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
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Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
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unsurpassed.
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I)ew Point

THE BEST

SPRING

Never fhfls to relieve Languor and Want of "totality which few escape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be omitted. Take Vegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system.
Humors of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
Vegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescents,
ladies in delicate health, and old people it is
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pation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take J
Only one pill a doee. <IU in α vi l. Purely Yeg-|
Btable. Price 25 cents. 5 villa by ;:v.ïlfor$1.Or
"err
CARTER, urnirtMCrA
MEDICINE CO., .ropvNew York,
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WANT AN INVESTIGATION.

Relating to Senator
Payne's Election Passed by the
Ohio ^Legislature.

Resolutions

A Prominent Citizen of Wayne Dead.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Noktu Wayne, May 25.—Mr. J. F. Taylor, of this town, agotl 81 years, died quite
suddenly Saturday, and the funeral service
occurred at his late residence here yesterday.
Mr. Taylor had been somewhat out of health
while but was not considered
when he was stricken down
with apoplexy, and died as above stated.
The deceased may well be called the father
For many years he had been
of this town.
engaged as a manufacturer here, starting
and operating the axe and scythe factories,
and was always active in endeavors to build
up and carry on any work to advance the inHe was also a leading
terests of the town.
member of tjie Methodist church, and a
prominent Mason ; in fact, one of the oldest
Royal Arcli Masons in Maine. He was a
member of Lafayette Lodge, F. & A. M., of
Readfield, to which lodge he was connected
through a demit from a Massachusetts lodge,
and also took the Royal Arch degree in Massachusetts over fifty-eight years ago. The
funeral was conducted by the officers of Lafayette Lodge, and delegations from that
and Asylum Lodge of Wayne were present
In politics Mr.
to the number of eighty.
Taylor always was a staunch Republican,
and had for many years been a constant
reader of the Press.
for quite

Washington, May 25.—The President
pro tern laid before the Senate today a letter
from the Governor of Ohio, transmitting the
following resolutions, adopted by the Ohio
State Senate :
Whereas, by common report, suggested and
corroborated by the public press of the State,
without respect to party, and by the recent investigation of the House of Kepresentatives, the
title of Henry Β Paine to a seat in the United
States Senate is vitiated by corrupt practices and
the corrupt use of money in procuring his election.

Whereas, it is deemed expedient In order to secure a thorough investigation of his election «s
Senator that the belief of the General Assembly
in this regard be formulated in a specific charge ;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the opinion of the General
Assembly, and it so charges, the election of Henry B. Payne as Senator from Ohio in January,
1884, was procured and brought about by the
corrupt use of money paid to and for the benefit of certain members of the G6th General Assembly of Ohio, and by other corrupt means aud
practices, a more particular statement of which
cannot now be given.
Resolved, That the Senate of the United States
be and is hereby requested to make a full investigation into the facts of said election so far as pertain» to the corrupt means used in that behalf.
Resolved, That the Governor be and is hereby
requested to forward a copy thereof to the President of the Senate of the United States.
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THE GOOD TEMPLARS.

Thirty-second Annual Session of
Grand Lodge of the World.

the

Richmond, Va., May 25.—The thirtysecond annual session of the Grand Lodge of
the World of Good Templars met here today
in the hall of the House of Delegates, Eight
Worthy Grand Templar John S. Finch of
Nebraska presiding. The report of Grand
Templar Finch gives a summary of missionary work as follows : Lectures delivered,
600 ; lodges organized. 284 ; members added,
11,449; actual expenses to the Right Worthy
Grand Lodge, $4,111. He gives the present
,.-f fl.û sir/'luv
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Grand Treasurer Copp in his report gives
the financial condition of the treasury, which
after all expenditures of the year showed a
balance of $3,883.
The report of Miss Mary F. Peck, Chief
Superintendent of Juvenile Temples, shows
the membership of children to be 34,207, and
membership of Templar Bands of llope
17,030. The Grand Lodge is to be in session
several days.
The Methodist Episcopal Conference
on Divorces.

Richmond, Va.. May 25.—At the evening
session of the Methodist Episcopal Conference, the first Wednesday in May, 1877, was
fixed upon as the time for the meeting of the
next conference. The report of the commitIt provides
tee on divorce was adopted.

that no minister of the church shall solemnize the rite of marriage between parties
when one or both are divorced from the wife
or husband still living, provided the inhibition shall not apply to the innocent party to
a divorce obtained on scriptural grounds.
The convention then adjourned sine die.

City Officials

on

Trial for Embezzle-

ment.
St. Louis, May 25.—Some two years ago
there was a misappropriation of the city's
funds of East St. Louis, and the safe in the
Treasurer's office was robbed. Thomas Duffy, a Lieutenant of Police, was tried and
convicted of the latter .offense, and is now
serving out his sentence. D. J. Canty, exCity Clerk, and T. A. Canty, ex-City Recorder, are now on trial charged witli the misapmade a confession
propriation. Duffy hasbrothers
in the safe
implicating the Canty
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conviction is almost certain.
Miss Folsom Declares that She Will
Not Marry the President.

Buffalo, Ν. Y., May 25.—The Commercial Advertiser in an editorial to-day says :
Letters received in this city from a Buffalo
woman now in Paris, and who has personally seen the young woman whose name has

been mentioned as that of the intended wife
of Mr. Cleveland, reports that the mortified
girl positively declares that she is not going
to marry Mr. Cleveland.

Brotherhood Qf Railway Brakemen.
Galesbuhg, 111., May 26.—The Grand
Lodge of the Brotherhood of Railway
Brakemen, Grand Master L. E. Wilkinson
presiding, is in session here and has just
expelled 2ti members for originating a strike
on the Union Pacific Railroad, and Iiave sus30 more for 90 days for participating,
pended
i'lie Grand Lodge is now considering the
cases of those members who took part in the
Missouri Pacific strike and intends to expel
those who destroyed or injured property.
Friends of Home Rule·
Chicago, May 25.—An enormous gathering of friends of ltonip rule in Ireland took
place this evening at the Battery armory.
Upon the platform were Governor Oglesby,
who presided, and many judges, Congressmen, clergymen and other prominent citiAlexander Sullivan made the speech
zens.
of the evening. After this and other speeches
resolutions were adopted favoriug home rule
for Ireland, and the customary cable message
was ordered sent to Gladstone and Parnell.
The Hotel Vendôme, Boston, will pass
into new hands at the close of the uresent
season.
Mr. C. H. Greenleaf, with his associates, Messrs. Barnes & Dunklee, have
arranged to take possession early in June
when the hotel will be closed till the latter
part of August.

Augusta, May 25.—The six CanadianFrenchmen who participated in the riot on
Sunday, were arraigned in the police court
here last evening. Great numbers of FrenchThree of the prismen attended the trial.
oners were identified by the officers as men
who had thrown bricks, and were fined SlO
and costs ; the other three were discharged
Two more, who had
for want of evidence.
also been arrested for complicity in the aflair were dismissed witn tne injunction to
behave themselves.
A Mysterious Disappearance.
lîii>i>KFOiiT>, May 25.—Mrs. Turner, of
Worcester, J1 ass., who is visiting relatives
in this city, gave to the Associated Press
representative today the intelligence that
her son, Frank A. Turner, left his home at
No. 26 Chandler street, Worcester, April 30,
expecting to return within three days. He
has not been heard from since, and foul play
is suspected.
Nothing has ever before been
mentioned by his relatives, as they expected
He was 35 years old, and
his return daily.
was a man of good
intelligence and habits.
He held a responsible position with the
Brown & Sharp Manufacturing Company of
Providence, Κ. I.
FiRE

RECORD.

Horses Perish in a Burning
Stable.

Thirteen

PiTTSBt'iiCj, Pa., May 25.—The building
and stables owned and occupied by theîPhilip
Best Brewing Company of Milwaukee was
entirely destroyed by fire early this morning.
Thirteen horses were roasted alive and a
three story brick building belonging to the
Alleghauey Valley Railroad Company, was
badly damaged. A number of employes
who were sleeping in Best's building barely
escaped with their lives. The origin of the
fire is unknown. Loss about $120,000.
Tried to Cover Up Crime.
PitoviDENCE, May 25.—Naomi Carter,
burned her husband's barn, two horses,
wagon, etc., in Burrillville, Sunday, that
these evidences of her husband's business
of trading.in'stolen horses and paraphernalia
_σ.
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stolen in Vermont and New Hampshire by a
brother, Christopher Carter, and run down
to this State and disposed of. This busiWilliam,
ness has been going on sometime.
the husband, and Naomi confessed and were
bound over, and Christopher was lodged in
the New Hampshire jail a few days ago having been caught in the act.
A Newspaper Office Burned.
Des Moines, May 25. -About 6 o'clock
this morning a boy went under a large press
in the Daily Leader press room, with a lamp.
The oil ignited, and instantly the whole
premises were in flames. The building was
filled with paper stock and inflammable substances. The three story building was burned out from bottom to top.
The Leader's
loss is about $25,000, with $12,000 insurance.
The upper floor was occupied by the Western Lithographing Company, whose loss
is
over $12,000. The loss on the building is
about $10,000.
Oil

Works

to
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is a possibility that a vote will have to be taken on
the free ship bill without further debate.
When it was made special it was agreed that
the previous question should be called at 4

Washington, May 25.—There

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

3IEDICAL KOOJIM

SX PORTLAND, ME.

WEATHER.

Washington, May 26.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather, nearly
stationary temperature.
The indications for New England are
fair weather, nearly stationary temperature,
northerly winds and higher barometer.

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
592 CONGRESS

The Free Ship Bill to Come Up Today.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

o'clock

Wednesday and

unless some

agree-

ment is made tomorrow the vote will have to
be taken then. The anti-oleomargarine bill
will undoubtedly take up the greater part of
the time before 4. An attempt will be made

thing tomorrow to secure a vote at
the oleomargarine bill and to postpone the calling of the paevious question on
the free ship bill till Thursday at 4, but it is
The oppodoubtful if it will be successful.
nents of the latter bill continue quite confident of their ability to defeat it.
the first

once on

The Seizing of the Sisters.
Washington,May 25.—"The State depart-

ment is neither indifferent nor inactive in
regard to the fishery dispute" said Assistant
Secretary Porter to a Post reporter today.
"We have been acting in the matter and have
taken a very decided interest in the question,
but it would not do for us to publish our
every move." "No official information has
yet been received at the department in regard to the seizure of the Sisters by the
Portland authorities. If any navigation laws
infringed
or customs regulations have been
by any Canadian vessel this department lias
no information of the fact at present," said
Acting Secretary of the Treasury Fairchild
to the reporter.
Our Imports and Exports.
The Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, in
his statement for the current fiscal year of
the imports and exports of the United States
reports that the total values of exports of
merchandise for the twelve months ended
April 30, 1786, were $(157,004,070, and for the
preceding twelve months $740,807,121, a deThe imports of mercrease of $70,862,551.
chandise during the twelve months ended
April 30, 1860, were $623.348,623, and for the
twelve monts ended April 30, 1885, $590,838,900, an increase of $32,509,033.
Maine Postmasters.
May 21.—The following
poitmasters for Maine were appointed Tuee-

Washington,

day:
Bast Belmont—Frank I. Wilsou.
Hancock—Calvin 11. Young.
Middle Dam—Hose Farrar.

Minor MattersMrs. Mary Kimball, wife of l)r. Kimball,
director of the U. S. mint, died here this afternoon after a painful illness of several
weeks.
The President has vetoed two Senate bills
granting pensions to David W. Hamilton and
John D. Ham. The messages state that in
each case the President fails to And sufficient
foundation for the claim.
Senator Harrison from the military affairs
committee has reported adversely the bill to
retire kieut Greely with the rank and pay of
a colonel.
The comptroller of the currency today authorized the Second National Bank of Haverhill, Mass., to begin business with a capital of $150,000.

XLlXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, May 2ϋ.
Mr. Harrison reported favorably a bill to
authorize the appointment of an additional
adjutant general of the army with the rauk
of major of cavalry. Mr. Harrison said that
this bill would place it in the power of the
President to recognize the services of Lieut.
A. W. Greely. Ile was, therefore, instructed
also to report the bill to authorize the retirement of that officer. The latter bill was indefinitely postponed and the former placed
on the calendar.
The Senate then took up the bill to amend
the pension laws by increasing the pension
of soldiers and sailors who lost an arm or a
leg in the service.
The bill gives $30 a month to soldiers and
ôcuiuio
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month to those who lost an
arm above the elbow or leg above the knee;
i?45 a montii to those who lost an arm at the
shoulder joint or a leg at the hip joint.
The bill, Mi-. Sewell said, would increase
the pension expenditures of the government
by SI,094,71)2 a jear.
Mr. Miller ottered an amendment extending the provisions of the bill so as to include
among the $45 a month pensions the cases of
men whose legs had been amputated so near
the hip joint as to prevent the use of an artificial limb.
The amendment was agreed to and as so
amended was passed.
Private pension cases were taken up and
During the consideration
proceeded with.
of the private pension bill Mr. lngalls severeGen. Black, commissioner
lv criticised.
of pensions, declaring him to be an imposter
on whom Congress granted the highest pension rate on the false allegations of his being a "wreck." He protested against Gen.
Black's enjoyment of such a pension while
opposing pensions to other soldiers.
Mr. Cockrell defended Gen. Black's administration of his office, citing figures to
show that more claims were allowed each
year under his administration than in any
If Mr.
year in any former administration.
lngalls believed Gen. Black's pension unjust
Mr. Cockrell said he (Mr. lngalls) should introduce a bill to discontinue his pension.
Gen.
Mr. Voorliees warmly defended
Black and with energy and emphasis denied
that there had been any false allegations in
the matter of his application for a pension,
lie represented Gen. Black's condition at
tli is time as one of absolute and complete disability and his survival and recovery as
wholly unexpected and extraordinary.
The urgent deficiency conference report
Mr.
was then submitted and on motion of
Allison it was agreed to.
The bankruptcy bill was then taken up
Mr. Teller
and debated till adjournment,
speaking against the bill and Mr. Hoar in its
favor.
At 4.25 p. m. the Senate went into executive session, and in half an hour the doors
were reopened and the Senate adjourned.
service ; $30

a

HOUSE.
The Speaker announced the appointment
of Mr. Dingiey of Maine, Mr. Dunn of Arkansas and Mr. McMillin of Texas, as a committee on the shipping bill.
The Senate bill for the admission of Dakota and for the organization of the Territory
of Lincoln was reported adversely from the
committee of the whole. There was also a
minority report.
The conference report on the urgency deficiency bill was submitted and agreed to.
The House then went into committee of
the whole on the oleomargarine bill.
ami
οι
-Messrs. Iveney
χ-eniisyivaiua
Tucker of Virginia opposed the bill ou the
was
not
in
need
that
the
government
ground
of further internal revenue taxes, and that
Congress had no right to legislate against
any particular industry.
Remarks in support of the bill were made
by Messrs. Beach of New York. Morgan of
Mississippi, O'Farrell of Virginia, and
Kovvell of Illinois.
Mr. Dunham of Illinois entered a vigorous
protest against its passage. He read affimade by Armour & Co., Swift
davits
Brothers and Fairbanks & Co., all of Chicago, describing the process of manufacturing oleomargarine, and setting forth that the
component parts of the product are oleo oil,
neutral lard, fresh cream and milk, choice
creamery butter, dairy salt and fresh water.
He also read a certificate from Dr. DeWolf,
health commissioner of Chicago, that oleomargarine was an absolutely clean and
wholesome food product, and that any legislation against it was unjust and unnecessary.
Mr. Glass of Tennessee spoke in favor of
the amendment which lie proposed to offer,
fixing the rate of tax at one cent per pound.
Pending further discussion the committee
ri se, and the House at 5 o'clock took a recess
till 7.30, the evening session to be for general
debate on the oleomargarine bill.

Evening Session,
At the evening session the debate on the
oleomargarine bill was continued. Messrs.
Price of Wisconsin, White of Minnesota,
Grant of New Hampshire, and Brown of
Pennsylvania spoke in favor of the bill,
while Messrs. Wise of Virginia, Wilson of
West Virgina, and Farquhar of New York
opposed it, the latter making a strong argument against the bill.
The House at 11 p. m. adjourned.

Burned.

Erie, Pa., May 25.—Last night fire in the
Star Oil Co.'s works in this city destroyed
one building.
Loss $50,000; fully insured.
The chief of the fire department and two
hosemen were frightfully burned.
Reach Home.
Gloucester, May 25.—Colin Chisholm,
one of the survivors of four men who got
astray from schooner Cecil H. Low, after being in a dory eight days and landed at Louisburg, has arrived home. He has not recovered from the hardships he endured,and will
be sent to the Massachusetts Hospital. Dani 1 McEachern and Hugh Campbell, two of
the schooner Maud M. Story, who got astray
while attending traws, after being in a dory
for two days were picked up and landed at
1'ort Hawkesbury. They arrived home last
night. Two pthers of the crew lost from the
vessel at the same time have not yet been
Rescued Fishermen

heard from.
Death of the White League

Leader.

Oblkans, May 25.—General Fred,N'iw
N. Ogden, famous as the white league
jck
leader, died here this
aged 49.
evening,

THE UNITARIANS.

Sixty-First Anniversary of the American

shows
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expenditures 225,208.
deals largely with the details of construction of the new association building. The
financial results of the year are cheering
something over $44,000 being contributed to
the general work. Contributions have been
It was urged
received from 213 parishes.
that the church loan and building fund to
be largely useful should be increased $10,000 per year until the principal is at least
$100,000.
Resolutions were suhmitted and spoken on
in their order by Rev. Brooke Hereford, Dr.
Ε. E. Hale and Rev. John McDowell. They
call upon parishes to cherish a luore vital
interest in

an

SPRINGFIELD

great

a

CELEBRATES.

250th Anniversary of the Old Massachusetts City.
Exercises

Marred

by

Rain

a

Storm.
Spuing field, Mass., May 25.—The day
for which busy brains and hands have been
planning and working for several weeks,
with
on
this city
dawned
lowering
From
skies and promise of rain.
early
morning till noon the prospect of a success"
inauguration οι me iesuviues was indeed goomy : but at noon the clouds dissolved and the gaily bedecked city shone
more resplendent in contrast with the gloomy
veil of the morning.
For the past week the city has swarmed
with decorations, and as a result of their energy, all the business blocks along Main
street are blushing crimson with their beauAll along
tiful and unaccustomed apparel.
the route of march, also, the the residences,
in
vied with the merchants' blocks,
preparaSo altions for this much heralded event.
most the entire city assumed an appearance
similar to that seen in Paris on a fete day.
Preliminary, even to the celebration, was
10
the opening of the loan exhibition at
o'clock this morning, at the First Church
chapel. This department had been especially entrusted to the charge of the ladies, and
that they have performed their duty effectually the results amply testify. A large number of relics, portraits, etc., connected with
the founding, early history and subsequent
growth of the city, are on exhibition, with
many other articles of historical interest.
This afternoon passed in an alternation of
struggles between rain and sunshine. Shortly before 1 o'clock City Hall, where the literary exercises of the day took place, was
jammed with people. The Governor's party
arrived at 2 o'clock.
Court Square was illuminated this evening
with two hundred and fifty incandescent
electric lights each of sixteen candle power.
A concert was also given on the Square by
Garland's Tenth Regiment Band of Albany,
the First Regiment Fife and Bugle Con>s of
Boston and the American Band of Provilui

The enolowu»

dt-rice.
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rioaoxttod «labor-

atelv and a crowds gathered there to the hear
music and filled the long row of seats built
in front of the First Church in spite of the
drizzling rain. The banquet at the Massasoit
House this evening was attended by fifty invited guests and hundreds of citizens and
was perhaps the most brilliant occasion of
the first day's proceedings in the celebration
of Springfield's 250th anniversary. The large
dining hall proved Joo small to admit those
who desired to participate in the banquet. It
was fully 10 o'clock before the speaking began.
Representative Ε. H. Lothrop acted as
toast master and Collector George M. Stearns
of Boston was called on to respond for the
President.

λιγ. (jieveianu

was

rcierrea to

a3

the "chief magistrate of the people, honored
in office and for himself. Good citizens unite
in staying his hands in all good works."
Governor Kobiuson spoke for the State and
Ex-Mayor Hale responded for the city of
Springtield. President A. E. Ftlistrary of
the State Senate spoke for that body and
Speaker Brackett for the House and Samuel
Bowles for the press.
VANISHING VETERANS.

Disappearance

Suspicious

at

a

Soldiers' Home.
Certain Dives at Dayton, Ohio, to be

Columbus, O., May 25.—Friends of missing soldiers in this city are going to institute
proceedings against the proprietors of certain dives in the western part of Dayton,
near the Soldiers' Home.
Every few weeks
especially after receiving pension money,
some poor veteran goes into one of these

dives and is never heard of again,
or, if the decomposed body is found some
weeks after the mysterious disappearance,
thecoroner renders a verdict of "alcoholism,"
•
death from unknown causes," or some other
excuse of a verdict. The western suburb of
Dayton is lined with dives that live on
the frailties of the veterans, and it is generally conceded on all sides that in many of
these places belladonna and other poisons
have! been introduced into the whiskey,
which too often plays an important part in
the robbery and death of the unsuspecting
victim.
Λ case in point is that of three men who
bought a bottle of whiskey, carried it into
camp, drank it, and two of the three died
from the effects of the belladonna in the
liquor, while the third had a very narrow
One of the dead men
escape from death.
bought the whiskey, and it has never been
The general
learned where he procured it.
theory in this particular case was that there
was no intention to poison the men, but that
the person selling the liquor got hold of the
wrong bottle.
James Donlon, formerly of Columbus, a
veteran of the United States navy, and an
inmate of the Soldiers' Home, was one

morning reported "mysteriously missing,"

and his body was found six weeks afterward
He ha<i gone into one of
in a clover lield.
these dives, and after getting a few drinks
he spoke of having S1000 in a Dayton Bank,
and that he was going to draw it that day.
Donlon went to the bank, but as he was intoxicated, the cashier refused to pay his
money over. Returning to the Home with a
companion, Donlon stopped at one of these
dives, but his companion refused to enter,
ι,„λ ι>αηη

bed there. The other soldier waited outside
for an hour for Donlon, and then went to the
Home alone. Six weeks afterward Donlon's
body was found in the clover field. The coroner's verdict was : "Came to his death inja
This and
manner unknown to the coroner."
other cases arc to be investigated.
TO

KILL ALL

Workmen Strike for Restoration
the Ten Hour Day.

A Live Row Between

Proceedings of the Knights of Labor
Convention at Cleveland.

lis liment will remain closed for several days.
Meanwhile action by the packers is awaited
with interest.
At a meeting of the Eight Hour League
last night resolutions were adopted declaring the intention of the members to continue work honestly for an eight hour day
and advising the holding of a general convention at an early day, composed of all
trades and Knights of Labor Assemblies in
the United States, for the purpose of fixing
ing a definite time in which the people shall
be educated up to it and the eight hour day
go into general effect in all parts of the
country. There was apparently not much
disposition to discuss the present status of
the system, and the meeting adjourned without date.
A Novel Strike.
A strike of novel form was developed at
Featherstone's foundry yesterday. The 75
employes there had gained a concession of
the eight hour day, and had worked several
days under that system. On last Saturday a
committee of the men waited on Mr. Featherstone and stated to him that they wanted
the 10 hour day restored. He replied by asking if they knew what they really did want.
They had compelled him to give them the
eight hour day. He did st, and made arrangements to conduct liis business upon the
eight hour basis. He could not change the
hours every time he was asked to do so, and
told them that they could work only eight
hours a day. Yesterday tne men struck for
the restoration of the ten hour day. It is understood that the matter will be settled to-

day.

The Cleveland Convention.
Cleveland, May 25.—The General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, which began its session here today, is indeed a very
close corporation. Everything is done in secret, and all the proceedings come to the
newspapers and press through a committee
of Knights appointed for that purpose. The
meeting opened at 3 o'clock and closed
at 8 tonight. At 4 o'clock the General Assembly took a recess for the purpose of giving Mrs. Mary A. Woodbridge of Ravenna,
Ohio, recording secretary of the National
AVoman's Christian Temperance Union, an
them.
Following
opportunity to address
Mrs. Woodbridge came Edwin Norton, a
manufacturer of Chicago, who read a paper
on the subject of the formation of the emthe
ployers' association to be known as The
Manufacturers' Union.
American
labor
with
object of the union is to treat
unions on all questions arising between employers and employes. A conference between
a committee composed of trades unionists
and Knights of Laoor was highly satisfactory. The trades unionists presented a plan
adopted by them In Philadelphia for the
solution of the difficulties existing between
the two orders, and this plan will De submitIt seems tonight as If a perfect understanding is altogether probable, although there is
bitterness among many of
an unmistakable
The General Assembly tothe delegates.
day accomplished nothing save the appointment of a press committee and a committee
Tomorrow the real business
on credentials.
of the order will be taken up.

Toronto, May 25.—Omnibuses were received tonight from Kingston for the use of

The strikers
the street railroad strikers.
met them at the depot with a band, and they
were escorted through the principal streets.
On the line of march every street car met
The powith was wrecked, in all about 40.
When the crowd got
lice were powerless.
So far as known nobody
tired it dispersed.
was

injured.
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION.

One Hundred

plode

His Head.

A FEARFUL FATE.
Burned

Rhinelander,

to Death
Wis.

in

Milwaukee, Wis., May 25.—A despatch
received from Khinelander, in the northern part of the State, that a house of ill fame
about a mile from that village, was, together
with fonr of its inmates, destroyed by fire at
an early hour this morning.
The fifth person escaped alive, but is so badly burned
that her life is despaired of.
was

American Baptist Missionary Union.
Ahbuky I'ark, N. J., May 25.—The convention of the American Baptist Missionary
Union began today with about 1500 clergymen in attendance. The report of the treasurer showed that during the past year $384,986.73 had been received and $382,058.54 ex-

pended.

on

Men

Three

Kegs of Powder Exa Moving Train.
Kiiled and

the

Train

Blown to Atoms.

Nashville, Tenn., May 35.—The details
of a terrific explosion of one hundred kegs of
powder at the Seddy coal mines near Chat';
tanooga yesterday have been received tonight. One of the locomotives of the company was going from the railroad station to the
mines with the powder in charge of Wm.
Lloyd and David Harper. The locomotive
was running at a rapid rate when a keg of
powder was overturned and its contents
The next momenta
scattered in the car.
spark from the engine ignited it and the explosion followed. Three seconds after the
spark fell every keg of powder had exploded
and three mangled human bodies lay fifty
feet away down the embankment.
The effect of the explosion was frightful.
The engine and two flat cars were torn to
atoms and some portions of them hurled for
When the explosion ochundreds of yards.
curred a miner named Ike Ramsay was
the
track
for the train to pass.
standing near
He, togetner with Lloyd and Harper were
thrown down the embankment and when
found all were in a dying condition.
They
Their
a most sickening spectacle.

presented

ered with dirt and blood, hung in shreds
from their bodies. All the men died at midnight last night.

to be Announced.

Interesting

Spectacle

to

the

Brethren in Iowa.

Washington, May 25.—Charges have
been made against P. Cain, who was confirmed as postmaster at Fort Dodge, Iowa,
on April 21.
They come from Democratic
sources, and are the outgrowth of a contest
over the nomination and a fight between two
rival Democratic newspapers. The appointment of Cain was secured by John H. Duncombe, the leader of the Democracy in that
part of Iowa, who has been a candidate for
Governor, United States Senator, and other
prominent offices, and it is charged that, as
compensation for his services, Duncombe
requires Cain to pay $400 annually out of his
salary as long as he holds the office toward
the support of the Democratic paper edited
by Duncombe's son. There are affidavits to

show that unsuccessful candidates for the
post office who sought Duncombe's influence
were informed that such a contribution
would be required of them, and it is inferred
that Cain consented to pay it, or he would
not have received the nomination, although
there is no positive evidence to this effect.
These charges make quite a stir ui the northwestern part of Iowa, owing to the conspicuous position Duncombe occupies, and the
Senators and Representatives are receiving a
great many letters on the subject. As Cain
has been confirmed, the Senate no longer has
and it is not believed that the
'ostmaster General will give the charges
attention.
any

i'urisdiction,

Congress of Churches.
Cleveland. O., May 26.—The American
Congress of Churches convened at Music
Governor Foraker of
Hall this afternoon.
Ohio opened the Congress by an address,
and was followed by Rev. Dr. Henry M.
Ladd of Cleveland, who welcomed those in
attendance from abroad. At the afternoon
and evening sessions various papers were
read and discussed.
A

Defaulting

Teller Arrested.

San Fiîancisco, May 25.—H. P. Ray. the
defaulting teller of the "branch bank of Montreal at Stratford, Ont., has been arrested
The amount alleged to have been
here.
stolen is $6000.

Fusileers and

Police at Aldershot.

London, May 25.—The British Cabinet
The conference was gen-

met at noon today:

erally regarded as exceptionally important,
and as bearing directly on the present politiWhen the Cabinet had been in
cal crisis.
session half an hour, a special messenger
was despatched after Baron Herschell, the
Lord High Chancellor. He was at the time
engaged in a great law suit, but the nature
of the summons he received induced him to
abruptly cancel his engagement and repair
at once to the Cabinet meeting. It was stated at that time that the Cabinet would certainly decide whether or not the government
would dissolve Parliament and go to the
country on the Premier's Irish policy.

[SECOND

DESPATCH.

The meeting of the Cabinet lasted an hour
and twenty minutes. Five minutes after the
adjournment Air. Gladstone started for Windsor Castle to see the Queen. It was rumored
that he would advise the Queen to dissolve
Parliament immediately.

[THIKD DESPATCH.]
At 4.30 p. m. today, there was considerable
excitement in the city in consequence of a
report that Mr. Gladstone had tendered the
resignation of the government to the Queen.
Mr. Morley, at the Cabinet council, was
alone in continuing to oppose the elimination of clause 24 from the Home Rule bill.
The Hartington section maintain their enmity to the bill and will not attend a Liberal
The ministers are confident
conference.
that with the accession of 35 Radical dissidents and "doubtfuls," they will have a majority of 40. The bill will be dropped under
It is probable that Parits second reading.
If
liament will be dissolved in the autumn.
the Gladstone government be returned, the
winter session will be devoted exclusively to
the discussion of the Home Rule bill.
The upshot of today's meeting of the Cabinet is virtually a move in the direction of a
Sevconcession to tne disaffected Liberals.
eral of the ministers urged that clause 24 of
the Home Rule bill be eliminated, but after
α
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matter in Gladstone's hands to deal with as
he might think fit. His mind was [apparently quickly made up, for early in the evening
the government whips were instructed to
summon the rank and file of the Liberal
party to a general meeting Thursday, when
modifications of the Home Rule bill will be
aunounced in order to preserve the government from defeat on its second reading.
Mr. Gladstone has issued a circular calling
on all the Liberal members to meet at the
foreign office.
Gladstone went to Windsor today in obedience to a summons from the Queen and
conveyed to her the opinion of himself and
colleagues with reference to the home rule
bill and the proposed dissolution of Parliament. The Queen intimated that she was
willing to meet the wishes of the ministers.
The government does not promise to reconstruct the home rule bill but will propose to
withdraw it after the second reading and
bring it up for the committee stage later,
when the objections will be dealt with open-

mindedly.
A

Meeting Results in a Riot.

London, May 25.—A pitched battle be-

tween the Knniskillen Fusileers and a detachment of police was fought today at Aldeishot. Several of the l· usileers took exception to the remarks of some of the speakers at an anti-Home Rule meeting, which
was in progress there, and made a rush for
the stands with the avowed purpose of dragging the speakers therefrom. The police endeavored to prevent them, and seizing some
of the soldiers, were hurrying them off to
the police station, when their comrades cam·
to the rescue, and a severe fight ensued, in
which the police were terribly beaten and
compelled to retire. The police subsequently obtained reinforcements, and returning
arrested five of the riotous soldiers.

Eruptions of Kit. Etna.
Catania, May 25.—The eruptions of Mt.
Etna have greatly increased and the de-

struction of the town of Nicolosi now seems
inevitable. The entire district is enveloped
in darkness and showers of stones are con-

tinually falling.
Wrecks of a Tornado.
Berlin, May 25.—A tornado visited Wetzlyr, Prussia today and destroyed a large
number of houses and factories and lifted
barges out of the river Lahn and carried
them in some instances a considerable distance in the air. In the neighboring country
the wind uprooted entire forests.
The Orleans Princes·
a vote of
of expulDill providing for their expulsion will be drafted
Thursday and afterwards submitted to the
Chamber of Deputies.

Paris. May 25.—The Cabinet by

6 to 5 todav. adonted the principle
sion of the Orleans i'rinces. me

On the Creek Frontier.
Athens, May 25.—Both the Greek and
Turkish armies are|inutually surrendering
their prisoners and the positions they respectively captured during the frontier fighting of the last few days and both armies will
commence to-day retiring from the frontier.

are

gressman.

Congressman Reed
THEV FAVOB BODWELL.

a

Fort Fairfield, Linneus and Sliermai
elected delegates to the State convention or
Monday, favorable to the nomination ol
Mr. Bodwell for Governor, says a Iloultou
Lisbon has chosen Bodwell delegates to
the Republican State convention.
At the
Republican caucus held at
Mechanic Falls, Saturday, the following
delegates were chosen to the State convention: J. H. DeCoster, Stillman W. Shaw,
W. G. Millett, Benjamin Milliken. They
are not pledged, but favor Bodwell.
The following were chosen to the district
convention at Auburn, June 8th : P. R.CobbJ. F. Sawyer, H. P. Downing, F. O. Purington.

Dixfield has chosen Bodwell delegates to
the

Republican

State convention.
HOSPITALITY.

MANCHESTER'S

She Entertains the Portland
mittee Royally.

Com-

In Monday's Press we stated that committees from Portland, Lawrence and Portsmouth would visit Manchester, Ν. H., on
Tuesday, to inspect the working of the steam
These committees
road roller in that city.
accordingly visited Manchester yesterday
They were
arriving in that city at 10 a. m.
met at the passenger station by a reception
committee composed of Aldermen Reynolds,
Bodwell, Sanborn and Welch, President
True of the common council and Councilmen
Shannon, Green, Kendall and Fairbanks.
The following named persons comprised the

visitors:
Portland—Alderman Whitman Sawyer. CouncilGeorge Trefethen, J. C. Koberts and Michael
0. MeCann, Street Commissioner George S. Sta
pies.
Lawrence—Mayor Alexander B. Bruce, AlderFellows,
men Samuel Knowles and Samuel W.
men

President of the Common Council M. F. Sullivan ;
Councilmen Β. i\ Cheney and M. E. Woodbury;
Street Commissioner Daniel F. McCarty.
City
Clerk Timothy Kaine, City Messenger William ΙΓ.
Marrow.
Portsmouth—Aldermen William E. Littlefleld,
Edward W. Grifiln, Jolm Griffin, Howe Kussell
and Oliver Cook.

The party at once took carriages which
were in waiting and were driven to the City
Hall Building where they were introduced
by the reception party to the mayor and a
hearty welcome to the city was tendered
them.
After a few moments snent in making acquaintances the party left for Park
street where the steam road roller, in charge
of Mr. Martin, was awaiting their coming.
The lower section of the street which is finished was inspected by the visitors first, and
the practical workings of the machine on the
layer of
upper section where an upper
crushed stone was rolled down was afterward
watched with interest. From here the party adjourned to the Manchester House where
lunch was served. In the meantime the road
roller was brought toMerrimac street in front
of the hotel and the picks inserted in o»e
wheel. Two men were set at work picking
up the road with the ordinary pickax while
one man followed the machine with, a pick.
This was the first time that the roller had
been put on a macadamized road to pick it up
since its arrival and its actions were viewed
with as much interest byManchester citizens
After viewing this
as by those fromabroad.
exhibition the party returned to their carriages and were driven to the police station,
where the honors of the house were done by
Landlord Jenkins.
Many expressions of
admiration were heard over the arrangements for both prisoners and members of the
force. The next place visited was Wilson
Hill, where the party obtained a view of the
city, after which the steam drill and the
Bridge street sewer came in for attention.
The workings of the drill in its attack on
the terribly hard granite found in this street
elicited much admiration. From here they
drove to Governor Currier's residence and
through his grounds, His Excellency standing on the steps and receiving the salutes of
the gentlemen as they passed along. The
party were then driven about the city, over
the McGregor bridge into West Manchester
and returning over Granite bridge to the fire
station on Vine street. Here an exhibition
of the fire department was given under the
direction of Chief Engineer Lane, Amoskeag fire engine, Penacook hose, hook and
ladder truck and the chemical engine hitching up. The blows were struck and the apparatus was got out in 30 seconds, a little
longer time than usual. The party then repaired to the Manchester House, where at 2
o'clock dinner was served, the menu embracing the following:
Mock

Turtle.

SOUP.
Mutton Broth.
1ΊΒΗ.

Boiled Fiesh Salmon, Hollandaise Sauce.
Halibut's Nape, Kgg Sauce.
Lettuce.
Cucumbers.
BOASTS.
Eib of Beef.
Sirloin of Beef, Diih Gravy.
Spring Lainb, Mint Sauce. Turkey, Giblet Gravy
Chicken, with Dressing,

HONDURAS.
Asparagus
A Country Which Thinks Itself Happy
With One Political Party,

on

EXTREES.
Toast.
Lobster Salad.
Chicken Salad.

VEGETABLES.
Mashfirî PntatnM.
Npw Oninns
Beets.
Marrowfat Peas.
Stewed Tomatoes.
Spinach Greens.
New Cabbage.

Rnilpd Pnmt.ni»s.

Chicago, May 25.—Gen. E. A. Sener, of
the army of Honduras, and at present consul of that republic at New Orleans, is in
this city. He says that the political status of
the republic was never better than it is now.
There is only one party, hence there is no
internal strife, and no revolutionary feeling
He says that within
as one would suppose.
the last few months there have been three
filibustering expeditions to Honduras which
started from New York, but each of them
failed miserably. Once filibustering expeditions might have caused some annoyance to
Honduras, but today such an enterprise is
an act of supreme madness. In reference to
Bogran, he says :
President Bogran has 4,500 armed and disciplined troops on the coast, and is ready at
a moment's notice to command thern in the
an
case of
emergency. Notwithstanding
the fact that he had 12,000 good Remington
riflles last September, I took him down 4.000
more, with 3,000,000 cartridges. The republic
lias also a fine 200-ton steam cruiser, commanded by competent officers. This cruiser
coasts constantly along the Caribbean shore.
Besides his own military power, President
Bogran has entered an offensive and defensive alliance with San Salvador and Guatemala, and therefore is as firm in his Presidential chair as is Mr. Cleveland himself.
The few foreign filibusters of the Uarien
expedition, who fell into his hands, he generously pardoned ; but if any more should
Iip will trv t.hpm nnd hnvp

them shot.
President Bogran is also seriously engaged
in making many internal improvements in
Two or three new railwayhis country.
enterprises are under way. Many Chicago,
New l'ork and Boston capitalists have engaged in mineral and other enterprises.
in
Honduras
American capital is safe
because Bogran is a sincere admirer of
American institutions, and is anxious to
have American capital develop the natural
resources of the country.
A

Destructive Waterspout.
Lynchburg, Va., May 25.—A special to
the Daily Advance from Abingdon, Va.,
says : "Yesterday evening, at 5 o'clock, a
waterspout struck the residence of David
Whittaker on Gasper Creek, this county, destroying the dwelling and tobacco barn, and
drowning Mrs. Jennie Mongle. Whittaker
had his jaw-bone broken by falling timbers."
STATE POLITICS.
NOBWAT DELEGATES FOB HAMLIN.
A correspondent writes the Bangor Whig
that Norway sends a solid delegation for

Hamlin.
NEWPORT DELEGATES UNINSTBUCTED.

At the Republican caucus held there last
Saturday the following delegates were
clected to attend the State convention : Dr.
A. I. Harvey, Philip Wilson, E. W. Shaw,
The following were
Dr. Byron Porter.
chosen to attend the District Convention :
Philip Wilson, W. M. Stuart, Aaron Coburn,
Dr. A. I. Harvey.
Delegates uninstructed.
NEW GLOUCESTER DELEGATES.

A New Gloucester correspondent wri'es :
At a Republican caucus last Saturday the
following persons were chosen to attend the.
district and State conventions :
District—D. W. Merrill, George W. Plummer, Seth F. Sweetslr, Dr. J. W. Stewart.
State—J. M. Thompson, J. W. True, F.
M. Thayer, Enoch Wells.
FOB BODWELL AND BEED.

Harrison Republicans elect as delegates to
the State convention, T. D. Emery, George
E. Tarbox and Ira A. Kneeland ; and to the
district conventicn N. S. Knight, A. P.
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HOSTILES.

Wilcox, Ari., May 25.—The Indians have
been forced into a small section of country
north of the railroad and troops are after
each of the bands. Every water hole is
guarded, and it is thought to be only a question of a very short time when they will be
surrounded and captured.
They are all
heading for the San Carlos reservation.
There they will meet with quite a different
reception from that of former times. Orders
are imperative to kill all hostiles approaching the reservation, which is well guarded by
troops and friendly Indians.
General Miles and staff arrived here yesterday afternoon and will make his headquarters here for some time. lie has enlisted
a
company of Mexicans and another of
Americans. These companies started last
night for the mountains. In addition to
their pay, the General has offered a reward
of $50 for each Indian or head of an Indian
brought to Wilcox, and $2,000 for Geronimo
or his head.

Women

Factory

Doveb, Χ. II., May 25.—Messrs. Cumniings have elosed their shoe factory in So.
Berwick,!Me., rather tkan concede to the demands made by the Lasters' Union for an
increase of wages. Superintendent Ferguson is uncommunicative and declines to make
The men claim that the
any (statement.
firm's action is simply to scare them into returning. The firm employs about 300 hands
with a monthly pay roll of 810,000 to $12,000
and it also owns 45 tenement houses occupied
by the operatives. The trouble is a serious
iiness is the
matter to the town as this
only live industry there.
The Eight Hour System.
Chicago, May 25.—The eight hour system was discarded in the stock yards district
for the first time yesterday. After a trial of
three weeks the Northwestern Fertilizing
Works was opened on a 10 hour basis. A
majority of the employes refused to work,
a demonstraand the management
fearing
=
1
«
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Imperative Orders Issued to United
States Troops.

Four

Berwick Shoe

Closes Its Doors.

An

or

of

DEMOCRATS QUARRELiNC.

$2,000 Reward Offered forCeronimo

the Home Rule Bil

Modifications of

numerous

ι...

Bodwell for Governor and
Excitement Over the Cabinet Meeting
in London Yesterday.

The Eight Hour System Discarded In
the Chicago Stockyards.

South

Rielcer and Ν. II. Seavey.

foreicn.

Street Cars Wrecked by Strikers In
Toronto, Ont.

The

ENTERED AS SECOND!
CLASS MAIL MATTERj

1886.

26,

TROUBLES.

Omnibuses for Toronto Strikers.

Investigated.

Association.

Boston, May 25.—The opening meeting of
the sixty-first anniversary of the American
Unitarian Association was held today, Governor Robinson in the chair. The Governor
made a few remarks appropriate to the
and the following officers were
occasion
then elected: President, Hon. George D.
Robinson, Chicopee, Mass. ; vice presidents,
Hon. George William Curtis, Staten Island,
Ν. V. ; George O. Shattuck, Boston ; secretary, Rev. Gridell Reynolds, Concord, Mass. ;
assistant secretary, George W. Fox, Boston,
Mass. ; treasurer, Charles II. Burrage, Boston ; directors, for three years, Thomas Gaffield, Boston ; Rev. F. B. Hornbrooke, Lawton ; Rev. Edward A. Horton, Boston ; Hon.
William L. Whitney, Cambridge ; Rev. S. B.
Stewart, Lvnn ; Hon. Daniel S. Richardson,
Lowell. The report of the treasurer pre-

work and to exercise

missionary

increasing liberality ; recognized

loss in the death of Henry P. Kinder ; congratulated the society upon the presence of
Rev. John McDowell of England; and requested the appointment of a committee of
thirteen to consider the subject of improvement of the forms of public worship and inadequacy of such liturgies as are now possessed.
The public meeting this evening in Tremont Temple was marked by a large attendance and interesting addresses. George William Curtis was the principal speaker, his
remarks being on the general subject of
Unitarianism. He was Followed by Rev. F.
W. Hedge, Rev. A. P. Peabody and Rev.
Dr. Stebbins.

The

LABOR

receipts of $226,948,
The directors' report

total

MAY

PASTBY AMD DESSERT.

Bliubarb Pie.
Apple Pie.
Tapioca Puddinr, with Cream.
Steamed Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce.
Assorted Cake. Lemon Jelly. Vanilla Ice Cream
Bananas.
Sliced Pineapple.
Konian Punch.
Strawberry Shortcake.
Oranges.
Milk.
Tea.
Coflee.
Meat Pie.

At the close of the dinner, the thanks of
the visitors from all three cities were tendered the Manchester city government for the
hospitable entertainment received, and the
time from 3 o'clock until train time was utilized by a visit to the jail and riding about
the city. All the departments of the home
city government were represented at the
dinner.
The Portland committee are most enthusiastic over their reception and treatment by
the Manchester authorities.
They say they
were the recipients of a whole-hearted hoscould
not
have
been more
and
they
pitality,
royally entertained in any city in the world.
οίΓ
be
able
to
Manchester
pay
They hope to
in her own coin at some future day.
BASE BALL.
YESTERDAY'S G AMES.
At Philadelphia—Athletics 18, Cincinnatis
10.
At Baltimore—Baltimore* 1, Louisvilles 6.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns 2, Pittsburgs 6.
At Staten Island—Metropolitans 8, St.
Louis tj.
HOTES.

Galligan's record should be .916 in fielding,

instead of .833
Sheffler's fielding record was accidentally
left out of the table yesterday morning. It
is as follows : 13 games, 27 puts out, 8 assists,
7 errors ; percentage .833.
A special meeting of the Xew England
League of P. Β. B. Clubs, will be held at the
Commonwealth
Hotel, Haverhill, Mass.,

Friday evening.
The Portland-Newburyport game was prevented by rain yestèrday afternoon. The
two clubs will play here today.
in town and will umpire
Umpire Daily is Thiti
tVia rroma frwloi·
«'ill
lia
rimvc

rarir

satisfactory to Portland people, for Mr. Daily
is highly spoken of as an umpire wherever
he has officiated in that capacity.
He is a
Brooklyn man.
Ualiigan received a despatch jesterday
morning saying that his father is dead and
summoning him home to Easton, Penn. He
will return in season to play in Saturday's

game in Lawrence.
The members of the Portland team have
sent a iioral cross to be placed on the coffin
of Mr. Galligan's father at the funeral.
The Portlands will play the Manchesters
in Man Chester, Friday.
It is hoped; Healy, the Portlands' new
pitcher, will pitch in today's game.
lteilly's fielding average should have read
.902 instead of .833.
East Maine Conference Seminary.
The commencement exercise» of the East
Maine Conference Seminary will occur as
follows

:

June 0-10.

Sunday, 7.30 p. ro.—Baccalaureate Sennon at

Franklin Street Church.
Monday, 8 p. m.—Prize Declamation.
Tuesday, 8 p. in.—Annual address by ltev. L.
X. Townsend, 1). D., of Boston University.
Wednesday, 8 p. in.—The Cantata, Kutli the
Moabltess, under direction of Miss Eva F. Pike.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday—Examination of classes.
Thursday, 9.30a. m.—Commencement. 8 p. in.,
social reunion of Alumni and friends. Meeting
of Board of Trustees.

The students and teachers of the Seminary
made an excursion to Castine on Saturday,
May 22, leaving Bueksport via steamer Cimbria, and returning in the evening via steamer Florence. An exciting game of base ball
was played by the Seminary nine and the
nine of the Castine Normal School, which
resulted in a score of 8 to 7 in favor of the

Seminary.
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Argument

fo

Close Time.

(wuuiu
from the report of Mr. Collinsagainst these
expert
going to quote as an all these lish are good
other gentlemen; that
I after the spawning season.
the effect
I
Vi
Γο
f ο resume what ιI was nfsaying,
t
fish at the
of the
of stopping the catching
not
and
oatl
are
season when they
that we shall hare
suitable for food will be
distributed
good fish caught, and good fist;
I here will be
all over the United States.
an Inand
them
an increased market for
catch of good,
creased supply, because the
increased. So
sound mackerel will be largely on behalf of
then I urge this bill, not only of all the peotoy constituents, but on behalf
ple of the United States.
are you
Gentlemen may ask, "What people
cries raised In
keeping out?" and among the
1 ou want to
:
opposition to this bill is tinsalong the coast of
wait until these flsh get up
catch them
Maine, so that your people can
and you
all. Ίhe fish proceed northward, the 1st of
after
want to shut us out until
so
gone up north
June, when they will havewhole
of them.
that you can catch the
long
House
this
Well, I trust I have been in
of that kind.
enough not to attempt a steal
the
What is the fact? Why
[Laughter.)
fact is that of the one hundred and eightyfour vessels that are engaged in the spring
not
mackerel fishery, which we want closed, of
be found outside
a solitary vessel can
Maine and Massachusetts. So we have got
But the truth
the whole business now.
here
about it is that, as Captain Collins says
filled
in this report, when the fish get well
order
in
with spawn in June they dive down
Then there is
to accomplish the work.
in
another difficulty. When the flsh start
at
the warm waters about the|Gulf Stream,
and
thelbeginning they are huddled together,
breaks
this pursuing them with purse-nets
them up and drives them way off shore,
scattering as well as destroying them.
Why, look at it. In the face of scientific
we
authorities, I will not undertake to sayman
can prove that the destructive agency of
from
will extirpate the whole mackerel tribe
the face of the earth i but I will say this,
coast knows
every man on the New England
that the lobster has almost disappeared.
about 10 or
lobsters
catch
You can now only
12 Inches long, and I can remember when the
was
ordinary size of the lobsters caught
pretty nearly twice that size; and according
to -Mr. Evarts there are affidavits in existence
as to lobsters weighing 25 pounds, although
X believe the lobster of that weight was not
producible at the time the affidavit was
made. [Laughter.] We know that the supply of halibut is thinned out, and that the
case is the same in regard to a great many
other kinds of fish. Γ am aware that Prolessor Huxley says there is no proof that
the herring has been diminished by the
—

really

(Congressional Kecord.)
Mr. Breckinridge, of Arkansas.—Undei
the order of the House of yesterday I call uj
the bill (H. R. 5238) relating to the importing
and landing of mackerel caught during tin

spawning

season.

Mr. Buchanan.—I desire to make

mentary inquiry.

a

parlia-

The Speaker.—The gentleman will state it
Mr. Buchanan. Does the special order ol
yesterday supersede the morning hour?
The Speaker.—The order of yesterday was
to postpone the further consideration of thii
bill till this morning immediately after the
reading of the Journal,
Mr. Reed, of Maine.—As this m»asur(
which is now before the House is one somewhat novel in character, I feel it necessary
that there should be a full, free and frank
explanation of the whole thing to the members of the House. In the first place, it cohIt
cerat a very deserving class of people.
concerns between five and six thousand fishermen on the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts, and New England generally. In a larger sense it concerns the whole of the people
of the United States, because it is a food
question as well as an industrial question.
The class immediately concerned are at this
time especially deserving of the attention of
the House, not only because of what they
have suffered under the unfortunate articles
in the treaty of Washington, but also because

to-day

a

difficulty exceedingly great

and affecting them is springing up, causing
them great damage and threatening more.
The people who are engaged in the fisheries
upon the Noreastern coast owing to the treaof 1870 have been suffering severely in
ty
their person and estate in past times, and at
this present time, unless there be the most
careful and judicious management on the
part of all concerned, there is liable to be
great suffering on their part, and the beginning of trouble which will extend its effects
all over the country. At this time and in
behalf of this portion of our people I present
the provisions of this bill. And if I shall
succeed as I hope in gaining the attention of
the House and in satisfying the minds of the
members that the request which I make is a
reasonable one, the cause and objecta of it
will plead for me better than I can myself.
The mackerel fishery is one that lias been
very important to the people of this country
in times past, and which can be made of equal
importance in the times to come, if we judiciously aitend to it. But there have been of
late years a great falling off in the character
of the catch and a great change in the nature
of Jhe fisheries, as I will demonstrate to you
hu fl
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used to be caught by liook and line, and the
result was that very fine fish were caught ;
but within the last ten vears the nature of
the fishery has changed very much. Instead
of a hook and line fishery the purse eeine fishery has been developed, and instead of going
into a school of mackerel and hauling out
what could be brought out by hook ana line,
the fishermen of to-day in larger craft, go out
and surround the school of mackerel by nets,
which are placed vertically in the water and
floated by cork at the top edge. When the
school is entirely surrounded, the bottom
edges of the net are drawn together into
purse-like shape, and the result is that the
whole body of hsli, good, bad and indifferent,
are scooped up
together as if they so much
dirt.
Now, at a particular time anyone can see
that such a fishery may be specially disadvantageous to the increase of fish. There is
the fish thus caught are filled
a time when
with spawn and with the future possibilities
of the production of mackerel. All these
fish are taken together; and while they are
in the spawning condition—that is, while
the spawn is forming within them—they are
poor and almost unfit for food ; they are very
bad for food under all circumstances.
The proposition which I have to present
to the House to-day is the same which has
been put in operation in almo»t all the States
with regard to the internal fisheries. That
is, I propose that we shall have a close time
which sliall cover this period of spawning.
1 desire frankly to state any objections that
there are, and I believe I know them all. It
will strike you at first sight as if there could
be nothing said against a proposition as reasonable as this is to stop the destruction of
fisli in their spawning period when the reof the fish is in very great peril.
ut there are arguments urged against it,
and I am bouuJ to say to you at the
outset that our scientific men, Professor
Baird and Professor (Joode, express an opinion which I can best show 07 giving the
opinion of Professor Goode, which is :

Êreduction

I have never been convinced that the abundance of mackerel along our eastern coast has
been In past vears diminished through the agency
of mau. I am not therefore prepared to say thai
I believe that the prosecution of the spring mackerel fishing will lead to its own destruction.
In a report on the history of mackerel, published
ill 1883 by the Commissioner of Fisheries. 1 reviewed the evidence at that time in existence and
I have not as yet seen any reason for changing
the views therein

expressed

I should say to you there are other reasons
besides these which I will develop, but I
want to say distinctly that while Professor
Goode says he does not know whether such a
measure is necessary for that purpose or not,
I am bound to say to you that every fisherman engaged in the business does know, and
ail of them are here before you with hardly a
dissenting voice urging upon the ground of
their personal experience that it will be the
destruction of the fisheries not to have aclose
time, and I am prepared to show you that
the lack of a close time already has been a
very severe injury to the fishing industries
υΐ
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All the fishermen present themselves here
with their petitions for this bill. On the
other hand tnere is a single petition against
it, and I will show you from what source
that comes. It is the petition of the Fishmongers' Association of the city of New
York. They are opposed to this legislation.
I think I may say without being accused of
imputing unworthy motives to anybody, that
they are opposed to it upon the Jalutary
ground that commissions are good for people
who sell. Of course they present one other
ground, because people never reveal their
selfishness utterly. The Fishmongers' Association say that they are struggling in the
interest of cheap food for the people. Let
us see precisely what this cheap food cry
means. Mr. Blackford, who is a New York
fish commissioner, but who is also, I think,
or lias been, connected with the Fishmon,
gers' Association—Mr. Breckenbridge, of Arkansas.—lie is a
dealer.
Mr. Keed, of Maine.—He is a dealer himself. Mr. Blackford gives a singl· instance
of this cheapness of food which Illustrates it
all. He says :
About the 1st of April the mackerel fleet struck
an immense scdool of fresh mackerel, anil tbey all
loaded up and came into New York, and there
was at one time upward of fifteen million mackerel lying around the wharves In the vicinity of Fulton Market. Those mackerel were unloaded there
Men, women and chiljust as fast as possible.
dren came from all parts of the city with baskets
and the wagons of licensed venders, and there
was no question about the price.
They gave a
basket!ullfor 6 or 10 cents and would load a wagFor the space of two or three
on for 26 cents.
weeks the poorer classes had the benefit of this
immense catch of mackerel. They were distributOf course, it was the
ed all through the ctty.
means of alarge class of people making money—
not myself, although I am In the fish business.

What was the nature of this cheap food ?
we want. It is a little hard
sometimes on the men who furnish them that
be
so very cheap,
but still we
should
they
want cheap food provided it is also good
and
but
food—not cheap
nasty,
cheap and
good. What does Mr. Blackford himself say
about the character of this food ? He says :
A large portion of these were salted, but at that
season of the year the macktrel are inferior in fat-

Cheap things

ness; the quality is not of a kind that makes them
most desirable for salting.

Let me add one other fact in that

connec-

tion, which is that In order to supply that
week or two of cheap food to the people in
and around the city of New York, 100,000

barrels of mackerel filled with spawn w ere
thrown into the ocean and could not be used
—a destruction greater than the actual use
that was made; for Mr. Collins tells us that
only 75,000 barrels were used and 24,000 saltΙο fKof fhn
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tion that you wish to preserve at the expense
of what I am about to state? There has been
a remarkable change »f late in the nature of
Several
the results of mackerel fishing.
years ago, when 300 barrels of mackerel were
No. 1, fat, valuable
caught, 200 of themofwere
the whole were fit subfish ; <ίά) per cent,
human beings.
for
by
consumption
jects
What are the actual results now, as taken
Chase
and Wliitten,
of
Lewis,
from the books
of Portland, for the year 1884? Of 14,877 barrels taken 317 barrels were No. 1; that is,
instead of (ίβ| per
less than 2.2 per cent,
Of No. 2's there 3,121 barrels—less
cent.
than 21 per cent. ; and the balance, 11,430
barrels, were of poor quality—No. 3's, or perhaps worse. The result of all this is that under this system of fishing the proportion of
No. 2 mackerel has been reduced from OOjf
per cent, of the whole to less than 2.2 per
cent., and the number of No. 3's has increased to 75 per cent. Now, what is the effect of that upon the production of this food
for the people? Most men know nothing of
these details. To most men a mackerel is a
When
mackerel, and there's an end of it.
they go to buy a mackerel if they get one
they do not like they do not go any more.
You see there is a temptation to dealers all
the time to brand up their goods, because, I
fish are n·
am sorry to say, the dealers in
more honest than the members of the legal
are
branded
up.
profession—things
Mr. Brown, of Pennsylvania.—That is
pretty honest.
Mr. Keed, of Maine.—Yes ; that is a high
standard.
I took the highest standard I
could find. [Laughter.]
Mr. Lore.—If the gentleman will permit
ine, I wish to ask him whether this change
does not grow out of the change in the manthe
ner of catching the fish, the change from
line to the purse-net.
of
doubt
no
have
it,
Maine.—1
of
Mr Heed,
and the result is that the great majority of
the
spawning
these fish are taken during
season when they are very poor. I can show
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man.
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these
prove the necessity, I say all
considerations put together render it exthis
that
experiment
desirable
ceedingly
should be tried.
I hold in my hand the printed statement of
as conversant
a gentleman who is probably
with this subject as any other man. He came
the
with
to the committee
emphatic recommendation of Professor Baird, who has employed him specially with regard to this part
of the fishery question ; and whatever information Professor Baird may have has been
derived largely from this gentleman, who
says there Is no doubt that there would be a
great improvement in the quality *t the fish,
if we should adopt this measure ; and then
he comments upon the question of cheap food
very much as I have done.
A member.—Who is he?
Mr. lieed, of Maine.—J. W. Collins, a gentleman well-known to all who are interested
in this business.
One other consideration.
Why is It that
our people,
having complete possession of
to
be
closed
as proposed
this fishery, wish it
in this bill? Ihave^iven you some of the
It is
reasons; and I will give you another.
at present a fishery of so poor a character
that it does not pay ; yet nevertheless we are
forced into it, and why? From the same peculiarity of human nature that sustains tho
Louisiana Lottery. Out of one hundred and
eighty-four vessels engaged in this fishery
three or four make large hauls, and find the
business profitable: the others expect that
they may do the same ;· and if one goes into
it all go into it. Now. all should be stopped.
1 think 1 have stated reasons why this bill
should be passed. Let me recapitulate them.
The bill is a trial proposition for five years.
It is a proposition to close this fishery during
the spawning season, from March until the
1st of June. Its purpose is to increase the
character and value of the fish which will lie
of
tho United
distributed to tho people
States. If I have made these points as clear
to the House as they stand in my own mind
Allow me to acd
I cannot doubt the result.
that this is a matter of serious import to my
Veople. They are deeply concerned in this
question ; and I know of no opposition to
this measure that has not its origin in the
fisli-mon«ers' association of one place or another. We propose to »top the catching of
these fish during the period named by stopping the importation and sale ; and
t*d States being the only place where they
can be sold, if we stop their sale
here tho
fish will not be caught.
There is another class of fishermen repre-
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Buchanan], a class with which I confess 1
have sympathy ; and I hope, when I perfectly understand his amendment, to bo able to

assent to it ; if not, I shall have to submit to
the vote of the House on that question. He
states that the people on the New Jersey
coast aro interested in fishing carried on in
rowboats: and that this measure, without
the amendment he suggests, will cut them off
from some degree of sustenance during the
period to which the prohibition will apply.
I sympathize with the gentleman's position ;
for the consideration he presents is of similar character to that I present In behalf of
It may be, however, that we
my people.
can not arrange a close seasou without injuring somebody. But 1 trust I have shown the
counterbalancing advantages to be so great
that this House will not hesitate to give the
fishermen of this country what they all demand.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston .Journal says: "Up in
Weld, Clerk Cloutier of the board of overseers

of the poor

stopped up an

outlet for the

city money. A family named "Piper has
been helped by the city funds for a number
of years past. Last year it was to the
amount of 8114. of which $110 went to Weld
and SI to Portland. Mr. Cloutier says that
lie has found'out that Piper never gained a
residence in Lewiston, but that lie kept moving from one city to the other between Lew-

iston and Auburn.
The last pauper residence of the family, he thinks, was gained
in East Otisficld."
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

George Finnegan, a farmer of Ilodgdon,
while leading an unruly horse to water Saturday afternoon, was thrown down and, by
means of the halter
becoming entangled
arounil his arm, dragged a long distance,
receiving injuries which resulted fatally
Monday. He was 33 years of age, and leaves
a

widow and one child.

HANCOCK COUMTY.

A Bar Harbor correspondent of the Bangor
Commercial says that there are only two
cases of diphtheria there, and those are very

light

ones.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Some of the East Boothbay mackerel fishermen are doing well this spring.
Capt. H.
McKown stocked $3,000 in eight days, says
the Lincoln County News.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Conference will
hold its annual session with the Congregational church at North Edgecomb, June 8
and 9, says the Damariscotta Herald. Kev.
A. F. Daniels of Bath will preach the conference sermon.
The irioims ana pew-holders of the Congregational church at Washington have
voted to expend 81,000 in repairs on the
building, with the addition of a tower and
bell, says the Lincoln News.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The anniversary exercises at Bangor Theological Seminary occur Tuesday and Wednesday next, June 1st and lid.
The parties who bought the wreck of the
steamer Cambridge a short time ago for
$1,000 are making very good progress in
securing the different portions of the machinery. The chains, anchors and condenser
have already been hauled up and several
efforts have becu made to hoist the boilers, a
work which will soon be successfully accomplished, it is thought.
The Winona, the new steamer building at
Brewer for Sir. Charles S. Pearl, will probably be completed in about ten days. She is
for use on Phillips Pond, and will probably
be a very fast little boat.
SAOADABOC COUNTY.
The State Conference of Congregational
churches will assemble in Bath Tuesday,
June 15th. Kev. (i. VV. Field, I). 1)., of Bangor is to read a paper before the conference.
SOMEBSET COUNTY.

llartland on Saturday voted unanimously
to subscribe $18,000 toward the proposed
railroad to Pittslield. There is a good chance
of its ultimate extension northward to a connection with the Canadian Pacific line at
Moosehead Lake. The depth of the interest
in the project may be realized from the fact
that 201 votes were thrown, and every one in
the affirmative. It is thought that this action
of the town insures the construction of the
road to Pittsfield on the Maine Central.
WAI.DO COUNTY.
Geo. K. Brackett of Belfast, Secretary of
the (rood Templars of Maine, started Thursday for Richmond, Va., to attend the annual
session of the ltight Worthy Grand Lodge,
which is the head of the order iu the world.
Our correspondent writes that Edward G.
Thompson, Esq·, a well known citizen of
Knox, died Friday night. Mr. Thompson
was a successful school teacher
and served
the town for many years as school
supervisor
and committee. lie was a
leading member
of the North Montville Free
Baptist

church.
Tho death of Joel Dormau Steele
of
Klinira. Ν. Y., a prominent scientific
author
is announced, lie died from
rheumatism ol
the heart.

——

THE

PRESS.

that we of today can scarcely concelvc of,
laid the foundation of the present town.

MAY 26.

THE SEIZURE OF THE SISTERS.
As the Phess remarked yesterday the
seizure of the schooner Sisters for failing to
cemply with our customs regulations had it
occurred at any other time would have ex-

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

anonymous letters and communcations. The name and address of the writer are
η all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
We do not read

attention. It is not a very uncommon occurrence for a vessel, through the ignorance or carelessness of her master, to violate or neglect to comply with some of our
customs laws, and to be compelled to pay a
When such negligence
fine In consequence.
en a vessel's part is brought to the attention of the customs authorities, they have
but one course to pursu·, and that is to enforce the law applicable to such cases. The
statutes of the United States provide that
when a vessel enters a port of the United
States without a manifest she shall be liable
When the customs auto a fine of 8500.
thorities, therefore, found the Sisters without a manifest they were obliged to take notiee of it. It happened that the Sisters was
a Nova Scotia vessel, and was loaded with
fish. IIe»ce the impression has gone abroad
that her seizure was intended as a species of
retaliation for the seizures of our vessel· by
cited

A REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
WILL

BE

HELD IN

CITY HALL, LEWISTON,
June 9, 1886, at 11 o'clock a. m..

Wednesday,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September election, and transacting any other business that may
properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows :
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor in 1884
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
rotes in excess of seventy-live votes, an additional delegate.
The State Committee will be in session in the
of the Hall at nine o'clock on the
KeceptionofRoom
the Convention, for the purpose of remorning
of delegates.
credentials
the
ceiving
All electors of Maine who are in favor of mainwill join in retaining a Protective Tariff : who
sisting the attempt now being made in a Democratic House of Representatives to injure many
of the leading industrial interests of Maine; who
are in favor of elevating and dignifying human labor by securing to the laborer his just reward ;
who demand freedom of suffrage throughout the
republic and an honest counting of the ballots;
4

Such, however,
the Dominion authorities.
is not the case. The seizure really has nothing to do with the fishing dispute, and it
ought to be disassociated in the public mind
Sisters was
from it. The master of the
bound to know our customs regulations and
to comply with them, just as the masters of
our vessels are bound to know the regulations of the Dominion and to comply with
them ; and the Dominion people have no
more ground to complain at her seizure than
our
vessel» went
we should have if one of
into one of their ports and was there seized
for violating or failing te conform to their

the encouruphold all judicious measures forwho
believe
agement of American shipbuilding;
civil service
who
in

an

honest and

responsible

and

in

economical administration of the Government;
approve the Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic
and the promotion of the cause of Temperance,
are cordially invited, without regard to past political differences, to unite with the Republicans in
the selection of delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
an

who

_

Willis H. WING.

no

Secretary.

Augusta, Me., April 16,1886.

regulations.
The Adams and the Doughty were not
seized for violating customs regulations.
The Republicans of the First Congressional DisHad they been, then the only resource of
trict arc invited to send delegates to a Convention
their owners would have been to show that
to be held in
tbey were not guilty or to throw themReception Hall, Portland, on Thursday, June 3,1886, selves on the mercy of the Dominion government. for w<- cannot inmeacli the riulit, of
at 2 o'clock p. in., for the purpose of nominating a
eandidato for Representative in Congress to be I that government to make and enforce such
supported at the September election, and trans- customs regulations as it sees fit. Our comacting any other business that may properly come
plaint is that these vessels were seized in
before it.
direct violation of laws which amount pracThe basis of representation will be as follows :
tically to an agreement between the United
Each city and town will be entitled to one deleStates and Great Britain that the vessels of
gate, and for each seventy-five votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1884, an the former shall have the right to enter the
additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
ports of the latter for any purpose for which
votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional
the vessels of Great Britain are allowed to
delegate. The uistrict Committee will be in ses
enter the ports of the United States. We
•ion at the Hall at l o'clock on the afternoon of
claim that oui vessels are entitled to the
Hie convention for the purpose of receiving the
same privileges in Dominion ports that the
credentials of delegates.
Dominion vessels enjoy in our ports, and
nist.rii>t Committal».
that it is perfectly just that if the Ottawa
ANDREW H AWES, Chairman.
government curtail our privileges the
8. VT. JUNKINS, Secretary.
Washington government shall curtail their
Portland, Me., May 3,1886.
privileges. That is, if our vessels are not
allowed to buy bait in Dominion ports, then
Ex-Gov. Plaisted Is reported to be a candivessels should not be allowed to
date^ the Democratic gubernatorial nomi- Dominion
bait in our ports. The closing of our
buy
nation.
ports to Dominion vessels in search of bait
The Joint debates between Gen. Gordon
will bo retaliation for the seizure of the
Major Bacon, rival candidates for the Demo- Adams and Doughty, but the seizure ef the
cratic nomination for governor of Georgia,
Sisters for violation of the customs laws is
have been brought to an end. Factional feelnot retaliation in any sense.
ing ran so high that Gordon was liooted down
in Augusta, and there was a narrow escape
CURRENT COMMENT.
from a free fight.

DISTRICT CONVENTION.

The owners of the Adams and the

TUB REACTION.

Dough-

Providence Star.
Hasty strikes are beginning to react on labor itself. Strikes don't buy goods ; therefore factories are not called upon to manufacture. Business is exceptionally dull with
concerns that are usuallj busy, and money
which should cicrculate in wages .is kept in
the safe or bank vault, and does not find its
way to the tills of o«r retail merchants. The
birii that lays the golden egg may not be
killed, but it is pretty effectively crippled.

ty lare assured, by the appointment of Mr.
litddK* and Mr. Putnam, of good counsel in
the Canadian courts, but we are afraid that
in the present state of public feeling in the
Dominion, good counsel will not avail much.
Our chief reliance must be on representations to the British government.
The House committee that is investigating
tii# Pan-Electric affair has decided to throw
out the affidavit of Wilber and of Professor
The reason given is that
Bell in reply.
neither of thein is germane to the question
That
which the committee is considering.
Is a good reason, but a still better one would
be that an affidavit from a man who confesses himself a perjurer, drunkard and bribetaker is

unworthy of

BY INDIRECTION.
New York Times.

Congressman Dingley, speaking of Secretary Bayard's attitude in the fishery controvery, says that the Secretary's mistake was

*

beginning sooner. The time to make
representations to England was immediately
after the issue of the proclamation of the
Canadian Mierster of Marine, on the fifth of
March. Mr. Dingley says he pointed out to
in not

JimilU.
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TII.DEN'S MESSAGE.
Boston Advertiser.
It will be remembered that Mr. Samuel J.
Tilden, in anticipation of the message of the
President to Congress, wrote a public message, setting forth in an urgent way the necessity for immediate liberal appropriations
for coast defences. A bill has been reported
to the Republican Senate appropriating sixteen million dollars for the purpose of beginning the work, and it is likely to pass ; but
the leader» of the Democratic House have
agreed that no such measure shall pass that
body this session. It is habitual for Democrats to talk of Mr. Tilden as being the embodiment of all statesmanship and political
wisdom ; but they are in practice as indifferent to his recommendations as they are
to the civil service principles ef Thomas Jefferson.

son of one of the conquerors of the Narragansett Indians. The contest with the Narragansetts was one of the most memorable
ever fought on this continent. Six of the
companies that look part in it were raised in
Massachusetts, five in Connecticut and two
in the Plymouth colony. The last were commanded by Capt. Gorham, fo 111 whom the
present town takes its name, hîkî Capt. Rice.
The decisive battle was fought mi the tenth of
December, 1C75, and lasted six hours. Of
4,000 Indians engaged not 200 escaped, and

Magazine Contributor's Confession
of Idyiosyncrasles.

From 115 lbs. to 161 lbs.
To the Cuticura Remedies I

[From

owe

part in this battle Massachusetts granted
them and their heirs seven townships, one
of which was located on the Presumpseot
liver and designated as Xarragansett No. 7.
This was assigned to Capt. John Gorliam's
Immediate preparations were
company.
made to settle it, but several years elapsed
before the grant was actually entered by the
man.

It was two years after Capt. John Phinney
settled on Xarragansett No. 7, before another white settler came. Meanwhile, a daughter had been born to Capt. Phinney, the first
white child born in Gorham. The second
settler was Daniel Mosier, who removed
from Falmouth in 1738. Next came Hugh
McLellan, from the north of Ireland, and
soon after followed William Pote, William
Cotton, Ebenezer Hall, Eliphalet Watson,
Clement Harvey, Bartholomew Thorn, John
Irish, John Ayer, Jacob HamDlen, lienjamin Skiilings. When Capt. Phinney began
his settlement, there were but nine towns in

Maine.
it was iour years after he entered the plantation that the proprietors met and voted to
build a meeting house "for the worship of
God," 36 ieet long, 20 feet wide, with 20 feet
shed : and fifty shillings on a right were appropriated for the same. In 1743, a grist and
saw mill was built on Little River. The plantation was in a flourishing condition when
in 1745 what is known as the fifth Indian
war broke out. Being a frontier town, Narra7 suffered severely. The settlers'
buildings were burneJ, their cattle killed, and
ceaseless vigilance was the price of the preservation of the settlers' lives. Little work could
be done, for the people had to shut themselves up in the fort a large part of the time
to save themselves from the Indians. Starvation stared them in the face, and many of
the settlers became disheartened and fled to

gansett No.

towns less exposed to attack.
With the return of peace the plantation
began to flourish again and to fill up rapidly
with settlers. In 1764 a meeting house was
completed. The population of the plantaOctober
tion was estimated at 340 souls. In
of that year the town was incorporated by
and the
the General Court of Massachusetts,
of
first town meeting was held in February
Kevthe following year. In the war of the
town in
olution there was no more patriotic
Maine than Gorham. It constantly contributed more than its quota to the Continental
which
army, besides raising a large company
the Pewent with Gen. l'eleg Wadsworth on
At one time every third

1

ful confession ; "I am afraid to give my material to an editor who is not thoroughly acquainted with me or my antecedents, and who
has not already bought my stories, or who
does not know that what I write people like
to read, for I am that unlortunate creature
whose spelling may be good or bad according
to circumstances. In other words, I belong
to that miserable category of human lieints
who are to be classed among the 'aceidental
spellers.' What do I mean by that? X may
write 50 pages of manuscript with very few
errors of spelling, then all of a sudden on
page 51 will come blunder after blunder.
Words correctly spelled and used over and
over are all wrong now. My mind of a sudden
halts and refuses to arraege the tetters properly. My little bopof eight years old would
deserve a thrashing for such vulgar blunders.
My wife will sometimes read my copy and
clean it up, but when I am in a hurry I cannot wait for her.
',Do you want to listen to the story of my
huinilation? I took a book I had made some
time ago to a well known publisher. Ile knew
me by reputation, and I was politely received.
The subject 1 had chosen seemed to suit him.
He had the temerity to read the first page of
my manuscript ; then he suddenly halted, and
I was at once aware that he had found certainly one, maybe half a dozen mistakes in spelling. Under ordinary circumstances I might
have corrected the blunders, but if the sale of
Tny work or my life had depended on spelling
right off the doubtful words I could not have
done it. I had no idea how to spell them. I
was conscious that they were wrong but the
geography, the picture, of the word had entirely faded out of my mind. I might have
said to that bewildered publisher, Ί will spell
those words quite correctly to-day or to-morrow, but just now it is impossible.' Fortunately it did not hurt the value of the work,
for that intelligent and forgiving publisher
bought that book. I feel very much ashamed
of myself, however, whenever I see him. I
fancy my mistake arises from some sudden
obliteration of the mental faculties, for the
confusion is not permanent. It goes and
comes. If I say to myself, 'Now watch out and
see that you pay particular attention to your
spelling,' I could not produce a hundred
words consecutively. Yes, it worries me.
"Here is an instance happening to me today. I am very much interested in abstract
science, and am reviewing for a periodical a
series of work· on a particular topic, and
have to take copious notes. I wrote the
simple word 'many' 'inaney.' 1 don't think
I ever pnt the 'e' in before. That extra 'e'
fascinated me. I was conscious that it looked
fu»ny and original. It seemed ludicrous and
annoyed me. Then, after a while, I did not
know whether it was right or wrong. I had
to call on my little girl and ask her to spell
'many' for me. As long as I live I never shall
write 'made' and 'maid' without shying at
them. The verb and the noun are utterly
distinct, but, nevertheless, I have to think
whether 'The Made of Orleans' is right as far
Its a trick of 40
as it refers to Joan of Arc,
odd years standing. 'Despair' is another
word. I despair of ever writing it without a
feeling of uncertainty. I want to make ,it
'despare.' I have a pitched battle with my

BARGAINS IN WRITING PAPER BY THE POUNB

given; to the person sending
Fifty
the next largest list will be given the Second Prize, Twenty-five Dol.
Iars; for the third largest list the Third Prize of Fifteen Dollars, and
for the fourth the Fourth Prize of Ten Dollars will be given.
The only condition for the chance to compete for above prizes be·
ingthat with the list of words yoH send a label taken front a package
or can of the Congress Yeast Powder, (which is an Absolutely Pure
Cream Tartar Yeast or Baking Powder,) together with a statement
showing where it was purchased and yonr opinion of its merits.
These lists must be received by us before December 1st, 1886. Each
list must be plainly marked with the name and address of the sender,
and the total number of the words.
The words must be found in either Webster's 01- Worcester's Dictionary.
The names of the successful person· will be announced January 1,
and to all contestants a list of the prize winners will be sent.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.
BEST ROOF
In

BOSTON.
dlawly

marll

A day never passes that I do not think and speak
kindly of the Cuticura Remedies. Seven years
ago, all of a dozen lumps formed on my neck, ranging In size from a cherry stone to an orange. The
large ones were frightful to look at. and painful to
bear; people turned aside when tliey saw me, in
disgnst, and I was ashamed to be on the street or
in society. Physicians and their treatment, and all
In a moment ot
medicines failed to do any good.
despair I tried the Cuticuba Remedies—Cutiand
the
Skin
Cuticuba
Cure,
Soap,
cuba,
great
an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally, and Cut
icuba Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally ; the small lumps (as I call them) gradually
m about two
disappeared, and the large ones broke,
weeks, discharging large quantities of matter, leaving two slight scars in my neck to-day to tell the story of my suffering. My weight then was one hundred and fifteen sickly pounds j ray weight now is
one hundred and sixty-one solid, healthy pounds,
and my height is only five feet, five inches. In my
travels I praised the Cuticuba Remedies, North,
South, East and West. To Cuticuba Remedies
I OWE MY HEALTH, MY HAPPINESS aild MY LIFE.
A prominent New York druggist asked me the other day, "Do you still use tne Cuticuba Remereply
dies; you look to be in perfect health?"
was, "ι do, and shall always. I have never Known
what sickness is since I commenced using the
Cuticuba Remedies." Somtimes I am laughed
at by praising them to people not acquainted with
their merits, but sooner or later they will come to
their senses and believe the same as those that use
them, as dozens have whom I have told. May the
time come when there shall be a large Cuticuba
Supply House in every city in the world, for the
benefit of humanity, where the Cuticuba Remedies shall be sold only, so that there will be rarely a need of ever entering a drug store.
M. HUSBANDS,
210 Fulton St., New York, N.
Cuticuba Remedies are a positive cure for every form of Skin and Blood Diseases, from Pimples
to Scrofula. Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuba,
50cents: Soap, 25 cents; Resolvent, $1.00.
by the Potteb Dbug and Chemical
Co., Boston, Mass. Send for "How to Cure Skin

My

Skin Blemishes, and
Cuticuba Soap.

111™ Humors,

use

Drab and Nutria Kersey Hats !
NUTRIA.TAN, GRANITE DERBY HATS FOR VOUNG HEN,
These

are

the latest styles and shades just received, and will be offered
Call and see the latest New York styles.
low.

SPECIAL STYLES IN CHILDREN'S HATS!
different from other dealers.

Ε. N. PERRY,
245 Middle St.

Fashionable Hatter,

dtf

niy8

Send

Asthma and Soreness of the
Chest and Pectoral Muscles, at once
relieved and assisted to a speedy cure
by the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plas;
25c.
myluSW&w'iw

Breathing,

383 Harrison Ave.,

GREAT HALF PRICE SALE
OF

Laee

Curtains, Window
Shades, &t, h.

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our atyles and get our prices. We
have selected our

as

the public well know.

Our

Carpet Department
complete

with

New Designs and Colorings.
We have ihe largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock aiid get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.
We

are now

exhibiting the best line of

Papers

Room

and

guarantee
as

Orders have been sent from our Headquarters in Boston to our
Branch Stores all along the line from Haine to Connecticut to make
room for several thousand MEN'S, YOUTHS', BOYS' and CHILDREN'S
SUITS, as the balance of our wholesale Spring and Summer stock,
amounting to over two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, is to be distributed among our retail stores with orders to mark them at about
It has been our custom the last few years, afCOST OF MATERIAL.
ter our wholesale trade has been supplied, to give our patrons a BENEFIT by offering the balance of our wholesale stock to the retail trade
at less than actual cost.
On account of the Great Labor Trouble in the West our trade from
that locality has not been so large as in former years, consequently we
have a much larger stock to dispose of

Than any previous year, and as the Boston and Portland Clothing Co. is one of the largest, our
share of»the stock is enormous.
Remember, these are not old goods carried over from last season,
but all New, Clean, Handsome, Stylish Goods, which we manufactured
These bargains are now on our counters, and
for this season's trade.
We mention a few lots:
we cordially call your attention to them.
200 Men's and Young Men's nobby all wool CASSIMERE and
SCOTCH MIXED SUITS, comprising different patterns of check,
laids and fancy mixtures, goods manufactured by the Amesbury,
eorge's River and Hamilton Mills, all sizes from 33 to 44, regular
$10 and $12, we propose to retail at only

prices

our

as

low

the lowest.

350 Men's and Young Men's fine all wool Suits, manufactured from
the famous Cowan, Central Falls, Brighton, Putnam and Sawyer Mills,
No better goods made for style
finest all wool Cassimere and Cheviot.
or service in this country, handsomely made and trimmed, regular
«ι κ nn«i siii Sin its. shall close out tbe lot at only

UNION STREET CARRIAGE MANUFACTORY AND REPOSITORY
OF

WOS. 32 TO 38 UNIOar STREET.

I wish to call the Attention of the Public to a few reasons why the above is the Place to
Buy your Carriages.
1st-We are tlie LARGEST MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS in the
State.
23 —We have the largest and best equipped Factory and Sales Rooms.
Our factory contains over 35,000 square feet of floor room, and is
the only factory in the State fitted with steam power and improv;
ed machinery.
3d —We have the largest force of thoroughly skilled carriage mechanics, very many of them having been in our employ from 15 to 25

EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

alines
andlaree line^&ew
ana

good5

Large Stock

of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

LIGNUM

$12.00 PER SUIT.

SHEET OIL CLOTH
OIL CLOTH
MATTINGS
MATS &C., &c.

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Our Store is open

Buy these goods of
and save money.

duced for general structural purposes. Sample,
sheets and pamphlet "STRUCTURAL· DECORATION" free, by mail.

Strictly Pure Colore in Oils, V arniehe* etc
ROOF, CAR and BRIDGE PAINTS,
colors. Are especially adapted for outbuildings, barns, fences, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

in various

us

190 & 192 Middle Street. dtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fisli,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar llonse.
ceipts given. Otis Urothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. 8. DOUGLASS, Agent,
298 Commercial Street.

in its

application.

GENUINE ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE and
BOILEK COVERINGS, PISTON and WICK I
FIRE PROOF
MILL-BOARD.
PACKING.
PLASTIC STOVE-LINING, CEPAINTS,
MENTS, COATINGS, ETC.
Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
21

MARKET

at 6.3©

at 7 o'clock

PORTLAND,

;?IE.

Headquarter for New Enylnud.
ulw-teod2m
mch30

AID

TELEPHONE No. 257.

SEBACO

TÎD

LAKE

LONG CREEK

eodtf

mv22

C.

WARE,

ARTIFICIAL
Best Gum Teeth,
"
Best Plain

Besetting'

Manager.

*

—^

Royal Mai),
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
liim,— no cement,—new Detachable Handle
Bar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. 77ie
Wheel of the year. In great demand.—A tew old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

TEETH
set.
$10 per
"
"
7
5

"

"

"

Filling at moderate prices, lias free of charge
for two or more teeth. Work warranted.

Ε. B. & F. W
apr28

50Û

C. L. BAILEY,

L0CKYV001),

Congrcee 81.,

cor.

JBrovrn.

C0(13ra I

.iti

New 1886 model

apr3

£2JIVli<ldIe Street.
dlwteodtf&w2w

1

|

and

T). W. Clflrk & Γθ..

STREET,
ST.

114 1-2 EXCHANCE STR

near corner

—

8A_LK

FOE

1SN middle

BY

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

—

FIXE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

EMERY,

tended to.

Slnet, Cortland, ne.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

eouu

Remember this Fact.

Three door* went of foi mer office.
Iba 8. Lookr.
Joseph A. Locks.
feh27

dtf_

If you do not like the flavor of

WE

LIQUID FOOD,

convey and deliver

fugitives

in

the

will

Κλ

Office hours from 7

a.

Atli· norfl

oi mame;

ηυιι.

ucu.

IRA M. TRUE & CO..
Portland, May 5,1880.

a
re-

Plans and specificeived until June 5th, 1886.
cations can be seen after May 25th, at the office
of the architect, G. M. Coombs, Lewiston, Me., or
Me.
by calling on M. T. Holt, New Gloucester,
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
J.I. STURGIS.
Chairman of Building Committee.
my21eodtjul
New Gloucester, May 20,1880.

v*

Licensed by State of Maine.
myCdlm

BAKER'S

WE WILL· DO IT

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
OH has beon removed. It has three
timet the strength of Cocoa mixed
■with Btarch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for personB In heaith.

I

WE WILL DO

GOOD

B. THURSTON &

I have in warerooms and for sale, the
lected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties intending to erect memorials
totneir loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my " -tablishment,

43 Τ

PLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sts.

Portland, Me.

97 1-2 Exchange St.,
may8

dtl

performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss »f a single patient, and all restored to usefulness.

Liquid Food was given before

and after the operations.

Photographer,

With what we have been and are doing
we Mhall be able, in our new Free If owpitul
that we are now building corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden street, to perform in the Murgical half of the Hosp ital,

COMRESSJT., Portland.

511

We guarantee finest o( work, both In Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

Operation* annually.

HAWKES BROTHERS
DEALERS DÏ

—

Granite for Building· Cemetery,
und monumental Purpose*,
Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, M£.

ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙMUS

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
dem
decl8
Geo. E.

4RniKF· I
Remember that with feeble infants who do not
on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 6 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will De restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a ease of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been pre-

THE

Annual Meeting.

four times a day will make 10
blood monthly, and the system con-

tablespoonful

pounds
tains 24 to 28
new

pounds.

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

MURDOCK
my22

LIPOTOOII CO.,

SM&Wtf

of the

annual

The

Λ

International Tele-

meeting
THE
graph Co., will ne holden at the office of
Brown & Josselyn. 211 Commercial St., Portland,

scribed by a physician.

per cent.
In alcoholic extracts 1.97· The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts snow wby Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

on Tuesday, June let, at 3 o'clock p. m., for
the cheice of directors and for any other legal busiA. 1). BROWN, Clerk.
ness.

Me.,

my21dl w·

Portland, Me., May 21,1886.

j

*1 iliut' ^ledical Aenociiiliou.
Thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Maine
Medical Association will be held at City

THE

Building, Portland, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, June 1st. 2d and 3rd, 1888.
CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D„ Secretary.
d3w
mylO

MAINE STATE PYTHIAN RELIEF.
ADJOl'R.KED

AHNCAL ηΚΚΤΠΙί.

adjourned meeting of the

Maine State

AN ian Relief Association, will be held at

ΑΝΝϋΑΪΜΕΕΤΙΝΤλ
stockholders of the Portland, Saco &
Portsmouth Railroad Company are hereby
notified that their annual meeting for the choice
of directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may legally
be presented, will be held on the first Monday,
the seventh clay of June, 1886, at eleven o'clock
In the forenoon, in the Company's hall, near the
station In Kittery.
By order of the Directors.
F. R. BARRETT. Clerk.

Hawlej St., Boston, lass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Silk

Curtains,

Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

Window

ARK CONSTANT
l'ATKONS OF
THIS ΓΛΓΚΒ and
have it on tile at our
office. Should you desire
advertise In any papers,
Ρ to will
It
pay you to write us
I for an estimate. State how
1/ much, how long, and where
ΓβνΟ you want toadvcrtise. For
ten cents we will sand
complet** directory of
America® newspaper*,
y/nug
together with much
vaTuMblo Information
Λ TSUI 'or adverliwrs. ESTI-

AND

UPHOLSTERY^ HARDWARE.
WE MAKE TUB

GENUINE

HOOFING

OXLY

ROLLER,

and onr Stop Roller 1· Standard.
13Γ Ask your Dealer for them, take no other

[t~S}U

[WHOLESALE.]
eodly

FREE.

C. S. GOSSE/bost?».'

nee

Newspaper Adv'ng Agency.

d2m

COMPANY.

Builders should investigate as to the Roofing
iTIaifvial manufactured by the Dlrigo Kooflng
Co. It is tidy in appearance ; durable with proper
The roofing for lOO feet
care for half a century.
com* $2.25. Delivered without freight charge
at any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable rooting ever
invented for the price. Just the thine for cottager
Send for circular. Address Vivigo Roofing Co.,
apr26cod3m
Steep Falls, Me.

WIESBADEN

myl2dtd

Portland, May 12,1886.

i^MlMATE»

DIRIGO

Pyth-

Pythian Hall, THURSDAY EVENING, May 27th, 8
p. m. A full attendance requested.
J. F. CHUTE, Secretary.
my25d3t

THE

ap21
Call anil

BANK.

ANNUAL. .ΤΙΒΕΤΙΝβ.
annual meeting of the corporators of Portland Savings Bank, will be held at the banking room, on WEDNESDAY, the 2Gth day of May
inst, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose specified
in the charter and required by the Statutes of
EDWARD A. NOYES, Secretary.
Maine.
may!8dtd
May 17,188G.

thrive

questioa often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash. which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74

MF.ETIIVCN.

SAVINGS

PORTLAND

BABIES.

F. THOMPSON.
IV. Β.—I have 110 agents.
what yon are buying.
a] trip

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

been

84

se-

WELL.

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have

W. BAKER & CO., Dorcbester, Mass.

best

IT

RECORD.

Sold by Grocers Mtrywherc.

INMEMORIAM

QUICKLY.

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

cannot taste or smell like eommon
It
food, cooked food or extracts.
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

_

"

al and labor required for the erection of
SEALED
will be
Town House at New Gloucester, Me.,

ϋΛ-ια»,υ«

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

"

To Contractors.
PROPOSALS for furnishing materi-

»» wm.

Augusta; Hon. P. O. Vickey, Ex-Mayor of Augusta ; Hou. Orville D. Baker, Attorney General of
Maine; Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Portland, Maine:
S. B. Glazier, Esq., Cashier of Augusta National
Bank ; Ο. M. Hanscom, Chief Inspector of Police,
Boston ; Robert A. Pinkerton, Chief Manager Pinkerton, Detective Agency, New York ; H. S. Osgood,
Supt. American Express Company,Portland;Hon.
Austin D. Knight, Judge Municipal Court, Hallowell; J. H. Manly, Esq., ex-Postmaster, Augusta.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
$1.50
month,
daily
per
"
"
"
2.00
"
"
"
2.50
20"

Approved!
LUTHER STEPHENSON, Jk„ Governor,
myl 5-17-10-21-24-26-28J unl-3-5-7-0-11

s^·

Maine;Hon. James G.

YOUR

PRINTING

INNCAL

for any State
fn

WANT

TO DO

(and it is the nnturul flavor of the
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Remember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only Raw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore

ιιιίΐ'ίΊΐϋ

prepared to undertake any legitimate
detective business, of either a criminal or civil nature entrusted to our care, by Kailroad Corporations, Express Companies, Banks, Law Firms,
Business Houses and Individuals. Will arrest,

STREET,

180 MIDDLE

—

ET,

removed to

have

MURDOCK'S

11 eodtf

nov

L.OCK£ Ac LO€K£,

Paid In Capital Stock of each
Company, $500,000.00.
maria

—

EXCHANGE,

PRINTER**'

—

H.

WILLIAM

AND

Job Printer

Debenture Bonde,

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

OTARKS,

Book, Card

Coupon

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
AND

Exchange St.

WOT. OT.

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

—

of

Jel9

margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondenee
nvited.
45 Wall Street, New York.
apGdtim

Six Per Cent

PHOTOCRAPHER,
IVIiddlc
Street,

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eotitt

PORTLAND MAINE.

10 lbs.
"
15

)
Toons Me., May 13,
PROPOSALS, subject to usual conditions, will be received at this office until 12
o'clock M., June 12, 1886. at which time and
lace they will be opened in the presence of biders, for furnishing and deliverine at this Home,
the Subsistence, Quartermaster^ and Hospital
stores, required for the fiscal year commencing
in part of the
July 1,1886, and which consists
following, viz. :
Groceries,
General
Flour, Fresh
Coffee,
Tea,
and Corned Beef, Mutton, Veal. Pork, Smoked
Shoulders, Hams, Fresh and Salt Fish, Butter,
Potatoes, Corn,
Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Onions,
Oats, Snorts. Crockery and Table Ware, HouseTobacco, Gasosupplies,
hold articles, Hospital
line, Kerosene, Oil and Coal.
The bids will be considered, and accepted or
rejected item by item.
The Home reserves the right to waive defects
and reject any or all proposals.
Blanks, and full information as to bidding, and
terms of contract and articles to be supplied, will
be furnished on application to this office.
Envelopes containing proposals should be
marked -Proposais for Subsistence, Quartermaster's or Hospital Stores at National Home D. V.
S., Togus, Me.," and addressed to the undersigned.
H. A. COBAUGH, Treasurer.

ALOIS ZO S. DAVIS,
ISO

tors of
POOR'S ITIANIJAL OF RAILROADN,
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
always on hand.

Seven per cent. Firet mortgage
Bond*, an«l

(ga\d ffiwUth,

No. 37 Plum Street.

GREENOUGH,
POOR, WHITEStock&Exchange
Proprie-

Members of the Ν. Y.

BERRY,

and

<$oolct Job

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
d3m«

Oo.,

REFEBENCES.

15
20

STEPHEN

apr27

Hon. Fred Robie. Gov. of

S

Every

PER CENT BOM GUARANTEE»

More
by the Showalter ITIortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in Isew Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

ST.
NO. 24 FLXJM deow3w

lield strictly confidential.
m. until 91). m. daily.

10

Call and examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portrait* beAim to
fore sitting elsewhere.
please. Prices moderate.
apr!4
eodtl_

INTEREST ALLOWED OS DEPOSITS.

PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE

TT-:

MARKET

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.

Building.

500

tfc Stone

CARDK.

BliffINEiH

We are

SEALED

2» MIDDLE ST, PORTIA,VII, IE.
W.

We be? to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Pavements, which we
make in three colors, and to our Garden
Borders. If you intend to lay new
walks or re-lay old ones you should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if desired.

laine Stale Detective Agency,

SQUARE,

Snpt.

—

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

The standard and reliable Portable Roofing,
steep or flat roofs in any climate. Skilled

required

35 CENTS.
Trains will leave Portland for Uorliam at 7.30
and 8.30 a. in.. 1.05, 2.00 and β.20 p. m. Gorhani
lor Portland at 9.03 a. m., 12.55, 5.15, β.35 and
J. W. PKTERS,
10.00 p. m.
o3t
my24

Street.
Exchange
°
eodtf

for
labor

not

PORTLAND TO GORHAM AM RETURN,

Payable in NEW YORK CITY.

First National Bank

A

PRICES OF CUT ICE.
5 cents.
10 lbs.,
"

Boston ^Portland Clothing Co,

mar30

STORAGE.

ASBESTOS ROOFING.

No. 53

Every Evening
except Saturday Evening at ΙΟ ©"elk.

a

H. I. BAILEY & CO.,

IV©.

promptly

morning; closed

prices.

irl4dtf

These are in every respect strictly first-class
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the high
est grade of pigments ; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
in richness and permanency of color, and are the ;
most durable and economical paints ever pro-

sizes 4 to

klnds·

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest

plaids,

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

^ in15eJi,i^andVlfrat

All qualities and in
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

PAINTS.

LIQIJID

Whole Cakes, 15 cents per hundred lbs.
perior quality for the money.
d4w
mayll
Boys' handsome Dress Suits in nobby patterns at only $8.00 per
suit.
Proposals for Subsistence, QuarBoys' Long Pants at $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, and hundreds termaster's and Hospital Stores.
Office Theasukek N. H. D. V. S., )
of other bargains.
1886.

j
In

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES
MADRAS
NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

pUOHliS
KSSflTil

"
Boys' long Pant Suits at $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 each.
25
Boys' and Young Men's Norfolk Jackets in handsome styles at onlv 50 "
$5.00 each.
100"
1200 pairs of BOYS' KNEE PANTS at 50, 75 cents and $1.00, su-

«

Î5
of ?.
aU

P.C.P.&S.CO.

—AND—

350 Boys' all wool Knee Pant Suits in handsome
11 years, made to sell for $8, now offered at only

In 1fi
to fPPt
leet,

τ Twin ΐίττΜ

superior

GIVE US A CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES.
eodlm

No. 35 MILK

$6.00 PER SUIT.

f^ord

KIDDEMINSTEBS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

finish and

Sies

SnnnAscnrs t.n

English, Lowell

Lowell» Hartford

vc

selected mate-

We also carry a fine and carefully selected stock of Carriages made
by other prominent NEW ENGLAND MANUFACTURERS, consisting
of newest designs in Canopy Top Surrys, Extension Top Surrys, Cabriolets, Ladies' Low Wheel Phaetons, High Wheel Phaetons, Top Bughung on Timpkin, Brewster and Storm Springs, Open Buggies,
load Wagons, Concord Wagons, Beach Wagons, Express Wagons, all
made by honest, skilled mechanics.
We guarantee these Carriages very superior in style, finish and quality to the carriages made by "convict labor" and called lirst-class, and
priccs are very much lower.

198 Men's all wool Suits, cut sack,
33 to 4r4, made to sell for $18, shall close ont l'or

American.

Worcester, Homers

ttïpûp pt

nothing but the best and most carefully

CLARK k CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
handsome dark mixtures, sizes

175 Boys' all wool Suits, ages 11 to 14, long pants, made to sel
for $8 and $9, at only

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

TICKETS

mare

ZENAS THOMPSON, JR.,

Settlement of

TRUST COMPANY Photographer,

.10

...

—

Wednesday, May26,l886

H.M.PAYS0N&C0.

$1.00

Springs

Watcil Crystals

eodtl

$10.00 PER SUIT.

$3.00 PER. SUIT.

MOQUETTE1'
BODY BRUSSELS,

Main

& CO.,
565 Congress St., under 6. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me.

$6.00 PER SUIT.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
velvet'

.50

MORRISON

£

Ceiling Decorations

that have been shown In this city tor years. This
line Is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

We

$1.00

THE

GORHAM, ME.,

hand.
eodtf

KOR SALE BY

PORTL

A Diamond Ring
Every customer has a chance to secure a valuable present.
watch the leading presents this month ; also many other presents.

prevailing colors of

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS
Harmonize

on

for

COUNTY, OHIO

and Interest

32

and

TO

150TH ANNIVERSARY

$50,000.

myl'J

AT MORRISON &COS NEW JEWELRY STORE.

SPRING SUITS !

Papers, Draperies,

with special reference to the
each. It is desirable to have

Funds constantly
Jan 13

—

my24

MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.

—

Trust

and

d2t

REDUCED RATES

of the

Banks

2βϋι.

MAY

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Street.

suitable

Securities,

Choice

Principal

SILVER SALE

SUCCESSORS TO

Wall

CO.,

Boston, Maes.
eodSm

AWAY.

GUVBKT

WatcRies Cleaned
....
Case Springs

Exeliaogc

Templar·* Hall,

Doors open at 7.30.

my23

4 1-2 Per Cent.
Court House Loan.

Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

rial.
5th—Our Carriages are all of the newest designs,
prices always ahe lowest.

H.J. BAILEY & CO., Gentlemen's and Boys'

Castings,

for

E. VAX NOORDEN &

years.
4th—We use

Baby

HACKING COUGH, PLEURISY,
Chest Pains, Inflammation, Difficult

1EK9.

Montross Patent

the

C A R Rl AC Ε S !

Cure Skin Disease·."

to

World is

tlio

raylO

Prepared

PIMPLES, Blackheads,

Cor. Middle and

C«ood

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

BANKERS

HANCOCK

Metal Shingles.

$1,000.00

at

lOÛÎTÔsT

&

LUKE'S GUILD

ST.

MIDDLE NTKEET, Portland.
lanl-dtf
1,1884.

W00DBÏRY

by the Ladies of

Given

eodtt

7

Dollars will be

D. « L. SLADE CO.,

No. 194
January

Savings

"Congress Yeast Powder,"
the First Prize of

Scrap Books,
Hair Brushes,
Soaps,

ι lime lut m nvH.tPfs a i nn ; ihr ι emu.

apr30

Strawberry Festival!

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

Tooth Brushes,
Picture Bo.»ks for Children, Memorandum Blocks
and Pocket Books.

us-

BONDSΣ
6s & 4;
es & 4s Bath
Bockland
Maiue Central.. 7s & 6s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ—6s
4s
Au son

jelO

York Times.]

It will be found in daily experience that to
to be absolutely perfect in spelling is by no
means to be taken as the criterion of an educated man or woman. There are the queerest
and strangest twists in a man's mind, fer
there are certain words over which the people
stumble, and they will live all their lives in
a hazy condition about the «yelling of them.
Here is a really curious case of a literary
man, who contributes very clever fiction to
the magazines. This is his absolute and truth-

the loss of the whites was considerable.
Capt. Gorham had thirty of his company
killed, and forty-one wounded. In recognition of the services of the men who took

by

AMD LOOK AT Ml'

My Health, My Happiness
and My Life.

is

tlio New

25.00
15.00
10.00

To (lie person wlio sends to us the largest list of words made
ing only the letters found iu tlie words

I WISH YOU WOULD COME IN
Photograph Albums,
Box Stationery,

milleri mit.

BAD SPELLINC.
A

$50.00

First Prize
"
Second "
Third
"
Fourth

ground.

vivp-

Mit.

CORHAM.

nobscot expedition.
uian of its population was in the army.
We all know what is the Gorham of today
—one of the most thrifty and beautiful villages of Maine; its people enterprising and
Progressive, worthy descendants of the
sturdy pioneers who, a cent·: r; and a half
ago, amid hardships and di
uragements

XUObCAU

After the storm a search was
instituted for the baby. One of the searchers
heard it cry and, following the direction indicated by the sound, found the little pet and
restored it uninjured to the arms of the distracted mother.
Mr. Curtis Hall, Jr. of Neptune, reports
that he saw straws that were blown into old
oak trees. A bed in tiie house of Andy Ginter was blown into the fields, and three
children in it were carried along with it. All
of the furniture was blown out of George
Fox's house. Feathers were stripped from
chickens on his farm as clean as though the
fowls had been prepared by a cook for the
pot. The chickens were caught by an ob
struction that held them for the wind to operate upon them.
William Stevenson says that he saw the cyclone approach. It looked like a great black
ball in the act of rolling over the surface of
the earth. It came along with frightful velocity, and made a noise louder than the roaring of a hundred thunder peals. It was a clear
night everywhere but in the wake of the monster. It was about a half mile wide, and it
twisted immense trees off at the ground as
though they were pipe stems. It cut crops
of grain and grass oft as clean as a mowing
machine, and in instances stripped trees of
bark as a hungry Italian would peal a banana.
George Fox's wagon was carried half a
mile. The tires on two wheels were each cut
in two as with a sharp instrument, and each
partly strightened exactly in the same shape
At John Crimm's dishes were carried and
driven into stumps so that they could not be
the

ital, why not make ol it the means for illustrating their grinciples by organizing industry in the substantial shape of co-operation?
That would be something worth while.

It was in the month of May one hundred
and fifty years ago that John Pblnney with
his son fourteen years of age paddled his
canoe up the Presumpseot from old Falmouth, now Portland, and disembarked at
what is now the flourishing town of Gorham,
but was then an unbroken wilderness, whose
only inhabitants were the Indians and the
wild beasts of the forest. Phinney was the

white

A 8UGOESTION TO THE KNIOHTS.
N. Y. Sun.

III

Cyclone Stories.
Reports of the Ohio cyclone of last Friday
show the remarkable freaks that these wind
storms piny with human life and property.
In the house of George Hoffman was an eight
months-old baby. It was picked up by the
wind, laid in a feather bed, and the whole
business, baby and all, was carried 150 feet.
It was then deposited, and a log was thrown
on either side of the child, pinning tha bed to

Send for "How

Would it not be well for the Knights of
Labor to shut down on all strikes and devote
their resources to carrying out the order's
initial purposed Wouldn't it be better if the
money that is now used to support thousands of idle strikers, could be put into co-operative enterprises where the deplored conflict between iafcor and capital would not exist, and where the great Aim of the Knights
would be fully realized ? The Knights of Labor have an immense capital at their com-

the Secretary that that was the time to make
representation to England, but Mr. Bayard
did not seem to think that there would be
any difficulty, as lie believed our fishernten
would, of course, exercise their commercial
privileges, and the proclamation was merely
The Secretary never bea bit of buneonibe.
lieved that the Canadians meant business
until the David J. Adams was seized.

HOME EMPLOYMENT!

AfflUnBinRNTi.

FINANCIAL..

inilCELLANÛOCa·

MHCELLlNEOVe.

Diseases."

Mr. Randall's "rider" to the appropriation
tor the civil service commission is a direct
attack on the reform, and is intended to destroy it. It withholds the money until the
rules shall be changed so as to send all
names 011 the eligible list to the appointing
officer. This would simply make the examinations nass examinations pass, examinations such as were tried and found useless
and vicious for thirty years. Be manly Mr.
Randall, and propose to refuse the appropriation altogether.

credence.

pen before I can work in the i, and as often
as not I put in the i after the word is written.
1 won't write 'despairate.' It's ray worse
case of mixing words. 1 speak French and
German fluently, read Italian and Spanish
with ease, 1 delight in the Itonian poets, and
am distinguished for bad spelling in three
languages. 1 do not say, M don t care.' I rather
solicit your pity for a very sad infirmity."

TABLE

SUACE.
appetizing In ef-

Themost delicious hi flavor;
fect ; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to eat
meats and hearty food without Injurious results.
aprlOeodSm
For sale by all grocers.

dtf

maylO
Τ··Κ
exccuunce
IHC5K ΗΛΗ04

MWMBfT-KRUH
IMMCRUN— N-Y
«J-LAHC-BC5I3N
CARL ZERRAHN
—AND HUNDREDS OF. OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITILl

Μ

ORGAH/^FWiO
__

631 TREMQNT ST.
6EKD FOB CATALOCUi AKO

lel)24

ΤΟΛ/Μβ»

ΛΛ3 CUR ABILITY HAVE Ε3ΤΑ9USNEO A REPO—
TATION UNEflUAi U.l
It Ah Y NANUFACTUHM·

*■

CO·

nnRTrtNUKi.
—BOSTON,MA53·
WWIQN TAfER·
PR1C£S

eodly

BJIPLOVERN'

LIABILITY ASSIRAXCK CORPORATION,
(Limited·)
OF LONDON, ENGLAND,
to an
correspondence in regard
do a general
agency for the state of Maine, to
and collective accident business. Address with
particulars and references. ENDICOTT & ΜΑCOMBER, Managers, <»1 State St., Boston, Mass.
(11 w
my 24

SOLICIT

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 26.
THE PRESS.
be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. K. DeHodgson, 96Mi Portland and Γ>59 Congress
ts. ; Costello, 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrlck, 47 Middle St. ; Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
ttts. ; Lanagan. 06 Oxford St. : Cliisholm, 109 ConSt. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
pringSt: Sneafe, 243 Congress St.*, Ross, 193
Congress St. ; l>am, 239 Spring St. ; Lelghton, 408
Congress St. ; Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of
Chisnolm Bros', agents on all trains running out of

May

G.
76

Sot;

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks
Railroad

♦Ex-dividend.
New York Stock arid Money Miarke
Γ By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,May 25, 1886.—Money on call lVa
mercantile paper a« 4@5 per
cent.
Prime
@ 2per
and 4 89*4.
cent. Exchange strong 4 87tg4 87
Government bonds are dull and steady. Railroad
The stock
bonds moderately active and strong.
market closed heavy, generally witnin small fractions of opening prices.
Tne transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 215.182 sliares.l
xiie xonowmg are to-day's quotations of Govern
ment securities:
101*4
United States bonds, 3s
125%
New 4s, reg
New 4s, coup
125%
New 4Vas, reg
lUVe
112 Vs
New 4V«s, coup
117
Central Pacific lsts

WIT AND WISDOM.
Some years since a Boston oculist, who was
rather noted for coldness and drollery, was in the
midat of an Easter crowd, when he felt a hand iu
Without making any
the pocket of his overcoat.
attempt to grab the thief, he simply turned hie
head over his shoulder and observed, loud enough
to be heard by all around
"If you are feeling in my pocket for a prayerbook, 1 haven't one with me. If you are alter my
purse, I don't carry it in my overcoat.

119
Denver ά R. Gr. lsts
103
Erie 2ds
102Va
Kansas Pacific Consols
113
Oregon Ν av. lsts
118
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
Funds
do Sinking
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pulleu. Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me:
140
Adams Express
106
American Express
39
Central.Pacific
8Va
&
Ohio
Chesapeake
138
Cliicago8& Alton

There is no one article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, such as Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters.

Chicago, Burlington

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the eomplexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Hemove the cause by using Carter's Little
dose.

He—And are you sure, Sarah, you don't love
I have been persistent,Ί know, but I wanted
your love. Don't you think you'll miss me?
She—I don't know. I see so much of you that I
don't know whether I'd miss you or not. Give
me a fair trial, and stay away a month, won't
me

(bitterly)—"A

year!

a

She—Well, let's

"When Baby
When she

month!

call it

sicki,

was

we

a

Might

as

well call

Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clang to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

ao

May and Edith are sisters, four and five years
old respectively. May had been verv naughty,
aid mamma had taken her over her kiee to administer corporal punishment, when Edith suddenly pushed the door ajar and peeped in.
Turning her chubby face as far round towards
her sister as the peculiar position would admit—
May said very gravely
•'Go right out, Edie. don't you see I'm busy?"
It is needless to add that mamma granted a respite.

digestive apparatus.

A missionary among the freedmeu in Tennessee, jifter relating to some little colored children
the story of Annanias and Sapphira, asked them
why God does not strike everybody dead who
tells a lie, when one of the least in the room
quickly answered* "Because there would not be
anybody left."

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters
Bark Fred E. liicliards, Philadelphia to Portland, coal $1 05 and discharged.
Bark Charles li. Lewis. Hoboken to Boston,coal
80c and discharged.
Schr S. Bayliss, Baltimore
$1.15 and discharged.

to

Portland, coal j

Schr Richmond, Commuuipaw to Portland, railroad iron $1.G0.
Schr Ned P. Walker, Bergen Point to Portland,
copper $1.50 and discharged.
Schr A. Bowlby, Eddysville to Portland, cement
10c.

Brig Lodsen, Portland to Buenos Ayres, lumber
at

private

terms.

Bark Henry Warner, Portland to Porto Rico,
cooperage at private terms.
Schr Andrew J. York, Portland to New York,
sugar $1.15 $> hlid.
Schr It. 1). Spear, Horse Island to New York,ice
65c

^ ton.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. May 25, 188G.
following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour. Grain, Provisions, &c.:
The

«àmiu.
flour.
High Mixed Corn.49;t£50
Superfine and
low grades. 3 25&3 60 i Corn, bag lots....
X Spring and
,Meal, bag lots. ..51^62
XX Spring..5 00&5 25 oats, car lots....44#45
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots.... 45(^46
0 00@G 25 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
Mich, straight
car lots..23 00@24 00
do bag... 24 00^25 00
roller
5 25^.5 50
clear do
5 oofoB 25 Sack'dBr'i)
stone ground.4 75 α,δ 00
ear lots.. 10 ΟΟφΙ 7 00
do bag. ..17 00,ail 8 00
St Louis st'gt
roller
6δο<άδ75 Middlings. 17 00<a21 OO
clear do....5 25^5 50 do bag lots,! 8 ΟΟ,α.23 OO
Winter Wheat
Provision*.
5 75,«β 00, PorkPatents
Fïwti.
I Backs ...13 50(5)14 00
Clear —12 7 δα 13 25
Cod, F Qtl—
11 οο,α.11 50
Large Shore3 00 ά3 251 Mess
7 5<IaS Ou
J^nre Bank2 50>a.2 75;Mess Beef.
Small— .2 25;<x2 50 Ex Mess. 8 50,0,0 00
9 δΟφΙΟ 00
2 25,0.3 25 ! Plate
Pollock
1 50^2 001 Ex Plate. 10 50^11 00
Haddock
1 75^2 251 Larti—
Hake
I Tubs ^ 4?..GV2@G%c
Herring—
Tierces— GVSi^OÇfec
Scaled V bx..i6;a20e
No 1
13al6c I Pails
WA(&7%C
I Hams ψ Ifc
Mackerel ψ bbl—
9Vi@l0 c

62^53

—

....

—

ulinrA 1

«

1 fl OiVrt.21 OO

Shore 2s. β
Med. 3s. 4

Small

dn p.ov#»ri*iil Ol/o iiil 1 U,

Oil.
50® 7 ROI
76® 5 751 Keroeene—
I Port. Kef. Pet
(8

Produce.

Cranberries—

3
Maine
Cape Cod... 5
Pea Beans... 1
Medium.... 1
German null

50@4
50®6

6Θ@1

: Water White
I Pratt'sAstl.^bbl.
50iDevoe's Brilliant
601 Ligonla
75 Silver White

6%
9Va

13
13
10
9
10

60@1 7»ICeHtennial
Bai»in«.
65® 1 75 J
Yellow Eyes.l 40(pl 661 Muscatel.... 2 25(2)3 00
London
Lay'r 2 50@3 00
Irish Potatoes... 50®601
St Potatoes
@4 0010ndureLay. 12V4 @13
7
@10 Va
Bermn Omons2 25®2 351 Valencia
*njear,
Turkeys
17@22 |
6%
Chickens
15@16 granulated ψ lb
6Vfe
Fowls
15® 16 Extra C
Meed*·.
Ducks
@15
Geese
@14 Red Top.... $2 V* @*2*/e
Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Apple*.
11
Clover
@13c
Snow
Chcewe.
Tallman Swts
Nol Baldwinsl 50@2 00 Vermont.... 9V4@U
2 00®2 251 Ν.Y. factory 9%@11
Russets

lfutter.
lb ..22@23
Evaporated ψ lb 8@llc Creamery»
Gilt Edge Ver....23@24
lidiionM.
Choice
50
18® 20
6
00@6
Palermo
17,® 18
6 50®7 00 Good
Messina
12@14
00
Store
3
76®4
Malagers
κ «««·
Orange*.
Eastern extras... 13@14
Florida
®
12
Valencia
7 00®8 00 Can & Western..
12
Island
Messina and Palermo .p bx.4 00@5 00, Limed
#
imports.
BARBADOES. Schr Grace Rice—328 pun 18
hhds 17 bbls molasses to Twithell, Cham pli η &

Co.

PORTLAND.May 25,1886.

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 34 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for con
necting roads 134 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
100 168
170
Canal National Bank
100 149
101
Casco Ν at. Bank.
51
52
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100 148
150
First National Bank
124
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 122
...........

National Traders'Bank
Ocean Insurance Co

100
100

Portland Company
60
Portland Gas Company
bonds.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889

142
80
90
62

109ya

143
90

1°9
65

110

New York..Liverpool...May 26
New York.. Bremen
May 26
26
26
27
27
27
27
29
29
29
29
29

Rome

Eider
Labrador

—

New York.. Havre
May
New York..Liverpool. ..May
Republic
New York.. Ham burg. ..May
Lessing
City Aléxaudria..New York..Hav&VCruz May
Boston
Catalonia
Liverpool... May
Parisian
Liverpool.. .May
Quebec
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool.. .May
New York.. Liverpool... May
Servia
New York.. Antwerp....May
Rhynland
...New York..Amsterdam May
Schiedam
New
York..Hamburg...May
Rugia
MINIATURE ALMANAC
4.04
Sunrises
7.12 High
Sun sets
—15.08
of
Leagth
day
Heifflit
12.37 ueignt
Moon rises

MAY 2C.
6.02
6.30
e3(J
7 ft 8 in
I
·.··«. Kit 8 in

|

"I have

given this powder a thorough

"c

chemical

examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
whAlflanmonoee anH pfnmonnv

"

IilCHAllD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS

preserved by

the

Adamson

use

3.

higher.

Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55-®
1 60 Ρ bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 40$1 45; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 76@1 80
Apples —Maine Baldwins 1 50@2 00; (fancy 2 25
«2 50: No 1 Kusscts 1 50@2 00; fancy at 2 25@
2 60; No 2 apples $l£gl 25.

Hay—Choice prime hay 819@$20; fancy higher;

fair to good $17 a.$l8 50; choice Eastern* line $15
(ôj$17: fair to good do at $14@$15: poor to ordi
nary $13a$lA: Kast swale $10@$11. Rye straw,
choice, 22 00 ^23 00; oat straw $10(a$l 1 φ)' ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose G0@65c ; do Hebron
tf8,&70c; Me Central, Uebrons and Rose 55c; Me
Burbank seedlings at 50@55c ; North {do 48<a;5Cc;
Ν Y Hebrons 35@40c ; do rose 453|50c ; do prolifics 45 /150c.

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATEKTOWN, May 25, 1886.—Cattle market
weafcer and tully 14c lower.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 60@7 75 ; first quality
at 6 75@7 25 ; second duality at 5 0050 ; third
quality 4 00 α 4 50.
iieceipts of cattle 135 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen ^>pair $100ια$ 185
Farrow Cows at $15@$32: fancy at $f>0;«/$80;
Milch Cows and Calves? $25@$48; yearlings .«9^
.$18 ; two years old $14@$28 ; three years $24@
$40.
Swine—Receipts 13,819; Western fat, live, 4%
; northern dressed 5V2c.
~Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2034 ; in lots 2 50@
a 4 00; extra 5 00@5 50.
VJ5*■"

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j
CHICAGO, May 25, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 8,-

000; shipments 2700; lower; shipping steers at
4 25@5 00 ; stocker s and teeders at 2 80@4 60;
cows, hulls and mixed 1 75@4 OOjthrougli Texans
20 tt2f)C lower at 3 30@5 00.
flogs—Receipts 21,000; shipments 5500: the
market opened higher; closed with the advance
lost ; froueh and mixed at 3 80@4 20 ; packing and
shipping 4 00@4 30; light 3 75@4 25 ; skips at
2 50i*3 70.
3300; shipments 000 ; market
weak ; natives 2 00@4 25.

febS

Sheep—Receipts

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
VFW YORK. May 25.1886— Flour market1486 bbls and '4567
16.386
bbisjexports
Receipts
sacks, rather more active with prices weak and
bbl lower; sales 24,000 obis.
5@10c
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 10@3 00; supprime
Western and State at 2 65(a3 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 15 «3 60; good to
choice do at 3 65;ά.δ 2 5 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00(a5 10; fancy do at

at 5 15 a5 25 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 15
(&5 00 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 1 5(S
510; patent Minnesota extra good to prime a I
4 75@4 80; choice to double extra do at 4 00 a
5 00, including 3400 bbls city mill extra 4 30&
4 45; 5600 bbls tine do 2 10@3 00; 5700 bbls superfine at 2 65@3 30; 700 bbls extra No 2 at 3 15
®3 60; 3100 b6ls winter wheat extra 3 15@5 10;
5300 bbls .Minnesota extra at 3 15@5 00. Sout hern flour is steady.
Rye Flour steady. WhemReceipts 4400 bush ; exports 207,041 bush ; spot

eownrmlye

iots l@lf4clower; exoortdemand fair; speculation quite brisk: sales 196,000 spot; No 2 Chicago
85 V2 5,8614 c ; No 1 hard 91V2 c
Red Canada at
86%c; No 2 Red at 85»/4*i;861/4c; No 1 Red at
92c; No 1 White at 91c. Rye nominal. Barley dull. Corn—spot lots firm and q diet! export
demand light ; receipts 161,802 bush; exports 3(5.581 basil; sales 97,000 bush spot; No 2 at 46c in
elev.
Oat«—Mixed firm ; White fully lc lower;
receipts 40,850 bush ; exports
bush ; sales 89,000 bush on spot: No 3 at 36yac; While do at 4υ
@40y4c; No 2 at 37Vfe@37Vic; No 2 White 41 a:
41 Vic; Mixed Western at 36®39c; do White at
42 «46c ; White State at 44yac.
Cffee firm 0%
»ofar steady ; refined steady ; C at oik
y8 ; Extra C5Vi@5y3e; White Extra C 6% ; Yellow 4%®4%c; Off A 53/4c; Mould A evfetftovic;
standard A 6c; granulated β 5-16@63/«ο ; cut loaf
and crushed at tiVtC·, Dowdered at 6%(&7e;
Cubes β 9-16@0%c ;Confec A 6y,@oy4c. Prii a
Ipum—united 64Vic. Tallow steady. Poi-U is
steady; mess quoted at 9 25.à9 50 for old. Beef is
dull. I.nrd is a trifle better but quiet; Western
steam spot ate 15£reflned 6 37ya for Continent;
β 70@6 75 for S. A. Boner quiet; Elgin creamery 1 lie. Cheese steady ; State é&8ViC ; Western
flat 5«;sc.
Freights steady; wheat $> steam 4@4%d.
CHICAGO, May 25. 1886.—Flour is dull;
Winter \Vlieat 4 25@4 75; Wisconsin at 4 0·'.®
4 40; Michigan at 4 25@4 50; soft Spring Wheat
3 C5,rf4 10; Minnesota bakers 3 40U4 40; patents
4 05(«,4 80 ; low grades 2 00®3 00 ; Kye l· lour at
3|30<§6 50 in bbls. Wheat is lower; May at 73%
@74% c; No 2 Spring 74c; No 3 ISpring at65c.
Corn higher at 3Dyj®85%C.
Oats firmer at 28c.
Kye dull; No 2 at 59Vi@60c. Barley dull; No 2
at 55c. Pork easy at 8 50.
Lard quiet 5 87Vfe@
®5 90. Boxed meats are steady-shoulders 4 25
@4 35 ;short clear 5 76@5 80.

Burdock Blood Bitters
Purify the Blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Sound. Refreshing Sleep.
Burdock Blood Bitters
WILL

BEGETS

W,»ul TV.int

Fishermen.

FOR

Δι· at Port Mulgrave 22d, sell Gertie May, from
Portland for Anticosti.
Ax at Boothbay 24th, sells Ethel & Addie. Dyer;
Vanguard, l>yerf and Humboldt, Spofford, irom
Western Banks.

That Tired. Weary Feeling.
Sick Headache.
Gents:—I have been subject to Sick
Headache for years, and have tried, in
vain, many advertised remedies and several physioians, but all to no purpose. At

Domestic Ports.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 24th, sell Laura, Lam-

Kingston,

Ja.
MOBILE —Ar 24th, sch Austin D Kniglit,
Drinkwater. New York via Key West.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 24th, sells June Bright, Barter, Boston; Fanny A Gorliam, Welch, tor Phila-

last I tried your Β. B. Bitters—without
much faith, I admit—but to-day I can
truly say, that after taking the third bottle,
I have not suffered from it. I recommend
it to all my friends; several have been
cured by it. My little grandson was permanently cured of Biliousness and Sick
Headache, which were so severe as to
cause convulsions.
They have all ceased
since be commenced the use of B.B.B.
®MRS. B. C. BODLE,
Orange, Luzerne County, Pa.

delphia.
SAVANNAH—Old 24th, sch Martin V Β Chase,
Piukham, Brunswick.
BALTIMORE— Cld 24tli, sch Ε Κ Emerson,
Child, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, sch Sarah M Bird,
Merrill, Cardenas.
Also ar 24th, barque Alice, Dyer, Matanzas;
schs Blancne Hopkins, Tunnell, Bangor; Kobert
Morgan, Crosley. Bath.
Cld '24th, brig Henry Β Cleaves, Charlson, Cardenas; schs C Η Woolston. Hinckley, Brunswick;
Geo G Green, Burton, Portland; Davids Siner,
Guthrie, Saco.
Ar 25th, sell S Ρ Hitchcock. Blair, Brunswick.
Sid fn; Delaware Breakwater 2ad, barque Arthur C Wade. Sherman, tfrom Cardenas) for Boston ; brig Cora Green, from Philadelphia for Bar-

DR. SAM'S

badoes.

NEW YORK—Ar 24th, sch Flora Condon, BurBrunswick; \V Η Bailey,Richmond; Fannie
Butler, and Benj Carver. Bangor; Nettie Β Dobbin. St .John, NB; Maggie Mulvey, do; Ida, from
Millbridge; J Κ Bodwell, Vinalliaven; A W Ellis,
Frankfortî Wm Ε Leggett, Augusta; Wesley Abbott. Ellsworth; Loauskia, do; M J Laughton,
Port Jobnson for Salem.
Also ar 24th, schs Nettie Β Dobbin, Rumery,
Wm Ε Leggett, Bearse, Augusta ;
St John, NB;
Ellen Morrison, Fernald, Bangor; Jerusha Baker,
Cnase, Boston; Willie Martin, Holbrook, from
Portland.
Cld 24th, brig Stacy Clark, Whitney, StJago;
C C Sweney, Robertson, Cardenas.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 24th, sch Anna S Murch,
Thomas, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 23d, sch Napoleon, Davis, fm
South Amboy.
Ar 24th. barge Kodiak, Henderson, Philadelphia.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 22d. schs Β L
Sherman, West, Deer Isle for Albany; F Artemas
Cole, Shulee, NS. for New York; Beuj Carver,
Lowell, Bangor for do; Catharine, Hutcliins, Providence for do, (and sailed.)
NAKRAGANSET—Passed up 24th, sch Ella
Elliot, Chaples, from Pensacola for Providence.
Sid 24tli, sell C A White, (from Portland) for
gess,

Spoken.

April δ, lat 5 S, Ion 27 W. ship Jabez Howes.
from New York for San trancisco.
April 0, lat 5 s, Ion 27. ship Win G Davis, Morse
from Liverpool for San Francisco.
April 26, lat G Ν, ion 2ί>, barque Penobscot, fm
Sydney for New York.
May 23, fifty miles Ε of Winter Quarter Shoals,
barque Bonny Doon, Cole, from Gibara for New
York.

Henry,

seven octave piano in good
order; price $110; also an old fashioned high
22-1
clock. Terms cash. C9 Franklin St.

FOR

SALE—A

Jersey cow. Enquire

good
DR. YOUNG, Ferry Village, Me.
FOR
SALE—A

of

—

FOR

I'lliO

WUll

uui'il

\JL

uci

micm

Jam

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, and
all persons and corporations claiming by, through
or under it, be and are forever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from any of the mortgages
following, to wit: the said mortgage to said
Spring, Milliken and Emery, dated the lirst day of
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred seventy-one, and the said mortgages to
said Spring, Milliken and Webb, dated respectively the first day of April in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred eighty-two, the fifteenth day of
of our Lord eighteen hundred
May in the year
eignty-two, and the twenty-fifth day of February
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred eightyfour; and that'said Weston F. Milliken, Nathan
Webb and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, have become, as such trustees, absolutely the owners of
all the railroad of said Portland & Oirdensburg
Railroad Company, located, and to be located in
Portland, in the State of Maine, and thence to its
termination at the western boundary line of the
State of New Hampshire, and of all rights acquir| ed by lease or contract in any railroads forming
any part of the through line from Portland to OgdensDurg, and of all lands and tenements ever
taken or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg,
Kailroad Company for the purposes of its railroad,
and of all the franchises of sard Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company to build, maintain,
and operate said railroad, granted by said States
of Maine and New Hampshire, and of all the
cars, engines, or other movable furniture, machin
of all
ery and equipments of said railroads, andor conother personal property appertaining to,
nected with the customary use and working of
said railroad and machinery thereof, and of all
the privileges and appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and of all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended
to be conveyed by said four mortgages first hereinbefore described, or any of them, subject to
said prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, dated the first day of
November, in the year of our Lord, eighteen
hundred and seventy, and to the liens and liabili-

—

CO.,

All Druggists.
D. H. HAM &
54 Broad Street, BOSTON,

vv

leo*

MASS.

i

,ooi.au y

DR. C. W. BENSON'S

ÎSKIIM cure!
fc

Φ

i« Warranted

!

^ECZEMA,
=

I

to

TETTERS,

INFLAMMATION,

i«

j

Cure

u

HUMORS,

MILK

(RUST,

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,

§ DISEASES OF HAIR ANI) SCALP
« SCROEULA ULCERS, PIMPLES
£ AND TENDER ITCHINGS

all

parts
of tlie body. It makes the skin white, softl
and smooth ; removes tan and freckles, and is the
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
in one package, consisting of
put up, two bottles
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
£1 per package.
dnrmtimcTn
apr8
on

Hop Plaster

Without doubt the BEST plaster made. When
applied to any kind of pain or soreness, instant
relief is felt. Lame Back., Side or Hip, Sore Muscles, Severe Aohes, Strains, Kidney Diseases,
BheumatiBm or any sort of soreness in any part
yield instantly to the pain-killing and strengthening properties of the Hop Plaster. Virtues of
fresh Hops, Burgundy Pitch and foreign G-ums
combined in a sweet and never-failingForoua
Plaster. Used and recommended by nosts of
people, 25c., 6 for $1. everywhere, mailed for
price. Prop's KOPPLASTEB. CO., Boston,_Masa.

tmCBattlies!
ES! ΙΊΕ 83

ors, survivors or assigne."
And whereas by said decrees the right of redeeming said mortgages has been finally barred
and foreclosed, and by force of the Statutes in
such case made and provided and by operation of
law, the bondholders under said mortgages, their
successors and assigns, are constituted a corporation as of the date of the foreclosure for all the
purposes and with all the rights and powers, duties and obligations of said original Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad Company by its charter, and
with all the franchises, rights, powers, privileges
and obligations conferred unon said bondholders
and upon said new corporation by Chapter 507 of
the Private and Special Laws of the State of Maine
for the year 1885, entitled "An act in relation to
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company"
and approved March 5,1885, and by a Statute of
entitled "An act in
the State of New
relation to the bondholders of the Portland & Og-

Hampshire

g

AXLE

densburg Railroad Company" and approved July
17,1885:
Now therefore, the undersigned, severally holders of bonds secured by said mortgages, for and
in behalf of said bondholders and said new corporation, in pursuance of the provisions of the
fifty-first chapter of the Revised Statutes of Maine
1

»T.

α

j„,

FOR

SALE—One of the best

SALE—House at Woodfords ; two story,

stable and
FOR
arranged for two families, large 4
light winmodern and nearly new,

lot, buildings
dows, excellent garden soil with fruit trees:
horse cars, full
sebago water, one minute from
view of Portland and ocean ; cost $4000 ; must be
sold, price $2000; title perfect. W. H. WAL19-1
DRON, 180 Middle St.
RENT—First class tenement, six

rooms
corner

store
with modern conveniences,
FOR
HOWES, HILTON &
Clark St.
over

Pine and
HARRIS.

Inquire

OCEAN

19-1

STREET, DEERI2VG

ONConvenientand
cottage house, with two
trees. Horse

acres

of

cars pass
apple
pear
For sale on easy terms, or exchanged
the door.
Call forenoons.
for good rentable house in city.
19-2
T. L. HASKELL.

good land ;

SALE—Elegant suburban residence, sit

line of horse cars, with all modern
uated
FOR
improvements, large lot, within two miles of city,
on

TO

—

my7eod&wlm

Ν. Y.

êjl£«î4> Π &
I tiio 0
1
Ne W. AY En

taon fileJn rbilndelpbla
KbV.-ûpftp«r AdvertioiuK Agency of Messrs.
* SAM» (Sit

authorized mfeat*

COWS FOR SALE.
choice grade Jerseys, bred from
high grade cows, and A. J. C. C. registered
bulls. These are superior cows for dairy or famAlso for sale A. J. C. C. cows and heifers
ily use.noted
"St. Lambert Strain."
of the
O. S. T1IOMES, Cumberland Centre, Me.
dlw
may22

A

FEW extra

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

COOK

girl, for general

good capable
WANTED—A
house-work. Apply at once,
FORTH

|

X Dyer
street, containing about 10,000 feet of land and
the buildings tlvereon ; location desirable for stores
Also lots on Turor a manufacturing business.
ner, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the EastFor particulars and terms of
ern Promenade.
AUG. P. FULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.

apr24d2m

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots lor sale on Grent
Clicbeaguc Island.
demos

marG

DESIRABLE property located at Dunstan's
Corner. West Scarboro, 9 miles from Saco,
3 miles from Pine Point Beacb, 1 mile from depot,
consisting of 2-story house, ell and stable, and
store with post office in store, and 20 acres of excellent tillage land will be sold together or separately; would be a desirable summer resideuce
without store. Apply to N. S. GARDINER,
No. 40 Exchange St., or
W. F. DRESSER, owner, West Searboro.
dlw
my 21

A

Country Residence for Sale.
pleasant healthy village of Gorham,
twelve
jjj* Maine, lirst-elass modern residence,
JOLrooms, finished, large stable connected,
In the

buildings

are

on

high land;

lot

corner

two

on

streets; small orchard, choice fruit and surrounded by fine shade trees; only few minutes walk to
churches, State Normal and high schools and
Portland & Rochester Station; ten miles from
Portland ; a very desirable residence in nice orFor any further
der for immediate occupancy.
particulars please address "HOUSE," P. O. Box
maylOeodlm*
52, Gorham, Maine.

FOR SALE OR TO RENT
—

AT

—

Lebanon, N.H.,
rooms,

unfailing mountain spring, in galvanized iron
pipes, in kitchen, laundry and stable, large, line
stable with cellar; nice bowiing alley and spring
house. Chiron spring water has fine local reputation as medicinal water. (Circular sent to any applicant.) Location extremely healthy; no low
land, but dry, sandy loam; a safe and aesirable
place for children; situated between two mountains, with fine views. This place is well adapted
for summer home for two or three families, or for
permanent resident to take summer boarders;
about one mile from pleasant village of Lebanon,
-i hours by rail from Boston, 4 miles from Dartmouth College. Also 70 acres land, mostly in
grass, balance in wood land. Also farm house and
stable, with water from same spring. Sold only
because owner is about to move to the South. Address J. P. ELLICOTT & CO., 12 Central Wharf,
Boston, Mass., or A. LlTTLEFIELD, Lebanon,
Ν. II.
my!7deod9t

store, selling ice

SAL·E—Fruit and

cigar
FORof thesoda,
confectionery, light drinks, etc.
in Boston
best
cream,
on one

F«

OY WANTED
Must come well recommended. B. AARONSON, Market Square.
24-1

From BOSTON e»arç WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

United States stamps ou letters dated from 1847 to 1870: examine
your old correspondence and communicate with
the undersigned ; many of the stamps bring high
prices. F. L. PERRY, 114y2 Exchange22-1St.
Portland, Maine.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
the
West bv the Penn. K. R., anil
Freights
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of coin-

—

Β

WANTED—Old

small family—adults—desire to

furnished house for the
liiae
WANTED—A
months in pleasant healthy location in the

summer
wes-

BEN J.

portion of the city.

tern

change St.

SHAW 48 Va Ex22-1

clothing—men

WANTED—Secondhand
boys especially pants highest
PETER NOLLE Γ,
the
;

:

rooms
a

TITAN TED—A good Christian man and his
τ Τ
wife to pay their rent for house by favors.
Please call at No. 128 North St., and consult DR.
21-1
D. iiAKDY. Good reference wanted.
cook and nursery

competent
WANTED—A
girl for private family in Deering.
Office,
PALMER S

AOENTS WANTED.

eases

Couru I tat ion
and
from Ο a. m. to H p. m.

Examination free
janl5dtf

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water rums digestion ; Dirigo water im
and
it; is always palatable,
eaUhful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 nours ; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

Ε

roves

refreshing

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
Je23

413 Fore Street.

dtl

Call at

a

228^
Employment
Middle St. Those wishing men or women cooks
for hotels, or girls for general work should also
MRS.

20-1

call.

TT7"ANTED—All persons indebted to Dr. D.
? τ
Hardy to call and settle within thirty days ;
all who pay within the above named time will save
20-1
costs. DR. D. HARDY, 128 North St.
smoker to look at our window and come and try our new line of ci20-1
L. J. PERKINS & SON.

WANTED—Every
gars.

cast off clothing

paid
WANTED—Cash
exchange for Smyrna rugs; please send
to Perry House. M. DeGROTT & KEYSER.
for

postal

or

10-1

nanahln iHrl
Enquire at 47

Cflneral
ST. LAW18-1

for

tttAWTiPi»—A irnnri

H housework.
RENCE ST.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

LINE.

p.

mission.

Round

Paetmge $10.00.

Trip 818.

Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. B. NA.TIPSO.\, Agcat,
70 Long Wharf* Bouton.
31dtf

ForeSt.
22-1

do second work in
girl
boarding house ; one that can give good
18-1
references. Apply at 41 BROWN ST.

GUNARD LINE.

WANTED—A

ladies to call at 518 Congress
St.. and examine onr stock of Human Hair
goods; all kinds of hair work done to order.
PARIS IIAIR STORE, 618 Cougress St., Port18-1
land.
—

CUTTERS

—

New York

AND

FBOM

—

MATUBDAY, calliuir
Qurruatown Cork Harbor.
«Terr

at

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
THURSDAY.
May 27 Catalonia
July 1
June
3 Cephaionia
8
July
Cephaionia
June 10 Bothnia
Gallia
July 16
22
June 17 Pavonia
Pavonia
July
June 24 Scythia
July 20
Scythia
ac
Cuban Pa*wage, £00, $8©, and
cording to accommodation. Intermediate Ρηκ*age, ΐί,'15. Drafts on Great Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply at the Company's Office, 99 State Street, Bouton.

Catalonia

THE CUNARO STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.
d3m

feb27

mm STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

18-1

Ν TE D—Dressmaking Miss S. J. PATTΕ Ε
an experienced and competent Dress and
Cloak maker lias opened rooms at 502 Congress St.
Ladies are invited to call. Work done in a faithful
17-1
and stylish manner at reasonable prices.

WA

WANTED—Boy wanted about fifteen
years old. to work in garden and to make
himself generally useful : one from the count™
preferred. Address 339 DANFORTH STREET.
17-1

BOW

two good lasters for kid
job for the right men. SHAW,
17-1

a

GODING&_CO.

STEAMERS.

man In

Shoe Man.

work ; good
WANTED—One

FARE $1.00
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m.. and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroaa and Sound Lines for sale.
Wairr)»«·

to

and gentlemen just look.
We buy and pay cash for left off clothing, carpets, stoves,etc. Ladies and gentlemen waited
upon at their own residence ; please send postal.
Address M KS. S. 158 Federal St., Portland Me.

WANTED—Ladies

11-2

boarders for the summer;

Address
location pleasant and healthy.
WANTED—Lady
MRS. E. G. POWELL, Box 58, Cumberland Cenapr27-4

tre, Maine.

Girls Wanted.
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
my22dtf
Commercial St.

West

TO

I„KT.
tenement

class

mo I«I>T—First

at

No.

154

and bath room;
all modern conveniences ; pleasant and desirable.

JL CLARK ST.,

seveu rooms

LIST—A nice

cottage of nine rooms,

new

at Peaks' Island, all furnished.
TO
STREET.
114

OXFOKD

JL

Address No
20-2

LET—Small tenement, 48 Cedar street.
of F. & C. B. NASH, 386 & 390 Fore

mo

Inquire

25-1

street.

sunny rent of eight rooms at 108
25-1
BRACKETT ST., $21 per month.

ΠΠΟ LET—A

International
CO.,

STEAMSHIP

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.

AÎÎD ALL PA11TS OP
New II rune wick, Nora Nrolin, Prince Edwards Inland, and Cape Breton.
—

—

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. HP-Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

HARPSWELL

STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMER-CORDON
will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily,
Sundays excepted, on and after April 1, 1880,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 9.00
A. M. For freight or passage applv on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
mh29dtf

3Π1» I

down stairs rent, in
116 Portland St.,

pleasant,
at No.
ΊΙΟ thorough repair,
Portland
LET—A

and Green, seven
south-west corner
rooms, gas and water. For rent, apply to T. E.
THOMPSON, Corner of Preble ana Oxford Sts.
25· 1

LET—A nice new summer cottage, pleasantly and conveniently located on Long Island. Casco Bav ; rent low. For particulars, call at
399 CONGRESS STREET, Dearing's Bakery.
26-1

TO

mo LET—A pleasai t rent of 5 rooms in rear
X house 139 Brackett St., (1st house from
to a small family without children.
ApF.
ply at house between 1 and 2 p. in., or to IRA
24-1
CLARK. 482 Congress St.

Spring.)

LET—House iu Saccarappa; the westerly
side of the double house opposite Lowis Warren's; Sebago water. Inquire of F. H. GIRARD,
Saccarappa, or MRS. S. F. PARTRIDGE, Bath,

TO

21-2

Me.
__

LET—An upper tenement containing five
rooms; Pearl St., Woodfords. Inquire of
21-1
MRS. THOMES, South St.

TO

St.; conby fur-

LET—House No. 389 Danforth

TO tains 9 reasonable
rooms, Sebago water, heated
to the

with
party GAR-

right
; price
small famil y ; immediate possession.
DlNEli, No. 40 Exchange St.

nace

TO

COYLE, Jb.. Manager.

J. Β.

ocltf

having

WANTED—Parties

Ύ

N.

S.

20-1

LET—An upper tenement of five rooms to
a small family.
Enquire at 86 CLARK ST.
20-1
tenement of 6

TIME

TABLE.

DAYS—5.45, 6.30, 7.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. 111.,
2.15, 4.30, G.10 p. m. ; the 7.00 a. m. and 2.15
m.
go to Long Island, touching all landings
p.
each way.
SUNDAYS—9.00, 10.30 a.m., 2.15, 4.30p.m.;
the 10.30 a. m. and 2.15 p.m. go to Long Island, touching all landings each way.
WEEK

SINGLE TICKETS 25 CENTS, FIVE FOR $1.00
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL TICKETS, TEN FOR $1.00
B. J. WILI.ARD, Pres.

myl2iltf

Occau Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers: the
Cunard, White Star, Gnion. Anchor, Natioual, luinan, State, Red Star, North German Lloyd, Hamand Italian lines to
burg American, Amsterdam,
Englaud and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
ana Scandinavian exchange.
COAL·—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm. Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. L·.
ap24tf
FAB.TIER, £4 Exchnmve Ml.

rooms

lease

lots to

in

near

particulars

may7-2m

Commercial St.

LET—A convenient furnished
OXFORD ST.

room

in this State with from
a Boston manufacturer, must be good salesmen and men of push,
with good references and the above amount of
money. Only those ueed apply to C. M. JJUN25-1
BAR, Room 91, Preble House.

WANTED—Agents
§50 to $500, te represent

AGENTS, $25 PER

week salary and expenses,
WANTED-GENERAL
to wholesale

or

A

saw.

es.

LEIGHTON,

4tf

street.

To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
street ; all in first-class order : rent $14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.
aprlOdtf
accounts of Ν. H. Studley are
I shall leave
with my attorney
paid on or be13-2
fore June 1st. W. 0. WEBSTER.
left in my hands for collection.
NOTICE—The
all accounts not

ROOlTXff TO LET.
Ο JIN TO LET
Suite of furnished front
rooms, up one flight 86 STATE, corner Gray
24-1
street.
—

KO

furnished

gentlemen
24-1
Τ only. Inquire at 40 SOUTH STREET.
suitable for
Ο LET—Furnished
Τ two persons. Inquire at 153 HIGH ST. 18-1
with
LET—Two furnished
prifor two gentlemen; good
TOvate family, suitable
and
Address Χ. Κ.
rooms

for

room:

one or

rooms

required.

APCBIT6

AUkR I d
VJ day offer.

mar3

a

X.,

18-1

part of one of the best first floor
Exchange St., heated by steam,
For parand sole u:
use of safe.

LET—A

TOoffices
use

of
>f

on

Telephone

ticulars. address BOX 1396.

cents on
rare chance.

coin monry w',h βι1Γ Amateur Photo outfit, and
collecting family pictures to enlarge. Special
Empire Copying Co., 881 Canal St., New i.rk.

eod3m

■TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO DISTINGUISH AT

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

OUND—Tennis Shoes. Tennis shoes for men;
Tennis shoes for women ; Tennis shoes for
misses; Tennis shoes for
;
shoes, all kinds and colors. TenM. G.
nis shoes for money at 541 Congress St.
22-1
PALMER.

F

—

As α general beverage and necessary
correct!re of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, tee.,
the Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to
for theae purevery other preparation
of over 30 years
poses. A publie trial
of
our country
duration in everv section
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
by any
faculty and a sale unequalled for
it the
other distillation have insured
reputation of salubrity claimed for It.
and
tlroeers.
For sale by all Druggists

U00LPH0 WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

KENISON has removed to
No. 502 Congress, Corner Brown St. Corns,
Bunions and Bart Nails of all kinds treated in the
most painless and skillful manner. Separate
17-1
rooms for Ladies and Gents.

FOUND—That

374

Congress St., S.
DR.

Stoves,

Islands
25-1

A pleasant and perfectly harmless
the painless extraction of teeth.

DR. C. Wl.

Juiitiioa of Free autl JIid«lle
marl 1
innd, iHe.

P. & O. It. R.

d3m

Coupons.

mortgage bonds of Portland
& Ogdeneburg Railroad Co., due January lut,
1880, will be paid June 1st, 188fi, by 8AMIJKI, J,
ANDERSON, Kecelver, 011 presentation at 1'. &
O. It. K. office, in Portland.
my22d2w

COUPONS

1st

WINES and LIQUORS
or ALL

IN

KINDS,

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGED,
rOR

HA LB RY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
PORTLAND, ME.

General Managers for New England fortne
Celebrated

SUMMIT

MINERAL· SPRLVG WATER,

PROM

UAHKIH»*. MAINE·

β AVIESi S3 iHUUI iSTIIIl

Street·, Port-

P.4T.1
,JM

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT^OF
'fffj·

β ■

TRAINS.

andafterMoadar,

APJ»»»·

nu»)

HUUi
"Portland:
Fer Werceiler, Clint··, Ayer Junction.
7.39
Ι·ηui and fcpping at
a. m. and I.05 p. η».
Nortb
For Manchester, Concord, and points
at 1.05 p. ω.
Wale»·
For Rochester, Mpriugvalc, Alfred,
I.OJ
boro and Waco Kirrr, 7.'JO a. ui.,
m.
«.JO
p.
p. na. and (mixed) at
and
6.ΪΟ
For (iroi'bam at 7.JO a.m., 1.0.5,
(mixed) at «..JO p. ui.
Wert·
i
III
Us,
For Saccarappa, Cnuibcrland
7.SO
brook Juntiion and Woodford's at
O.tfO
and IO.OO a. na., f .OA, (mixed) J.OO,
and!(mixed) «β. JO p. in.
ι». ■»·
©Ο
tO
For Forent Avenue (Decring)
(mixed) 3;OOand β. SO p. n>.
ai
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connectsfor
Route
Ayer J unci, with Hoosac Tunnel
fer
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail#
also with N. Y. Ar N. E. U. *·
via
Route") for Philadelphia.
C4Steamer
and
Baltimore, Wa»hiugton, and the 9mui,
with BoMton A' Albany R. R. for the West.
J
uneClose connection made at Wentbjceok
tion with through trains of Maine Central fl.it. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with thrvugh
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
youth
Through Tickets to all points West and Portmay be had of 8. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
foot of Preble Street.
^t at foe
land & Rochester Depot
•Does not stop at Woodford
J. W. PETERS. Supt.

Springfield,
Maryland

'*

apiodtf

Connections via tirand Trunk Railway,
>lixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buekfleld at 11.46 a. a.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 0.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bottom

Stage connections daily with passenger train al
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru. Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumferd Fall·;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
oct9dtf

Portland and Ogdensburg B. R.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday, Ma; 24,1886,
further notice Passenger Trahis will
Portland as follows: 8.33 a. m., toi
Fabyans, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lanono»
ter, Woodsville, IVIontpcIier, Mt. John*
bury, Newport, Burlington, Nwnutou,
1T1 out real, Ogdennbnrg, and all points on
connecting lines.
J.OO p. m., for Bartlett and Intermediate
stations.
until

Leave

ARRIVAL*.
10.40 a. in., from Bartlett and way stations.
S.05 p#ua., froraNwnnlou, Burlington, Montreal * d all points on through line.

J. HAMILTON, Sopt
myttlutf

May 21, 1886.

GRASP TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
CHANGE OF TIME.
I

On aud after MONDAY, Oct. 14,
trains will run as follows

«S3,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.Oô a. m., l.ll
and 5.20 p. m.
For CSorbam, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m., mixed.
For (aorham, ITloutreal and Chicago, 1.3t>
p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lcwinton and Auburn, 8.25 a. n,
12.05. 3.15 and 5.50 d. m.
From ^orhaua, 'J.4U a. m. ami 7.00 p. m..
mixed.
From Chicago and ITIontrenl, 12.03 p. ra.
e'l'oui Qu»'b«;i 12.05 p. Ml.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars ou Aigbt train a*
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

Exchange St.,

and Osoot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT ItEDDCED 1UTR
—

-1

το

l'hirago, Miiwnuti
Canada^ Oclroii.
Ml. IjOmîm,
Ont:
Loin*, Omaha,
Cincinnati,
icinaati, Ni.
Ragi·
nnw, Ml. Paul, Salt L«ake City*
Den ver, Ha a I'raucinco,
and all pointe In tbe

Dioi'thwcûl, West

iind Southwest.

JOSEPH H1CKS0N, General Manager
WM. KDGAK, G. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

iwl2Utf

SRID8T0N & SACO RIVER B. R.

^

ComincnciiiK may 24, I88O.
A. M.

(P. & O. R. K.)
liridgton Junction
Britlglon, arrive

Leave Portland

«s.35
10.03
11.03
7.55
10.40
Supt. & Pass.

"

Leave

Bridgton

Portland, arrive
J. A. BENNETT.
my 2 4

P. M.
3.00
4.45
5.45
3.20
8.05

Agt.

atf

____

Mill

RA1LR0ÂS

CENTRAL

GÏJE

ASlMg^É

relaxinhalation, thus reaching the dieeaw direct,
es the spasm, facilitates free
URFS
ïm J&
expectoration, and El FLCT·**

the most
mherr nil othor r*m#dle« fkû. A trial ccn*in«*
elfoet.
«koptlrnl of U* ΙηιιηράΐΛΐ.-.ΊΙι^ and ncter-frllla»
Prteo 500. and
J/'»1
.°'

Jj

apr9

and 1.25 p.

m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STAT»»
All trains excepting
for imsengers.
ι»·^ν

niglit Pullman trains will stop

*»·«!"

y

IS

·»**?

u

lUjiJ

b

rApiCTS

Wltu

sleeping car attached and runs every night Bundavs included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains ar«j due in Portland as follows : The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. ;
Lewiston, 8.βθ a. m. ; the day trains from Bançor and all intermediate stations and connect·

ïug roads at

12.45 and 12.40 p.

in.

;

the

alter-

trains from Watervilie,
Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
limited Ticket», fiwi ami nccood cln»H, for
all poiulN in the Province· on ««le- «tl renoon

duced

raie».

PORTLAND, BANGOR, HT. liESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
licMnmption of Service.
CITY OF KM KflilOttl* wili resume service on the route between Portland and
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will b·
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Friday·,
and from Machiasport. Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
Κ. E. BOOTHBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, May 8.1886.
my5dM
Steamer

Κ\<ΓΚ§ΙΟ^.

anaesthetic for

TALBOT,

Gen.

innS

M I* « It Τ Ε D

I

âiso

VEGETABLE VAPOR
on

_

illy

mariO

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
MIYO'S

STREET,

VOItli.

SEW

Tennis shoes for
boys;
children Tennis

DR.

FLANDERS,

D. J.

T.
JAh.
T. FURBKK, Gen'l Manager.

4.m*3

SCHNAPPS.

18 BEAVER

LOST AND FOUND.

50

dollar,
my goods.
Address F. M. WEAVER, with stamp, Bidde29-4
ford, Me.
the

at 114

17 3
TO
LET—Joiner'8 shop with three good benchInmortise machine and circular
TO of A.
288
Commercial
K. P.

references given
This Office.

Ulrrtl.

For Mangor, EiUworlh, Bar lKnrbor,
Vauceboro, Nl. John, llalifax. ami th·
I'revinfm, Ml. Htcphcn and Aroo«tooh
County, 1.20 p. m.. Via liCwi«io:t. 1.2Ô aud
via
ami
f»r
$11.15 p. m.,
Anga«tn;
A
R.
Bangor
Fiftcatnqnin
R.,
for
til.lo p. m.,
Bb»whe«an, Reifiut bm
Dcxtrr, 1.20, 1.25, $11.15 p. ni. ; Wnit rrilli'.
7 J 0 a. m.. 1.20,1.25, $11.15 p. in. ; and on $aluidays only at 5.15 p. m.; for Aagu«ta, Sin I
lowell, ©ardiner and UmnnwitU, 7.10 a.
in., 1.25, 5.16, $11.15 p. ni. ; Kath, 7.10 a. m
1.25, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.14
p.m.; Rockland and Knot nud l.incoln
R. R., 7. 10 a. πι., 1.25 p. m.; Auturu and
l<«>wiMton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 ρ in. ; I^iwi«ton via Bruniwitk, 7.10 a. in., $11.15 p.
m. ; Farniington, TIonuioiKh.
l\ inihrop,
Oaklitnd and rVorlh Aumu, 1.20 p. in.;
Fariniagton via Brunnwick, 7.10 a. un.

Willard,
For furthe water, Cape Elizabeth.
NOTICE—Cottage
inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43

Ο LET-Two

*'γ^

\

>r

-TlaySoih,

TO

quire

train
m'tralD coauects
South and West
all
points
to
Tickets
Through
Tirliri Oflrr«,
for sale at I'orflunil Dvpoi
40 Eicbaag·
and at I'aiou Ticket Ο Hi
f

Oil and after ITIONUAl",
SN8<». l'iisst'iijjcr Trains I.« ave
Portland as follows:

on Mun-

LET—A cottage of six rooms on Long
Island ; water in the house and everything
convenient; about two minutes walk from the
landing. Apply to JOHN HUGHEY, at store
8-2
near wharf.

ther

,'f
w.'r, "a"
e

35

Until Further Notice leave Portland for
all Landings on Peaks' and
Diamond Islands.

WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

W. H.

$600.

5.

or

lumber or any
kind of freight to move to any part of the
bay, please call at 63 Commercial St CAPT. T.
11-4
GOUDY.

Β

EASTERN DIVISION.

Winter Arrangement, In Effect Oct. 12.1886.

JOHNSON,
Clairvoyant, late of Boston, lias taken rooms at
Mrs. Farrell's, 56 Free street, and will give sit18-1
tings daily. Ladies 50 cts. ; Gents 75 cts.

Portland to know
that we have bought a bankrupt stock of
Men's fine Calf Button, Bals, and Congress Boots,
and offer them for $2.25, which is less than the
the
goods can possibly be manufactured. GOSS

aCNDiV TRAIN»

a. m., 11,0o ana
For Boatou at 2.00 and fO.OOIto«<on at 7.80
J6.00 p. m. Iteturnlng Le»»·
7.00
p. 111. For
and
and B.OO a. m. and 12.80
a. m., 1.00 and 6.0·
Hiddrford at 2.00 aud 0.00
Nnvburriuri at
and
in.
far Porumoaili
0.00 p.m. for
•00 and 9.00 a. in., l.OO and
PorKaloH
Aair«bnrr '.'.00a.m.and 6.00p.m.
1.00 aud 6.0·
in.,
a.
and Lynn at H.OO aud O.OO
on above trains.
RM
C'A
Λ>
m.
I,
HI'
ι,.τι
p.
m. trains connect
he 9.00 a. in. and l.OO p.
Lines to South and West.

Portland and vi

of

m.

Rujuforii Falls and Buckfield Railroad

people
WANTED—The
cinity to know that MRS. J. WESLEY
the celebrated Medical and Business

WANTED—Every

1.00 p.

arrive 5.80,8.45 p.m.
(or Bmioi 1.00, 4.15 p.m. ;

0n

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,

Boston to

WANTED—The

Experienced cutWANTED
ters of woman's uppers, on grain, glove-grain,
buff, sheep, &c. ; also lining cutter. Apply in person or by letter to KIMBALL BROS., Gardiner,
18-1
Me.

POBTLAND
ΤΒΛΙΝΝ LEAVE
». m.,«12.30,3.30 d m
Fer IIonion at 6.15,*8.40
8.30a. U]., 1.00,3.30 r, m'
Horion for I'orlliau<l
Poial *1.15, 8.40 a. "m
Nrnptioro and Pier
Ort hard, Mar·, UiUde8.80, 5.45 p. m. OKI
'i. 15. 8.40 a. ία.. 1 y oo
ford and Kruni-bunk Brurk 6.15, 'é.io Im
8.30, 5.45 p. m. Well·
Orral rail·,
8.30 p. m, North Bfrwick, Lowrrnce
u
»er, Kafirr, llnrrrhill,
12.30, 3.30 p. m.
• ■«well, β. 15, 8.40 a. UI.,
and Alloa Bat
Rocfamer, Furniiafflon Klnachan» and
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.80 p. in.,
Junction) 6.16 a. a.
Coacord via Newmarket
8.40 a. !li.
3.30 p. ni. ; via Lawrence,
ra. connect» with
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. South; the 12.80
Kail Lines to points West and
York.
with Hound Lines lor New
Portland 8.4S a.
1'arlor Cars on trains leaving at 8.80 a. in. and
m. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

to

cen-

paying

stock, fixtures and furniture for $400,
worth $700, rent low. MAINE REAL· ESTATE
15-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
will sell

Treats

medicine.

and

prices paid

445

latter.

UNiTED
STATES
S AL·E—Bakery and confectionery store
—The place to buy cheap
HOTEL.
with three furnished
FOR
connected,
FOUND
Spring Beds and Mattresses, for the
tral location, always does
good
business,
WARREN.

complicated Disand those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularfor Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $00; Steerage $2ΰ.
For Freight, Passage, sailing Lasts and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
113 Mtnle Nirerl, C'er. Κ road St., Ho-lou.
feb8
dtf

Boston I Pliiladelpliia

THREE

uiiNi.KEnn tuA^tiss.

_

SPECIALIST,

ports.

one

FOR

WILSOil

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamer» sail from New York for Asplnwall ou
the 1st, 10th and 2()th of each month, carrying
passengers ana freight for all the above named

LET—A good
CHIRON SPRING HOUSE and grounds,
also for sale
story house and
TIOioy. 911.00;
all in fine order, neat and attractive ; contains
Ί1ΠΕ
between Preble and Green streets; price
lot,
good
all nicely furnished ; soft water from
23
18-1

FOR

DR.

WESTEBN DIVISION.

25-1

WANTED—The

ρ

UBVICg"'
Oilobrr II, ||gj'

PAWETUEB TBAlIf
in tffrct Mnndn»,

California,
Japan, China,

people of Portland and Biddeford to know that Madame Johnson, the
celebrated medical and business elairvoyant, of
Boston, is still at 5G Free street, excepting Fridays and Saturdays, when she may be found at
25-1
Meed's Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

JL

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

DAN-

157

STREET, City.

of the estate of the late Lemuel
Γ|Ί IIAT part
situated on Commercial, near India

CHANCE

DR. AMBRE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE.

Lowest Rates for adADVERTISEBS
vertising in #71 good newspapers sent free.
Address GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St.,

WANTED—A good meat and pastry
cook, also a table girl, can receive good situations. Apply at once ; references required. ST.
25-1
JULIAN HOTEL.

BOSTON AND MAINE R

To

ly

WAITED.

FOR

rnA&Ln grease

ty Pills in a box will be sent to any address on receipt of $1.00. AMBRE MEDICINE CO.,
07 C Street.
South Boston, Mass.

my26dlw*

land.

news

; good
relating to the Portland & Ogdensburg
thoroughfares
stock and fixtures; big .Sunday trade; investiRailroad Company, approved March F, 1885, do
hereby give notice thai the first meeting of said
gate this and you will say it is a bargain for $350.
new corporation will be holden in Portland in the
Particulars of JACOBS, 297 Tremont St., suite 5,
26-1
State of Maine at the office of the Portland & OgBoston, Mass.
densbnrg Kail road Compony at ten o'clock in the j
nA IjK—18 room boarding and lodging
forenoon of TUESDAY the eighth day of June, Α.
house in Boston ; established C years ; 40
I). 1880, for the following purposes
steady boarders ; furniture and business can be
(1)—To prepare or cause to be prepared a list
of the bondholders in attendance with the number
bought for $000, part cash ; this is a splendid opto step into a good
of bonds and overdue coupons represented.
portunity for a smart woman
and have a nice home.
JOHN W. S.
(2J—To ascertain and verify all outstanding business
RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington St., Boston,
bonds and overdue coupons and provide for ex21-1
Mass.
changing the same for certificates of stock.
(3)—To organize said corporation and choose a
M seldom offered for bargains in
Clerk, Directors and other officers.
farms, houses, furnished houses, dining
(4)—To adopt a name for the new corporation.
rooms, hotels, groceries, furnishing goods, cigar,
(5)—To adopt a code of by-laws for the governconfectionery, fruits and variety stores, markets
ment of the new corporation.
and manufacturing business, &c., at all prices.
(6)—To adopt measures to obtain a settlement
Call and judge for yourself. MAINE HEAL ESwith the trust es under said mortgages, and suitTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
able and sufficient conveyances from them of all
20-1
right, title and interest acquired by them as trustees by virtue of said mortgages and the foreclosstore
and
MALE—Confectionery
variety
ure tliereof.
in good location for trade ; rent low ; for the
(7)—To transact any other business that may be
will take
best of reasons owner obliged to sell:
to
the
of
said
legal organization
necessary perfect
§190, worth $400 ; nice place for a lady. MAINE
corporation.
KKAL ESTATE and BUSINESS AGENCY. 45
City of Portland By
181
Exchange street.
C. J. CHAPMAN,
AVHITMAN SAWYER,
8 rooms,
MALG-Nice
house,
cottaçe
JOHN P. HOBBS,
barn and other good buildings, fruit trees,
Committee on the reduction of the City debt here
few minutes walk from City Hall ; sell considéra
unto duly authorized by order of the City Coun
bleless than actu.il cost; good investment for litcil approved March 30, A. D. 1886.
MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSItle money.
17-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St
J. S. RICKER.
DANIEL F. EMERY.
lOR M A L· E—Barber shop, all complete, doing
WI LBUR F. LUNT.
a good business, 4 chairs, central location,
ap22
dlaw5wThtmy24tojune8
good chance to step into good paying business for
only §350; chance of this kind seldom offered;
low rent. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS
17-1
AGENCY, 45 Exchauge Street.

Maine

BEST IN THE WORLD Μ·ϋ·«νϋ
Sold Everywhere.
G^*Get the Genuine.

Readily and permanently cures Dyspepsia and
all derangements of the digestive functions, the
immediate cause of which is a diminished quantity,
or unhealthy quality, of the gastric secretion of the
stomach. It cures indigestion and promotes nutrition. To further advertise this cure every purchaser is entitled to a share in the monthly profits. Nine-

Τ

1,1.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

AT

for

stands, ciin Portland; reagar and confectionery stores
son for selling, other business to attend to. Apply
20-1
to GEO. J. HODGDON, 559 Congress St.

rights

ordered by said court and was filed and entered
of record m said cause in the terms following:
XUC1CUUUU

Nuinmer Boarder*.

boarding house, East Baldwin, formerly
used as a hotel; good scenery, pleasant
rides, fishing, boating, and gunning in season, on
the line of the Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., and
convenient for business men, as they can be in
the city all day and return to their families at
night. Board from five to eight dollars per week
accordiug to rooms. Excellent accommodation
for the price. Address J. E. BROWNE, East Baldwin, Maine. Refers by permission to the following gentlemen S. C. Strout, M. P. Frank, Geo.
Walker, C. P. Mattocks and B. F. Andrews, Port-

a
a

22-1

Tumblers 1 cent to customers
SALE
who purchase 25 cents worth of other goods,
to six). NELSON'S new store,
limited
(quantity
534 Congress street, next door to the bakery.
21-1

signs."
And whereas, after the six months allowed as
the period of redemption in the decree above recited had exnired, at Ihe Ootoher term of said
court, viz: 011 the fifteenth clay of December, A.
D. 1885, it having been found by said court that
none of said sums had been paid either into the
registry of the court or otherwise, a further final
decree of foreclosure of said mortgages was

SURE CUKE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Live» and Kidney
Complaints,Nervousness, Heartbi kn, Wikd
in the Stomach or Pains in τπε Bowels,
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Memcine it ie quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble,
nervous, and sickly to health, strength, and vigor.
from
Niifhtly Dissipation. Personsfeelwho,
the evil
dissipating too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach, weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will find that one doee will remove all bad feelings.

New York.

son, Jonesport.

22-1

M. G. PALMER.

For

burg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by, through or under it, to redeem
the same or any part thereof, from said Webb,
MilliKen and Jose, as such trustees, their success-

—

Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Havana May 17th. sch Stephen G Hart,
Powers, for Delaware Breakwater.
Cld 19th, barque Mignon, Colcord, for Delaware
Breakwater; 2Utli, Formosa, Pierce, do.
Sid fm Sagua May 14th, uarque John Baizley.
Shepard, Boston; sch Mattie Β Kussell, Larrabee,
Delaware Breakwater; 17th, Ariadne, Colby, do;
18th, barque Joe Reed, Allen, do.
Cld at North Sydney, CB, 22d, sell Jas Β Jordan
Martin. Boston.
Ar at Parrsboro, NS, 18th, sch Elva Ε Pettingill, Dodge. Boston.
Cld at Hillsboro, NB, 21st, sch Viola May, Fisher. Newark.
Ar at St John.NB, 24th. sch J Β Knowlcs, Lam-

wagon.

months, said Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad
centrally located to schools and churches ; will be
Company and all persons and corporations claimsold at a bargain, terms easy. For particulars,
ing by, through or under it, shall be and are forcall 011 N. S. G ARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
ever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from
18-1
wit
The
mortto
any of the mortgages following,
gages from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
homestead of the late Abel
SALE—The
MilliF.
Weston
E.
to
Samuel
Spring,
Company
M. Baker, at Morrill's Corner, in Deering,
ken and George F. Emery, dated the first day of
garMe., consisting of a cottage house, stable and
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hunfruit trees, containing more than a half
with
den
E.
dred and seventy-one, and to Samuel
Spring,
A
ATTilTTSTITS «
Weston F. Millikeu and Nathan Webb, dated the
18-2
BROWN, at Rines feros., Portland, Me.
first day of April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
MALE-À second hand cold grapery fifWeston F. Millfken and Nathan Webb, dated the
or:
ty feet long, double thick glass. Γη good
fifteenth day of May in the year of ourLord eighteen
der, will be sold low. Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS,
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
18-1
St.
507
Va
Congress
dated
the
Nathan Webb and Weston F. Milliken,
twenty-fifth day of February, in the year of our
top desk for sale—
Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-four : and that j
A cherrey desk and chain but little used,
thereupon said Weston F. Milliken, Nathan Webb
will be sold cheap. Apply to FLETCHER & CO.
and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, said Jose being
17-1
the successor under said mortgages of Samuel E.
and
Spring, deceased, their survivors, successors
SALE—A "Hall" Safe, in perfect order.
trustees
abassigns shall and do become as such
Two desks, chairs and clock, to be sold at a
a. in.,
solutely the owners of all the railroad of said
bargain. No. 1 GALT BLOCK, 10 to 12 17-1
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, loI Va to 3 p. m.
cated and to be located in Portland, in the State
of Maine, and thence to its termination at the
WALE—Large house, suitable for two
western boundary liue of the State of New Hampfamilies, orchara and stable with house. Enshire, and of all the stations and fixtures appurCorner
Prospect and Deering streets, Woodquire
17-1
tenant thereto, and of all the rights acquired by
fords.
lease or contract in any railroads forming any
SALE—Good
sound,
FOR
to
style,
line
from
Portland
of
the
Ogdenspart
tnrough
kind, and a good driver, weighs about 000.
burg, and of all lands and tenements ever taken
Cau be seen at SAWYER'S STABLE, on Federal
or held by saftl Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
10-2
street.
Company for the purposes of Its railroad, and of
all the franchises of said Portland & Ogdensburg
and
boilers,
large
SALE—Steam
engines
and
maintain
operate
Railroad Company to build,
and small, at low prices.
Inquiries bj mail
said railroad, granted by said States of Maine or
It. W. PlfcATT,
attention.
receive
or
will
the
prompt
of
all
cars,
and
engines
New Hampshire,
may3-4
No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.
other movable furniture, mnehinery and equipments of said railroad, and of all other personal
WALE—Or to let; two cottageson Peak's
with
or
connected
the
to
property appertaining
Island, within five minutes walk of Jones'
customary use and working of said railroad and
Enquire or address C. I. KIMBALL,
machinery thereof, and of all the privileges and Landing.
21-tf
Free
112
St.
and
appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto,
o! all other property, franchises, rights and privSALE.—One mile from the city, on line
bv
to
be
or
intended
conveyed
ileges conveyed
of horse cars, 5% acres Land ; 2 story House
said mortgages or any of them, subject to thé
II rooms; Wood House, Carriage House and
prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg other
out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.
Railroad Company, dated the first day of Novem10-4
ber, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
liabilities
which
seventy, and to the liens and
sale or to let-HouscNo. 259
have been or may be created or incurred by SamBrackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
uel J. Anderson, appointed in this cause receiver
1-tf
P. IIOBBS, 30 Market St.
of said railroad and its appurtenances, or by his

ties which have been or may be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, appointed in this
cause receiver of said railroad and its appurtenances or by his successor, but free from all
claims and rights of the said Portland & Ogdens-

Baltimore.

Foreign Ports.
Arat Talcahuano May 23d, barque Hudson,
Carver, New York.
Ar at Dublin May 22, ship Jas Nesniith, Howard, San Francisco.
Passed Lundy Island May 204h, ship Soltaire,
Bosvvorth, from Cardiff for Accapulco.
Sid fin Montevideo Apl 17. ship Brown Brothers, Goodell, (from Tacoma) for Boston.
Sid fm Iiio Janeiro Apl 22d. brig 1 W Parker,
Kane, New York.
Sid fm Mayaguez May 7th, brig John C Noyes,
Hoit, Portland.
In port May 8, brig John Welsh. Jr, Mills, for
Portland.
Sid fm Mayaguez May 20, barque Jose Ε Moore.
Carlisle, New York; brig Leouora, Munroe, for

light Concord

of
; but free from all claims and
the said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by,
through or under it, to redeem the same or any
part thereof from said Webb, Milliken and Jose
as such trustees, their successors, survivors or as-

J

and beached for survey.
Sch Win υ Snow, from Boston for Baltimore, is
at Philadelphia full of water, and will go on the
dry dock to repair.
Sch Abby Wasson, Lord, which went ashore
21st on Tapley's Point, near Castine, came off at
high water without apparent damlige and sailed

POKTSMOUTH—Ar 24tli, sch Kosie & Adra,
Small, Weeliawken for Dover.

FOR

liimHroil ninotv fhnna'iiiH

successor

•«E-;

Memoranda.
Sch Hattie L Gott, Bennett, drifted ashore on
Gun Point, Ilarpswell. 21st, and bilged and lilled
with water. She was lightened and gotten off 22d

24tli, brig Ellen Maria, Bangor for Philadelphia ; Mentor. Elizabetliport for Augusta.
bid 24th. brigs ltassack, and Ellen Maria; schs
Nulato, Congress, Μ Ε Crosby, Carrie Holmes,Abbio Bursley, and others.
Η YANΝIS—Passed by 24th, sell J M Haynes,
from Kennebec for Philadelphia.
Sid 23d, sch Kedondo, for Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 24th. barque Jennie Cuslunan
Brandt, Goree; schs NVK Drury, Bond. Brunswick ; l· ranconia, Falker, Georgetown ; Altavela,
Clark. Haritan; Inez, Brown, Millbridge.
Cld 24ih, schs Maud Briggs. Young, Bangor:
Nellie G Davis. Davis, BarrTngton, NS; Chas Ν
Simmons, Babbitt. Kennebec.
Ar 25th, schs Sarah Ε Hyde, Murphy, and Minnie ί>a\is, Davis, Barnngfoii. NS: 'Georgie 1.
Dickson. Harding,, Norfolk; Mary Β Judge, Norwood, Philadelphia; Wm Η Allison, Kenniston,
Kondout; J Β Stinson Stinson, and F Κ Tower,
Knowlton, Deer Isle, Ε & G W Hinds, Coleinau,
Calais; Ε L Warren,Colson. Belfast.
Ar 24th, sch George Albert,
PLYMOUTH
Swett, Bath.
DARTMOUTH—Sid 22d, sell Teluniah, Sproul,

FOR

For

of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 csnts.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

eases

and New York.

Ar

Whitney's
buildings, half mile from Kendall & school
and
wood ware manufactory, Vi mile from
N. S. GARDINER. No.
church ; a good bargain.
22-1
40 Exchange St.
SALE—A very desirable lot at Camp
Comfort, Old Orchard, is offered at a bargain.
Enquire of or address, FRANK A. BRYANT,
22-4
Saco, Me.
SALE—2d-handsingle harness; 2d-hand
light double harness; 2d-liand single or
double beach wagon; 2d-hand phaeton; 2u-hand

FOR

cere for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all dis-

Cieufuegos May 13, barque Geneva, Gre-

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, schs Nulato,
Machias for New York; Congress, HarSawyer,
ris, Rockland for do.
Ar 22d, sclis Carrie Holmes, Boston for NYork;

60
of

HORME

a sure

May 13, sch Mary Ann McCann,
.)
Hutchinson, Bangor, (and sld 20th for
Ar at Maeorris Apl 30tli. sch Dora M French,
French. Santana. to load for New York.
Ar at Nassau, NP. May 2, sch Annie L Palmer'
Holmes, New ïork, (and cld 15th for Jamaica

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
iy2®19c : do extra firsts 18c ;do firsts 17c ; do imitation creamery,extra, 14^15c; do extra firsts 12
@13c; do fresh factory choice 13; fair to good-10
@llc ; do common lots 8@9c; Verrmont dairy extra 19c: do extra firsts 18c.
Cheese—Northern extras 10c; do good tojchoice
lower grades according to quality;
at 9@9VSjC;
Western, job lots Vac higher.
isggs—Neai by 13V2c; Eastern extra 13c; Ν H
and Vt extra 12Via@13c: New York extra 12Vfec;
Western choice at IIV2C.
Jobbing price lc

;

FOR

of

Ar at Bermuda

son,

miles from

SALE—$1200; farm 7Va

Portland, in Westbrook contains about
FOR
set
acres. 700 cords wood and timber ; fair

FOR

Veazie, Rockport.

*/...

DANFORTH STREET.

FOR

!

gory, Boston.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 25, 1880.-The following are today's quotations oi|Provisions, &e. :
Pork—Long cut 12 75@13 00; short cuts 13 00
13 25 ;backs 13 25@13 50; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at 12 50@$13 ;
prime mess at §12 50@13 00; extra prime at 9 75
@$10 00; mess, old, at 10 00; do new at 11 00@
«11 50.
Lard—choice at GV'2@<j%c ψ lb in tierces ; 7@
7 Vac In 10-lfo pails; 7^4@7%c in 5-lb pails; 7y2(jg
7s/i c in 3-ib pails.
Hams lOVi^llMjC $>lb, according to size and
cure ; smoked shoulders 7y2c ; pressed hams He.
Dressed hogs, city, 6@@%c ρ lb; country 5V2 ;
live hogs 4%@5c.

maker,
at 330
24-1

Rolling

Cannot be made by medicines, or the .skill of physicians; bnt the old ones
can be strengthened and

MERCHANTS' X5ICHANGE.
At Aspinwall May 24, sch Rachel & Maud, Dow,
for Swan island, to load guano for Wood Holl,
ready to sail.
Ar at Brisbane Apl 14, barque Nicholas Thayer,
Crosby, New York.
Aràt Barbadoe May 5, barque F L Genovar,

do preferred
Homestake

sale-a

for

table

4x8 Carom Table, H. W. Oollender,
Billiard
but little used, will be sold low. Apply

I^OR

FROM

Eureka
Bodie
Savatre

A'"»

"""

βΤΕΑΤΙΚΒβ·

dining-room chairs and baby carriage. These articles may be seen at 284 CONGRESS STREET,
25-1
until Friday, May 28tli.

t—. 1

nrmdly

marlO

ELLSWORTH, May 20-Cld, sch Allandale,
Remick, Portland.
STEUBEN, May 25—Cld, sch Lizzie & Annie,
Spurling, Rockland.

are

Ο Κ SALE—Piano and household goods.
One Cliickering Piano .six octave, to be sold
for sixty-live dollars ; also Richmond Range, six

F

FOR

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

Susan, G rover, Pemaquid—D Choate.

Sid fm

the city.

seven hundred forty-four dollars already due and
other
payable as hereinbefore set out, or of said
six
sums coming due and payable within said

ell. New York.
In port, waiting wind, s?'· s Chas Ε Sears, Allen,
for Moncton. to load for New York; Huntress,
»
Hunt, New York.
""EAST MACHIAS, May 22—Sid, schs Beta, Colbeth, New York; Nellie F, Huntly, Boston.

—

Ontario

ISK"

Endorsed lor its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.

Humboldt, Spofford, do; Cynosure, Nicholson,
south shore ; James Henry, Munroe, Bangor for
Portland.
LUBEC, May 22-Ar, sch Mary F Pike, Mitch-

New York Mining
[By Telegraph.]
NEW?YORK,May 25, 1886.—Thejfollowing
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal

V l-itl Vyîll ver» Λ -/Z

Tlie Standard of Purity an<l Excellence.

out plants a specialty. Finest stock in
25-1
Come early and avoid the rush.

Bedding

of this court said sum of one million five hundred
thousand, seven hundred forty-four
dollars, being the amount overdue and payable as
aforesaid, to be distributed by this court to the
persons entitled to receive the same, and may
likewise pay into the registry of said court all
other sums coming due and payable within said
six months aforesaid, said latter sunn to belikewise distributed by said court to the persons entitled to receive the same : and that in default of
such payments by said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroaa Company, or persons or corporations
claiming by, through or under it, whether of said

water};;

NALK—Great

For.

season

ninety

OUR CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, May 24-Ar, schs Ethel & Addie,
Dyer, and Vanguard, Dyer, from Western Banks ;

stocks.

f;9V4c.

Railroad Receipts.

FOR

FROM

Quicksilver

and

City of

& Co.
Sch

ao;inref

f;lass

in its worst forms will yield to the
of Carter's Little Nerve Pills, aided by the use
of Carter's Little Liver Pills
They not only relieve present distress, but strengthen the stomach

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Sch W C Tendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Cleared.
Barqne Wacissa, (Br) Heyburn, St John, NB,
to load for Liverpool—John A Emery & Bro.
Sen A L Mullford, Shaw, Bangor, to load for
Philadelphia—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Douglass Hovey, Wright, Kennebec, to repair—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch J Freeman, Jasper, Eastport—G W True

Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
U an ni bal & St. Jo
do Dref erred
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav
Lone island
Pacific es of "Jo
Wells. Fargo Express

Your medicine—Athlophoros, arrived all right
and I find it all you claim for it as a cure for rheuI am now able to getmatism and neuralgia.
around very comfortably, and would like you to
P. Ferguson, Buffalo,
send me another bottle.
Ν. Y.

Dyspepsia

is

to A S Johnson & Co.
Sch Lizzie May, Fernald, Gouldsboro for Lynn.
Sell Kienzi, Chafcto, Rockland for Saco.
Sch Niger. Adams. Wiscasset for Boston.
Sch Cdas A Sproul, Humphrey, Wiscasset for
Boston.

pref

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. N. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Kapids
Ganaoa Southern
Canton
Central Iowa
E. Tenu.. V. & Ga

I.ABOÎI, TIM H and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal eaiisfaction·
NTo family, rich cr poor should bo without it.
Sold by all G rocers. BEW Ali Κ of i mitatione
well designed to mislead. Ι'ΕΛΗΙίΝΕ is the
DNLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
lîways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES FYSJfi, NEW YORK.
SAVES

steady; uplands 5Ved; Orleans 5 3-16d;sales 10,bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LONDON, May 25. 1886.—[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of Commerece.] {Cargoes off the coast,
wheat quiet; corn, nothing reported
Cargoes on
the passage and for shipment, wheat quiet, but
steady. At Liverpool, spot wheat very inactive ;
corn strong.
LIVERPOOL. May 25, 1886.—Quotations—winter wheat 7s ld@7s 3d; Club wheat 7s 3d@7s 6d.
Corn—mixed Western 4s 3y2d;|peas 5s Sd^Provisions, &c.—Pork prime Eastern mess 51s; bacon at
29s 6d for short clear and 28s6d for long clear;
cheese 44s 6d for American; lard, prime western
31s 9d; tallow at 23s for Amercan.

Sch Clement, Kelley, Boston.
Sell David Sprague, Titus, Westport—live lobsters to W H Trefethen.
Sell Henrietta, from Westport, NS—live lobsters

Ohio Central
Oliioï& îMiss
Ont. & Western
Oretrou Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
Heading
Bock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha

™

IN HARD OB SSfT, HOT 3S SOU WATER.

000

FROM

tlie

for

Whereas in a proceeding in equity to foreclose
certain mortgages upon the Portland & OgdensCourt of the United
burg Railroad in the Circuit
States for the District of New Hampshire, having
suit and of all the parties in
jurisdiction of said the
May term thereof, A. D.
interest thereto, at
1885, to wit on the twelfth day of May, 1885, in
which proceeding the Mercantile Trust Company
et als., were complainants and the Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad Company et als., were defendants, the following final decree of foreclosure
was entered by said c»urt and filed and entered
of record in said cause, to wit
it is or"Upon consideration of the premises,
that there has bedered, adjudged and decreed,
come due and payable upon the bonds given by
said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
and secured by the mortgage from said company,
dated the first day of November in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-one. and by
the other mortgages hereinafter set out, the said
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
seven hundred forty-four dollars, and the same is
still owing by said Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad Compauy, and is secured by said mortgages
and each of them, and that the failure to pay the
sum heretofore due as aforesaid is a breach of the
conditions of the mortgage aforesaid and of those
hereinafter more particularly set out; so that unless said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Comclaiming by,
pany or persons or corporations
within the time herein
through or under it, shall
fixed, pay said sum of one million five hundred
ninety thousand seven hundred forty-four dollars
meanas aforesaid, and such other sums as may
while come due upon the bonds aforesaid, said
Railroad
Portland & Ogdensburg
Company, and
all other persons or corporations claiming by,
be
to
foreclosed
and
or
under
ought
it,
through
forever barred from redeeming from said mortgages.
it is thereuuon further ordered, adjudged and
decreed by the court, that said Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corit, may
porations claiming by, through or under
within six months hereafter pay into the registry

WASHIN Gί···'1 BLE AGHIN G

CHARLESTON, May 25,1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9c.

Sch C M Gillmore, ïeel, Boston.
8cli Hiram, Hibbard, Boston.
Sell Victory, Strout, Boston.

»

BEST ΤΗ!KG KNOWS

«»

dling 8%c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. May 25,1886.—Consols 10113-16.
LIVERPOOL, May 25. 1886.—Cotton market

in

reduction of prcies on
Ex.
plants: WM. MORTON, Florist, 104Va
to
put his prices down to
change St., has decided
the very lowest figures the first of the season.

notice.

mid-

TUESDAY, May
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Ned Ρ Walker, from New York, with ore to

doftpref

was a

use

middling 8 ll-l6c.
MEMPHIS, May 25, 1886.—Cotton quiet;

later

and

emptying
avoided. All applications
of the Deputy Marprivy vaults, left at the o&ce
immediate attention.
shals, City Building, will have
Hea th.
By order of the Board of
G Ε Ο. C. HljKl.hS.S, Secretary.
aprl7dtf

NEW ORLEANS, May 25,
quiet;
middling 8y8c.
MOBILE, May 25, 1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 83,4 c.
SAVANNAH, May 25,1886.—Cotton is Jquiet ;

25.

Northwestern preferred
New York Central...
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.

pave her Caetorla,

deiay which usually occurs

1886.—Cotton

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Northwestern

year, then.

Health, 1
April 17, 1888. j
is hereby given to all house-liolders,
that all applications for cleaning privyNOTICE
as
possible, that
vaults, should be made as early
the
may be

class top
SALE CO ΕΑΡ—One first
new. will sell or exchange for secondPreble
cor.
011
E.
MERRILL,
Call
carnage.
25-1
Cumberland St.

FOU
buggy,
hand

Office θκ the Board of

2900 bush.

MARINÎJsWS.

Quiucy..

uoiloref

it

A few days since a well-known gentleman entered the Tremont House barber's shop and took
his seat in the chair on the west side of the room.
This jentleman is rather proud of his good looks,
and while he was admiring himself ia the looking
in front of him. he noticed a bald pato in the
ooking glass immediately opposite the one he
was looking into.
With the ^question: "Who is
that bald headed sinner in the seat behind me?"
lie turned his head to see for himself, and was
horrified when he discovered that it was his own
head he was looking at.

&

Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande
Erie..
Erie preferred»—
Illinois Central
Ind BI001U.Î& Western
Lake Erie|& West
Lake Shore
Louisville;# Nasi»
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
do pref.
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific

Lady—Why,

He

Receipts,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

railroad·.

BOARD.

FOR MILE.

CITV ABVKBTHEMENTS.

MISCELMWEOÛfi.

Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 13,000
bush ;corn, 13,000 bush ;'oats, 287,000 bush ; rye
1,<)00 bush; hurley, 21,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, G,000|bbls; 'wheat, 63,000;
bush: corn, 75,000 bush; oats, 148,000 bush ;
rye, 5,000 bush ;barley, 5,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, May 25. 1886.—Flour market dull.
Wheat lower ; No 2 Red 76%c. Corn lower ; No 2
Mixed at 32y»c. Oats easy ;No 2 Mixed at 28Vfec.
Lard at 5 *7Va@5 75.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat, 7,000 bu;
corn, 45,000|bush; oats, 63,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bnsii, barley 0.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls; wheat5000 bu;
corn, 10,000 bush ; oats 2,000 bu ; rye, 1000 bush ;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, May 25,1«86.—Wheat 1|No—White
at 808,4c; Mich Red 81%c ; No 3|Red 79%C.

ice

Tramp (at door)—Madam, could you·give me a
little help? I'm one of the sufferers by the St.
Cloud cyclone.
how can that be? The cyclone occurred only yesterday. You couldn't have got
here by this time.
Tramp—Oh, yes. I could, ma'am, You see. I
was blown about three-quarters of the way by
the cyclone.

you?

84%
90%

Eastern
159
Bell Telephone
.37
New York and New Eugland Railroad.
128
do pref
35*4
Mexican Central 4s
21 y*
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
do pref
37Yu
Mexican Central R 7s
M arquette, Houghton and Ont. R.,J com— 36%
128ya
Eastern Railroad 6s
191
Boston & Albany.ltailroad
131%
C. B. &Q*
,190
Boston & Mainej Railroad*
6%
Boston Water Power Co
125
Maine Central Railroad
17V2
Wisconsin Central

A. L. Jellersen.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeourg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Le wis ton, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

a

received

Atcli., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad

Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
"

One

are

dailv:

city.

Liver Pills.

104
108
111

3d mtg 6s... .109

"

Sress
the

115
124
105
101
116
124
106
108
114
113
123
131
108

Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. It. aid 1907... 123
102
Bath City 6s, M un. various
Bath City 6s It. R. aid various —100
Bangor City 6s, long Κ. R. aid—113
122
Bangor City 6s, long M un
105
Belfast City 6s, Κ. K. aid
—106
various
Κ.
K.
And. & Ken.
6s,
Portland & Ken. It. R. 6s, 1895. .112
112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central K. It. Consol 7s —129
Maine Central It. It. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Water Co. 1st mtg 6s —103
Portland
"
106
2d mtg 6s
"

5^4

d&wl4,3m

KXCUimioNN
—

TO

—

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
For tlie Spring and Summer of 1886. Send for
Programmes.
Ticket* leaned for Individual Traveler·
to and in all parts of the World.
l»aMHnK<' Ticket· by all lines of Steamers.
Cook'· Excursionist, with maps, published
monthly, by mail 'or ten cents. Address,
THO!i.( OOKAN«\, m Washington St..
mar31d2awW&S12w
Boston, Mass.

The Royal Eye Salve!
—

AN

EFFECTUAL

REMEDY FOR

—

inflamed eves m eyelids.
PRICK "iO CENTS.
For sale by druggists.

n\y 1441m·

THIS Γ

srisxawi

^

Preparations for the Town's
Anniversary.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 20.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AnVEHTIHEIHEKiT» TO-OAV.
new advertisements.

&
■Special Bargains—Owen, Moore
Grocery Clerk Wanted. Store.

Co.

For Sale—Fruit and Cigar
w anted—Tenement.
To Let—Down Stairs Rent.

Wanted Girl.
Horse & Carriage Mart.-β.
Mas· ms—300 Wanted.
Co.
Blckford Railway Station Indicator

AUCTION SALES.
St.
on Mellen

Desirable Real Estate

Stono Dept. New

Capi

•lames J. Mitchell, Supt.
"315 Lask street,
toi at Albany, Ν. Y., writes:
Allcock's Porous
June 25,1S85.1 have been using
in my family for
Piasters on my own person and
it a matter of duty
the last thirty years. I deem
usefulto bear public testimony to tlietrexceedlng
Placed upon the pit
ness as an external remedy.
tone the digestive
of the stomach, they warm and
the back, they give vigor
organs. On the small of
as a wonderful
to the nervous system, and act
of dyspepsia they
diuretic. I think in all cases
and on the pit of
should be-Vroro both on the back
act as a stimulus
_Uie stolmach. In this way they
eod&w

WINSLOW'S
Advice
be used when
SOOTHING SYRUP should always
relieves the little
children are cutting teeth. It
natural, quiet sleep by
snflcrcr at once ; It produces
and the little cherub
relieving the child from pain,
It Is very pleasawakes as "bright as a button."
the child, softens the
ant to taste. It soothes
relieves wind, regulates the
gums, allays all pain,
known remedy for diarfcowels, and is the best
or other
rhoea, whether arising from teething
Twenty-live cents a bottle.

Molhem.-MRS.

la

causes.

SM&W&wly

Janltf

Frank Swan, Boston, Mass.
"I have been troubled with asthma
skillful physfor twelve years, and have employed
the leading physicians
icians of Boston, also two of
I have felt nothing of
of Augusta, without effect.
taking Adamson's Botanic
this trouble since
Cough Balsam."
MW&S&w
may24
Adamson's
after
taking
The effect
influBotanic Balsam is a soothing and controlling
ence over any cough or cold, promoting rest,
the tickling sensation in the throat, and
From B.

allaying

causing a healthy expectoration.

M AV&S& w

of sick headache, biliousness, conless
can be cured in less time, with
and for less money, by using Carter"

More cases

stipation, ctc.,

medicine,
Little Liver Pills, than by any other

means.

d&wlw

inay25

formerThe valuable real estate on Elm street,
Moses Dodge, Is to be sold
ly the residence of Dr.
at auction at 3 o'clock today.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
Portland are requested to
The Republicans
meet at the various Ward Rooms
of

Friday Evening, May 28, at 7.30 o'clock,
to choose

tend

seven

delegates

from

each Ward to at-

a

REPUBLICAN DISTRICT CONVENTION,
to be

held in

Reception Hall, Portland,
—

ON

—

JUNE
1886,
3,
at 2 p. in. for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Representative in Congress.
The delegates so chosen are requested to meet
at the room of the Republican City Committee, 12

THURSDAY,

Market Square, TUESDAY, June 1st, at 4 p. in.,
choose five delegates at large to attend said
District Convention.
The caucuses are also requested to choose seven
delegates from each Ward to attend the
to

REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION,

STATE

which will be held 111

City Hall, Lewiston,
-ON

WEDNESDAY,

—

1880,
0,
nominating a candi-

JUNE

a. in., for the purpose of
date for Governor.
The delegates to the State Convention so chosen,
are requested to meet at the room of the Republican City Committee, 12 Market Square, on SATURDAY, June 5th, at 4 p. m., to choose five delegates at large to attend said State Convention.
Per order of the Republican City Committee,

at 11

11. <j.

littlUVjrD,

v/lliul Illilll.

LEROY 8. SANBORN, Secretary.
YORK COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE EMERY.

[Reported for the Press.]
Alfred, Tuesday, May 25.
The case of Jane G. Miller, petitioner for partition vs. Theodore Goodrich, was concluded today.
Verdict for the respondent.
J. B. Donovan for petitioner.
Samuel N. Came for respondent.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNE Y.

Tusday—The jury was discharged in the morning. Judge Goddard as counsel for Mr. Trefethen
demanded a trial in the other short lobster case,
but the court said that the jury had just been unable to agree in a similar case involving, probably
the identical questions, to be raised in tlie second
case, and there was no more reason to hope for an
it
agreement in this case than the other, and no
would be only an expense to the county with
He therefore ordered the
satisfactory result.
case continued to the September term.
Judge Goddard then had Mr. Trefethen surrendered by his sureties to jail, and will apply to the
court for a writ of habeas corpus on the ground
that the law is unconstitutional and other grounds
Louis
The following sentences were imposed
Moore alias J. C. Blair, convicted of uttering a
forged check with the name of A. F. Cox was sentenced to three years in the State prison.
Victor Arroy for the larceny of a watch from
Daniel Friel was sentenced to sixty days in the
county jail. He has already bet η in jail four

months.
Thomas H. DeCost who pleaded ullty to breaks of Charles
ing and enteringthe dwelling it.i
l.e Cape, and
H. Lamson andTrentiss LorTng
larceny therefrom was sentenc < η one indictThe other
n.
ment to four years in the State pi
indictment was continued for *· ience. James
Flynn who was indicted with Dlm f-t, and pleaded guilty to the same offense was seiuenced to
three years in the State prison. Fiynn's sentence
was made shorter than DeCost's « cause Flynn
turned State's;evidence and lias L» « 11 of some assistance to the government.
Emma J. DeCost, convicted at this term of receiving the goods stolen by lier nus I and Thomas
DeCost and James Flynn, was sentended to two
years in jail.
Patrick Murray was before the court at the last
January term on a charge of assaulting police
officer Frank. Upon the representations of his
friends and relatives that the assault was committed under the influence of rum, that he had since
reformed, and upon Murray's promise to enlist
immediately in the navy, sentence was suspended. But Murray forgot to enlist and he soon relapsed into his old hatits. He got drunk and committed another «assault for which he was sentenced in the Municipal Court. He was brought into
this court in the forenoon and sentenced to eight
months in Jail for the assault on Officer Frank.

county Jail.

Conley. Assault ;

Michael Powers.

'JO

days

days in the
in the

Common drunk ;

10

county

days

in

county Jail.
James;Brogan.;Common drunk; 3 mouths in the
county jail. Appealed.
λνΐΐΐίαιη Smitli. Breaking and entering with intent to commit larceny ; bound over to the grand
Jury in the sum of $800.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Yesterday's showers

were

good for tlie

grass and fruit.
At the annual meeting of the Portland
Company held yesterday afternoon the old
officers were re-elected.
At Lombard's fish market on Congress
street can be seen a great sturgeon, caught
off Cape Small Point that weighs 80 pounds.
St. Luke's festival,at Good Templars' Hall,
should be well patronized this evening. The
strawberries will be served in the best shape.
Chandler's orchestra has been engaged for
the high school concert and reception in
Biddeford next month.
The Good Templars of this city will give a
supper and entertainment ttiis evening to
the lodges of their order in Saco and Biddeford.
It is

the celebration

will be finished before the arrival of visitors
this morning.
The town will receive its
guests in holiday attire. Besides the many
public and private buildings to be gaily decorated in honor of the occasion, an imposing
arch has been erected across Main street.
It is covered with evergreen and at the summit in black letters on a white ground bears
the inscription "1730—Welcome-188G." The
mammoth tent, sixty-two by one hundred
and twenty-two feet, is already up in the
large field on Governor Robie's farm in the
rear of the railroad station.
The canvas
covers seats for 1500 people and there is
room for many more in its shade.
The
literary and musical exercises will be held
here in the afternoon and evening.
At the academy building the ladies have
made ample preparations for the reception
under their charge to be tendered to f rmer
pupils of this school from which so many
noted persons have
graduated, past and
present residents of the town, and the
visitors at the celebration.
The large room
on the lower iloor contains a collection of the
utensils and ornaments of our forefathers
which form a valuable lesson of the lives of
the sturdy settlers who laid the foundation
of the town. The collection comprises rare
old furniture loaned by descendants of the
founders of Gorham, portraits of the early
residents of the town, the implements with
which their work was performed, the arms
they carried when engaged in war and hosts
of other curious articles which will well repay careful inspection.
■

ΤΙ»,»

4-1

reported

that Ex-Gov. John P. St.
John ox Kansas will address the State
^—-prohibition convention at City Hall Tuesday
evening, June 16th.
Owing to the recent death of 5fr. Turner,
the superintendent, the Mission concert to
be given by the children of the Second Parish
is postponed till further notice.
The semi-annual convention of the Reform
Clubs of the State will he held at Skowliegan, June 2d and 3d.
Arrangements have
been made for reduced rates on the railroads
and free entertainment will be furnished.

Fraternity Cadets.
cadets are happy to know

The
that the
work on their uniforms is
progressing finely,
It will be cadet gray with black
stripe
tlie leg, dark shoulder strap, short jacket and
cadet cap. They will appear iu uniform the
middle of June in a matinee at City Hall for
the children of the city.

down'

T.

Hon.

B.

Meeting

Presents Resolu-

Reed

Congress.

of the Board of Trade To-

day.
Yesterday, Hon. W. L. Putnam received
his appointment (as telegraphed from Washington to yesterday's Phkss) as counsel for
government, to represent its interests in the
trials arising from the seizure of the fishing
vessels, David J. Adams and Ella M. Doughty, by the Canadian authorities. Mr. Puthad the matter under consideration for
several days, but it was not until Monday
that he was able to arrange his business so
He will be
as to accept the appointment.
associated with Hon. Geo. \V. Biddle of
Philadelphia. The trials will probably take
place at Halifax before Chief Justice Macdonald of the Dominion of Canada. Mr.
Putnam went to Augusta yesterday noon, as
counsel in the Coburn will case, which will
come up before the law court in that city.
There will be a meeting of the Board of
nam

Trade at 11 o'clock this forenoon, to consider
the fishing question, to which all members
are requested to be present.
A despatch from Halifax, N. S., yesterday
says :
the schooner Sisters was seized
at Portland, Me., for violation of the customs laws, it is not probable that Nova Scotia will attach any importance thereto, or
show the slightest degree of excitement. In
ordinary times such an event would have no
interest except to those immediately concerned. The affair occasions no excitement
here.
Representative Iieed presented to the
House of Representatives yesterday the resolutions recently adopted by the Fishing Exchange of Portland, concerning the seizure
of the Ella M. Doughty, and they were referred to the committee on foreign affairs.
Messrs. Sargent, Lord & Skillin received a
despatch yesterday from Capt. Doughty, of
the Ella M. Doughty, stating he was at Halifax, and would be home tomorrow.

Although

PERSONAL.

1

tion hall in the second story of the building
lias been handsomely draped and the hall
itself trimmed with banners and bunting in
tasty designs. A draped platform occupies
one end of the room and among the quaint
old portraits on the wall are those of Mary
Gorhain Phinncy, the first white child born
in the settlement and also that of the first
child born in the block house on Fort Hill to
which the inhabitants fled in the frequent
and sanguinary struggles with the Indians.
The evening's reception, judging from the
care with which the preparations have been
made will be among the most enjoyable
features of the occasion.
There will be
music by the band and vocal selections.
The various secret societies of the town
have also made careful arrangements for
the reunions to be held in their halls.
A peint of interest to visitors will be the
old McLellan house, a short distance beyond the academy, commenced in 17G9 and
finished in 1773 by Robert McLellan.
This
is the first brick house ever erected in the
county, if not in the State. It has never
passed out of the hands of the family and
today looks much as it did in 1773, although
the chimneys have been changed from the
ends to the centre and the original roof

replaced by a new one.
Superintendent Peters, of the Portland
and Rochester Railroad, lias made ample
arrangements for safely and swiftly conveying people to the celebration. Trains will
leave Portland for Gorham at 7.30 and 8.30
2 and G.20 p. in. ; Gorham for
a. m., 1.05,
Portland at 9.03 a. m., 12.55, 5.15, G.35 and 10
p. m. The people of Gorham have made
provision for a large attendance, and the
crowds who enjoy the festivities will be well
taken care of.
Among those who are expected to be present are Governor Iiobie with liis staff and
council ; Samuel J. Anderson, Collector of
Portland ; John B. Redman of Ellsworth ; S.
W. Lane of Augusta, commander of the
Grand Army of the Republic of Maine; General George L. Beal of Norway ; Ex-Governor Plaisted of Augusta; John M. Adams
of Portland ; Dr. George Prentiss of New
York, a brother Λ the late Sargent Prentiss;
Rev.Edward Robie of NewHampshire ;Lynes
Woodman, Esq., of Cambridge, Mass. ; Rev.
George Lewis of South Berwick ; Edward
Gould of Portland ; Mrs. Martha C. WentMrs.
worth
of Saccarappa and others.
Wentworth is a grand daughter of John
Thinney, the original settler of the town.
Tlie arrangements are under the care of
the following committee :
Frederick Robie,
John A. Waterman, George B.
Emery,
Stephen L. Stephenson, Charles W. Deering,
Samuel R. Clement, Stephen Westcott, Otis
Purinton, William L. Larrabee, Mark Mosher, Joseph W. Parker, Stephen Hinldey.
The Programme.
The celebration will be ushered in at sunrise by the firing of a salute by a section of
the First Maine Battery, O. T. Despeaux,
lieutenant commanding. The battery is now
in position on Fort Hill.
THE PROCESSION.

The procession will form on South street,
right resting on Main street, at 9 a. m., and
march at 9.20 a. m. sharp, in the following
order :

Chief Marshal-Col. H. R. Millett.
Aids—Edward Harding, J. A. Hlnklev, Dr. W. P.
Watson, B. W. Feeney, George t. Pratt.
Chandler's Band, of Portland, 25 pieces.
Portland Cadets, Capt. Harry Eastman, commanding.
John K. Adams Post, No. 101, Department of
Maine, G. A. K., Theodore Shackford,
commanding.
C. H. Warren Post, No. 73, Department of Maine,
G. Α. Κ., Ε. B. Wingate, commander.
President of the Day, Orator, Officiating Clergymen.

General Committee and Invited Guests, in

car-

riages.

Harmony Lodge, No. 38, F. and A. M., Fred W.
Harding, W. M.
Buxton Lodge, No. 115, F. and A. M., Frank H.
Hargraves. W. M.
Dirige Lodge, No. 21. K. of P., C. A. Brackets C.C.
Narragansett Lodge, No. 36, K. of P., C. M.
jPike C. C.
of the Town.
Present and Past
Present and Former Kesidents.
School Committee.
Gorliam High School, F. λν. Davis, principal.
District Schools.
Gorliam Grange, No. 54, P. of H., G. M. Parker,
Master.
Buxton Grange, No. 95, P. of II., II. F. Carter,

Ôfficers

Master.

Weeks, War t'hief.
Trades.
l'hlnney Memorial Rock, with boat attached.
The procession will march down Main
street to tiie Gray road, countermarch, up
Main, up State, down High, down Church,
through Water, through Elm, up Preble, up
Green, up Pine, down State, down South,
through Lincoln street, to the tent in Governor Kobie's field near the Portland and
Rochester Kailroad station.

the county jail. Appealed.
Albert H. Andrews. Assault; 10

Retained by the
Government.

tions to

It is 150 years since John Phinney made
the first settlement in the town of Gorham
and to-day the town appropriately observes
the event.
The Arrangements.

LOOK OUT

Hon. W. L. Putnam

Evening.

JUDGE GOULD.
1*. McArdle. Intoxication: 30

Tuesday—John
days in tlie county jail.
AlbertH. Andrews. Intoxication; 30 days In

John J.

and

the Day

Mounted Company, L. H. Bean, captain.
Section of First Maine Battery, Ο. T. Despeaux,

BEFORE

Jail.

SOth

COURT.

MUNICIPAL

^

Programmo for

I

were
Preparations
rapidly nearing completion yesterday notwithstanding the rain which fell steadily all
day, and the low lying clouds were anxiously
watched for signs of a change in the weather.
The decorating was necessarily delayed but

Suburban Residence for Sale.
Administrator's Sale.
Wanted—Milk Customers.
Owen, Moore & Co.

may24

The

for

Wanted—Freight.

to the whole system."

THE FISHERIES.

CORHAM CELEBRATION.

THE PEESS.

Indians. G. D.

EXERCISES AT THE TENT.

The forenoon exercises at the great tent
Here the
will commence at 11 o'clock.
guests will be formally welcomed to the celebration by the president of the day, Governor
Robie. The programme is as follows :
Music—Anniversary March, composed by C. K.
Cressey of Gorham.
Chandler's Band.
Prayer—Bv Kev.ll. S. Huntington, Pastor of the
First Parish Church, Gorham.
Keller
SinginE—American Hyinn
By the Chorus, W. h. Fitch, Conductor.
Reading of Selections from the Scriptures by Kev.
F. A. Bragdon, Pastor of School Street M.
E. Church, Gorham.
Address of Welcome—By Gov. Frederick Kobie
Singing—Original Ode—By Mrs. Jennie Bodge
Johnson, Gorham.
By the Chorus.
Benediction—By Hev. M. B. Greenhalgh, Pastor
of North Street M. E. Church, Gorham.
The exercises in the afternoon will commence at 1.30 o'clock and will be conducted
in accordance with the following programme:
Music
By the Band
Prayer—By Rev. George L. Prentiss, I), v., of
New York.
Kossini
Singing—"Green be your Fame"
By tiie Chorus.
Address—By Rev. Elijah Kellogg of Harpswell
Singing—Original Hymn—By Prof H. L. Chapman, Bowdoin College.
(Tune—Russian National Hymn.)
By the Chorus.
Eichberg
Singing—"To thee, O! Country
By the Chorus.
Announcement! by the President of the Dav.
Music
By the Êand
Short Addresses, Singing, Music by the Band, &c.
Closing Hymn—America.
Bénédiction—By Rev. Edward Kobie, 1). I) of
Greenland, Ν. H.
At the close of the exercises in the tent
there will be a sham fight in the field and
woods near the tent between a body of Indians led by their War Chief Presumpsaukett, and a squad of scouts represented by
At sunset there
the Grand Army soldiers.
will be ringing of bellsand a salute.
The evening's programme will consist of
the receptions previously mentioned.
Officers Frank Merrill, G. Frank, Stevens,
Eaton, Sylvester and Fickett have been detailed to do police duty at Gorham to-day.

Quartermaster C. A. Perry, of the First
Maine Regiment, has resigned.
vr:...,

tu-~

..κ

ττ

m

Greeley, will hear with regret yf her death,
which occurred yesterday.
William H. Perry, son of Capt. John Terry, has been appointed a substitute letter
carrier at the Portland post office.
Mr. Β. I. Weeks has been appointed assistant superintendent of the American Express
Company for the Maine and New Brunswick
division, which has lately been enlarged by
the addition of the territory covered by the
Portland & Ogdensburg and Portland &
Rochester railroads, and certain portions of
the Eastern and Western Divisions of the
Boston & Maine. Mr. Horace Ilaynes, formerly agent at Augusta, has been appointed
to the position of route agent, which was
formerly occupied by Mr. Weeks. These
changes relieve Mr. Carr, the superintendent
of the division, of a part of his pressing duties.

Evergreen Cemetery.
At this time of year hundreds of people are
attracted within the inclosed city of the
dead, which ,is adorned in nature's most
beautiful attire. The pillars at the entrance
of the grounds and the vases have been
The
freshly whitened by a coat of paint.
dead shrubbery in the hedges, and debris
has been removed, giving a bright and cheerful look to the main driveway.
Superintendent Floyd has had thirty-four men employed since the snow left the grounds, and
one hundred and eight days work has been
accomplished in clearing up the grounds,
which, owing to the damage done the trees
by the ice storm last winter, was largely in
excess of previous winters.
A number of fine mouuments have been
erected this season. Among the more prominent appears those bearing the names of
Bion Bradbury, Volney Barker, Longley,
Warren and Haskell. In the western part
of the cemetery an imposing granite monument is in process of erection, bearing the
name "Dole."
It is nine feet square at the
base and eighteen feet high, set in three
blocks. Near this lot is laid the foundation
for a statue of Hope, erected by Mr. Samuel
Wilds of New York. The base is Ilallowell
granite, ten ieet, oy seven ana a nan ieet.
The cap stone is two feet ten inches, the die
is dark Quincy granite, cut at John Bell's

yard.
The steps of red granite at the entrance of
the Relief Association Portland Fire Department lot are laid, and progress is being
The lot is
made in laying out the gronnds.
located in the northern part of the cemetery.
A blind drain is being constructed under
the hill near the summer house, to conduct
the surface water to the pend.
The ornamental lots have; been carefully
looked after and those who visited them a
short time ago enjoyed the beauty of the varied colored tulips and flowers which soon
faded and now are gone.
The geese, ducks and swan hare withstood
the frost and cold winds of winter in their
comfortable houses and are sailing upon the
surface of the clear water with majestic
grace.
As the National Decoration Day draws
nigh Mr. Floyd and his assistant Mr. Tolman, are busily engaged looking after the
interests of the hundreds who daily visit the
cemetery seeking information concerning
the resting places of departed loved ones.
It is pleasant for acquaintances and stranges also to transact business with these men
who are admiiably qualified for the important and sacred duties devolving upon them.
C. H. K.
Births.
The assistant assessors have completed
their canvass of the wards and return the
following as the births in the city for the

past year :
Ward l
2
3
4
5
(i
7

99
103
31
87
GO
54
73

Total
507
If this return is correct, it is a bad showing for the city, as the number of deaths for
the same period was 603, showing an excess
of deaths over births of 150 for the year.
Especially is the discrepancy shown in
Ward 3, where the assessor found only 31
births during the year, to offset 120 deaths
during the same time. Evidently the days
of Ward 3 are numbered, unless immigration
gicttuj
re-canvass of the

Cctii

υυ

ciicuuiugcu.

ward would

χ

eiiicii»»

tx

show better

results.
In 1884-5 the births were 468 against 748
deaths, and for 1883-4 the births were 49G
against 712 deaths.

Longfellow Chautauqua Circle.
A very pleasant and profitable meeting of
tiie Longfellow C. L. S. Circle was held at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kimball, No. 114 Emery street, last Monday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Kimball favored the
Circle with a duet, after which an interesting paper was read by Mrs. I{. H. Turner on
the Destruction of the Birds. It was an impressive plea for our feathered friends. A
paper on the Strong Minded Women of
Shakespeare, by Miss Couriett showed
thought and careful study. The subject of
Kitchen Gardening was presented by Miss
Simmons, and Miss Stevens upon invitation
spoke upon the same topic.
The next meeting of the Circle will be
held at the Chestnut street vestry June 7.
Willis Chautauqua Circle.
The Willis Chautauqua Circle met Monday evening with Mrs. Perley Chase, No. 82
Winter street. The roll call was responded
to by quotations from different authors.
Miss Eva Waterhouse read a very entertaining paper on Zenobia. Mr. George A. Cush-

Glad-

had a very interesting paper
stone. The reading by Miss Dora Moulton
was very well rendered. After the prepared
was
gone through with the
programme
members enjoyed themselves for about an
hour playing the Roman game. Although the
on

man

attendance was small, all who were present
expressed themselves as well satisfied with
the evening's entertainment.

Deputy Crowell

1200 bottles and live
half barrels of lager at Ingalls Brothers.
Deputy Black and Officer Frith seized nine
cases lager at the Casco Bottling Company,
and Officers Massure and Stover two dozen
of lager at Howard McDonald's, Stafford

Block.

seized

PURE BLOOD ~GRÂND^ Valuable Real Estate
AT PUBLIC AUCTION.

Last evening we received a pleasant call
from Mr. W. Dickerman of New York, agent
of the U. S. Treasury Counterfeit Detector,
and during liis visit he exhibited a large
number of counterfeit silver and gold coins,
also counterfeit greenbacks and national

and happiness ; bad blood means
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outMeans health

of impure blood.
Rev. Theo. Gerrisii is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. E. Church, and author of "The Blue and
the Gray." A member of his family had a severe
case of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown's
Sarsaparilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish
will endorse the above.
Mr. G. A. Parcher, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store.
There was in that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. Fram eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor ;
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

One hundred Carriage Lap Robes, all plain drabs, at 47 cts. each.
Extra quality Ladies' Black Silk Taffeta Gloves, all sizes, 39
cents pair.
One thousand Japanese Fans for decorating purposes, 10 cts. each.
Lot of small imported Rugs, to be sold very cheap in drapery department, up stairs.
A new Fastening for Children's Cuffs and Collars, the best tiling
ever made for attaching the Cuff and Collar to the Garment.
Ask for them in the Ladies' Neckwear Department.

resists the acid test.
Mr. Dickerman says this counterfeit coin
weighs aiO grains, being 82 grains lighter
than the genuine. It is considerable thicker
than the genuine, as can be readily seen by
comparing it with other coins of the same
denomination known to be genuine. The
coin has the appearance of having been
struck from a die, as the obverse and the reverse are sharp, clear and remarkably distinct. So well executed is this counterfeit as
to defy detection by 999 out of every 1,000

While the Saturday matinee was in proat the Star Theatre in New York, during the interior cottage scene of the "Lady
of Lyons," a long sheet of paper was blown
from a shelf at the back of the stage, it
lodged near a blazing fire on the hearth, and
another draught might have sent it into the
flames, with the risk of a panic in the crowded house. Miss Mary Anderson was in the
height of her simulated chagrin and distress
which follows the discovery of Melnotte's
imposition, but without the least variation
from the feeling she was portraying she
reached the paper and threw it out of danger.
Tomaso Salvini, during the theatrical tour
in this country, was furnished four candles
every night by his manager. These candles
were not used, and the economical tragedian
has carried home with him a sufficient number of candles to illuminate his castle 011 the
Lake of Como, Italy, for months to come.
Mr. F. A. Bent's full orchestra, with Mrs.
M. A. Bent and Miss
Lena Reynolds,
cornetist, will play some choice selections at
the Gospel Temperance Mission this evening
complimentary to Kev. S. F. Pearson, who
will conduct the meeting to-day, being the
12th anniversary since he signed the temperAll seats are free.
ance pledge.

RESIDENCE

Woodfords,

building in perfect re
most attractive place
first time offered for
sale, cost §11,000. Price $6,500. W. H. WAL26-1
DRON, 180 Middle St.

one acre of land with fruit,
on horse car line, the
in Deering, is now for the

pair,

If you have had any
iu finding

keep

a

difficulty

IjET—One down stair rent 127 Emery St.,
7 rooms, price $18 per month ; one up stairs
rent rear 75 Danforth St., 4 rooms, $8 per month;
one nice cottage rear 75 Danforth St., 6 rooms,
$14 per month. Above are nearly new with modern improvements.
Enquire of F. A. SMITH &
26-1
CO., 130 Commercial St., or 130 Pine St.

TO

button that would

boy's collar and cuffs

a

in place, or any trouble in fas-

tening them to the boy's jack-

customers.
Keeping 21
cows, I am prepared to furnish pure milk
to my patrons ; one cow's milk for infants and invalids a specialty; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge.
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
apr27-8
Deering, Me.

WANTED-Milk

et, you will certainly appreciate the article we are

selling

in our Neckwear Department,

8AL·Ε—Linen and Cotton Horse Covers,
from 50 cents to $4.00: Fancy Cotton, Faney
Linen, real Russia Linen, Butchers' Linen, &c.,
much below regular price, and a large assortment
to select from.
HORSE AND CARRIAGE
26-1
MART, Plum street.

which is the best thing for
that purpose ever

FOR

devised.

trimming,

rubber

dit

made, «25.00.

HORSE

&

—

SALE—Standing Top Phaetons, very
FOR
light, stylish and elegant, nigh spring backs,
&c., two or three different styles, at lowest possible prices.
street.

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART, Plum

land, §500.
Freeport—Susan H. Hyde to Edmund B. Mallett, land. SI.
Bridgton—Alphonso Allen to Esther H. Wentworth.land. $175.

SALE—Momie Lap Dusters, plain, 50
to 75 cents: embroidered, 75 centsto *'2 r»n<
50 patterns, all newest designs, at about naif regular prices. HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
26-1
Plum street.

BROWN'S

SALE—Second-hand Phaetons and Top
Buggies taken in exchange for new carriages
for sale very low, as we must have the room they
HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
occupy.
26-1
Plum Street.

Co.,
Concord harness, the best in the world. Sole
FOR
HORSE & CARRIAGE MART, Plum St.
SALE—Jas. R. Hill &

celebrated

Agents,

26-1

efficient and capable girl to
do general housework, at 164 NEAL
26-1
STREET.
second-work.
o'clock, at

capable girl
WANTED—A
Call evenings between 7 and 9
for

of the subscribers to Arfor forming a corporation under
Maine, to be called the
JBickford Railway Station Indicator Comor saia subscribers
pany, hereby calls a meeting
to be held at the Boston & Maine Railroad Stasaid
in
State, on the ninth day of
Portland.|in
tion,
Jnne, A. D. 1886, for the purpose of organizing
said corporation, electing directors and officers,
fixing the amount of
adopting a corporate name,
capital stock and the number ana par value of its
shares, defining the purposes of said corporation,
approadopting by-laws, and transacting other
priate business. The meeting to be held at 4.30
WINFIELD S. NEV1NS.
o'clock p. m.
my26&ju2
Portland, Me., May 25, 1886.
one

STATE STREET.

177

26-1

Philadelphia; »ch.
Walter Plummer, now loadine at Plaster
26-1
Mill Wharf. L·. C. CTJBÎM1NGS & CO.

WA

NT Ε D—Freight

for

for

man

and wife

:

chil-

no

dren ; within ten minutes walk of City Hotel.
WANTED—Rent
26-1
Address

Rent, 58 Oxford St., City.

WANTED;

ORGANIZED

capable
Highest

DR. R. G. FLOWER'S

Blood Porifier !
No physician in America to-day lias such a national reputation as Dr. R. C. FLOWER for radically curing C'anccre, Tumor*, Scrofula, and
all those deep seated and terrible blood disorders
that for centuries the medical world regarded ai
well-nich incurable. Dr. Flower's Rloo«l Parilier, more man anytning else, lias contriDutea to
liis unparalleled reputation by its splendid results
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from
the Dody, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
This preparation is no cheap medicine nm<le
to sell; on the eontraryjit is a scientific combination ot the finest and most costly blood remedies.

One Bottle is equal to eight of any
other blood medicine in the market.
In Dr. Flower's hands it lias cured thousands of
cases of

which

!

JT8

£8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,

Dividends,
A

PATMRIVT

TftT4I<

SHAWVIVG
Policy-holders of nearly

ta

millions of dol-

lars, equal to
Twenty-two
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

taken to Canada Wednesday

so

immeasurably

preparations that

you

will

sunever

you a copy of our valuable Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formulae and receipts. Give name of this
paper when you send. Address

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,
1763

Washington St.,

H Ο ΝΤΟ IV, MASH,

[The funeral service of the late H. Eddie Robinson will take place this Wednesday forenoon
at 10.30 o'clock, at. Evergreen Cemetery.

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
the Massa-

§700,000 by

ITSdefinite in

CONTRACT is plain and
its terms and no chance for

misconception.

ITS

POLICIES ARE
I NCO NTESTARLE
years for any cause except fraud.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
as soon as
the
satisfactory, and without
proofs are complete
number
of
or
days.
any
waiting 60, 90,
POLICIES

ISSUES

ITplans.

on

nil

approved

ADVANTAGES of thia Company are
AGK, EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, and conser-

TIIE

vative management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for
plans.

circular

a

of its

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

eodtf

PIGTOU GOAL
full line
We have in stock
of the above eroods, in all the
new and desirable styles.
a

Screened.

BARGAINS !
Lisle Thread Hose 75 cents
former price SI.25.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers 81.00; former

price$l.37

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

FRATERNITY PAPERS
A new book by Edward il. Eiwell, author of
"The Bovs of Thirty-Five," published liv Ei.WEI.L, i'ICKAHI>&CO., and HOYT, FOG(i &
DONHAM.
For sale at the TRA.N8CK1PT OFFICE, 44 Exchange St., and at the book stores. Price $1.26.
eod8tnrm4p
may22

îiisuiu

quiun

suit:»·

yourself; try something better for
pains—Baker'* Cereal American Npeciflc.

When you hurt

DECORATIONS.

BLASTING POWDER.
this vicinity, for Du Pont's Black
Sole agent
Powder, (Blasting and Sporting) and the well
known
111

RYAN&KELSEY,
Agents.

Also Gun* and

Fishing Tackle.

221 Middle Street.

apr26

eodtf

The

"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
New maand prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light tricycle, and ίίιο Columbia "Safety" Bicyclr.
C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3

8<îndl ίοr

Catalogne,

dtf

PHILADELPHIA

LAWN MOWERS.
Also Ilrndley'e
Prices reduced for 188G.
Lawn Fertilizer and Lawn (Jraw Need.
At wholesale and retail.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
eod4w

may5

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world.

PORTLAND, ME.

my!7

"ATLAS POWDER,"
the best high explosive on the market. Furnished
in any quantity, and at bottom prices.

THEJÎARCO.

BY

■

ΑΛΙΠΡΙΙΤ
I shoulder;

Γβ|"|"|Ι|ΑιΜ

Free,

d&wtf

House, Office and Store Decorations
A

V

are

ma *'s on

SPECIALTY.
to

prepared

make

esti-

all binds of above work.

We have competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating work of this kind to call early, before tlie rush of Spring; business commences.

LORING, SHORT & HARION.

W.

F. Κ. Ί

KEII!V, OF WKW VORK,

COLCORD, CYRUS

143 FEAKL STREET.
Jan24

dtf

move

Remember

FIFTY
ΚI
f* L
\J UIN
This

_

I

C
Ο

I
Insures

does not fulfill all our claims
as printed on the label, we
will refund your money :it
you satisfaction.

PORTLAND, .HAINE.

lstor4thpeodtf

CHESTS BUTTONS,
HOSIERY,
BEAD GIMPS,

—AND—

REFRIGERATORS.
Undoubtedly the best in the world,
and the only reliable charcoal filled Refrigerator and chest in the market.
Price 20 per cent, under Boston.
and examine the goods.

Come

Chamber
Furniture.
Ash Chamber Sets,
$17 to $75
"
"
IS to j 30
Pine
"
"
45 to 125
marble
top,
Cherry
"
"
28 to 85
Im. "
"
marble top, 85 to 225
Walnut "
65 to 150
Mahogany Chamber Sets,

SIDE BOARDS
in Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, and Oak.
Elegant Line. Bottom knocked ont
of the price.

FANCY BRAIDS
And Other
to be

Laces, Corsets, Ribbons, Ladles'
Undervests, Fringes, Clasps.Buckles, &c., at cost for the next two
weeks, at

STORE 561 CONGRESS STREET.
Detween Oak and Crcen.

MRS. J.B.PIKE

87 styles to select from, ranging In
price from $35.00 to $250.00. We can
suit any taste, and please remember this
is our mark down mark. If you want a
bargain you must secure it before the
first of J une.

STOVES
AND

—

d3t*

(Formerly iiouily'».)

my25

GRAY'S SYRUP!
EVERYWHERE SUCCESSFUL.

J. H.

WAGNER, Chemist,

BOUSES POINT, N. T.,
Writes—Send me twelve dozen of your Gray's
Syrup of Red Spruce Gum. The Syrup taken the
lead of all other preparations for Coughs and Colds.
I have twenty-eight different Cough Remedies In
stock and scarcely sell any of them aa your Syrup Is
the universal favorite.

get the genuine.
everywhere. Price 25 cts.

See you
Sold

Parlor Furniture

Trimmings

sold at greatly reduced prices. A closing
out of all our

KERRY, WATSON

&

CO.,

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

Factory Rouses Potnt.
220 State Street. Boston.

Wholesale Warehouse.

ianll

eodlstor-ithp

"TECHNIGON"
A perfect GVMNASIUJTI for Fingers, Hands nntl Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A (treat
aid to ARTISTS
in perfecting
their technique.
References:
Herman Kotzschinar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. mille,
ΛΑ m. Mason.

Largest show in the country. Write
for particulars or come and see us. Remember we sell for Cash, or One Fourth
Down and Balance by the Week or
Month.
We keep our store open every evening
to accommodate those who cannot come
in the day time. Our store Is lighted
by electricity and we can show you in
the evening as well as day time.
We
have added to our force so that buyers
can rely on prompt shipment.
Thanking the public for past support, we remain
Your Obedient Servants,

B. A. Atkinson

Fine Art Rooms,

maria

SAMUEL THURSTM,
GEN. AGENT,

No, 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
feb9

HASKELL &

AT

—

F.

DAVIS'
St.
610 Congress
D

_

eodtl

First

Quality

Custom and Ready
Made

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may he

depended

Lancaster lînildiniï,
my22

ISAAC G. ATKINSON,
Manager.

upon and fair

prices guaranteed.

& CO.

may25

JOES,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

eodSrn

feb2C

—

J.

quick

near a fire overturns a
kettle of hot water and some one is scalded ; a
sudden change in the atmosphere brings on toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
for many other household troubles of greater or
less importance, BAKEB'M Great American
Specific is a remedy.
This is to certify that I l
caught my foot and fell full
force striking the edge of a
tub with my nose, breaking the flesh away from
the cartilage, making it L
necessary for the doctor to take several stitches
to keep it in place. I used very freely Baker's
I have not had any
Great American Specific.
soreness resulting from the blow, and no discolorEvery
ation of the flesh, and but little swelling.
body should have a bottle for instant use for
Sprains, Cuts, Burns. Toothache, &c.
WM. M. DOW, Forland, Me.
I
State of Maine.
County of Cumberland. \
Personally appeared Win. M. Dow, and affirmed
that the above statement by him signed is true,
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
before me,
Baker'n Great Auavrirau Specific is a
dean and purely vegetable preparation, free from
ininrinim Inurements.
It does not simnlv numb
the pain anil afford temporary relief, but act* as a
counter irritant and draws out the -pain.
Try it
and see. It is sold for

niar29

ICE

a

fltlwlftfbll I

MAURICE BAKER & CO., Proprietors,

lew Perfection

SPECIAL EXHIBITION^AND SALE OF
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSFINE WATER COLORS
ICAL STUDIES
—BY—
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

is liable to happen to any
A misone at any time.
step causes a sprain; a
sudden fall wrenches a

AN

once.

RANGES.

CEILING

Int.

dlw

may20

Sold by all druggists. S1 ; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
(l&wiynrm

DON'T SWEAR

—

Culm.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
100 Doses One Dollar.

1-2.

Cents' Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to SI.25.
Night Shirts, all sizes, 50 cts;
former price SI.OO.

Run off mines.

Blood.

attributed my condition
had tried several different kinds ol medicine,
without receiving any benefit. But as soon as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
my appetite was restored, and my stomach felt
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
better.
and I never was so well in my life." Mks. Jessie
F. Dolbeare, Pascoag, E. I.
"Having been afflicted with a complication of
disorders, the result of impure blood, I took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the result was perfectly
satisfactory." Mks. J. Bakton, New Haven, Ct.

III.Iι

—

feeling,
expels every

appeI
time.
I
to scrofulous humor.

price»

This is the largest display of Chamber
Sets we have ever had and is not excelled by any house in this country.

my5

tired

no

ill

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

F. O. BAILEY.
m arl 4

immediately
and

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE. dtf

The ima necessity.
the deranged digestion,
of the body, all call for
the purifying, regulating, and strengthing influences so happily and effectively combined in Hood's

the

We show the largest line of best
selected Carpets east of Boston and New

PAYS DEATH

IT DISCOUNT,

medicine is

had

shall offer for a few days a nice line of

pets.

ΧΟΓΚ

fnriiAi'fl

__

at 67 1-2 cents per yard. Special prices
on all grades or Tapestry, Body Brussels, Velyets and Cotton and Wool Car-

J. 6. HAYES & GO.

pure state of the blood,
and the weak condition

Sarsaparilla as an experiment, as I
tite or strength, and lelt tired all

OUR

Carpet Department
we

mifl

WITHOUT
AN OATH

ASSETS ARE $6,119,547.15, while
Liabilities are only $5,413,410.74.

lstor4thpeodtf

aprlG

This is the Season

Purify Your

Basket Bottom Chairs

IN

rnnni«

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street·

Tapestry Brussels Carpets

mar26

accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, ana is beyond all question the most

Iu tPis city, May 26, Mrs. Sophronia Delano,
widow of the late Barzillai Delano, aged 75|years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Norway, May 13, Moses William Judkins,
ageu a 4 years.
lu Phlpsburg, May 19, Elihu Carey, aged 73
years.
In North Wayne, May 22, Josiah F. Taylor,
aged 83 years.

To

<·αΙhr u-itli vpwtalilp

mentp/

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

DOLyear of

Ill FIE KN," with no rival or eqnal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
cleansing and softening the skin and

perior to other

In this city, May 25, of pneumonia, Hannah
Cutter, daughter of the late Phillip Greeley, Esq.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
from her late residence, No. 101 Pine street.
In this city, May 25, Agues I.., youngest daughter of James P., Jr., and S. J. Miller, aged 14

"Two months ago I commenced taking Hood's

Tuesday, June 1st, at 3 o'clock p. ni. ; con
slsts of 2V4 story brick house with ten finished rooms, hall and bath rooms, large hall m
third story, has all modern improvements; ce-

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

RECORD IN

by the most eminent physicians. It is unquestionably the »<KBNO OF BLOOD PIT.

Try it and you will find it

Sarsaparilla."

Residence of the late Jot ham Clark.

and lot about 50x120 feet with fruit and ornamental trees. This house was built for a home in
the most thorough manner, its location is in a
part of the city where real estate is rapidly advancing in value. A deposit of $1000 will be required at sale and balance in thirty days when
possession will be given. For further particulars
my26dtd
enquire of auctioneers.

and Rockers,

ble

DEATHS.

bottles she was completely cured and built up.
It is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood's
Ben M. Mirrielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Louisvill Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.

or

lias had thirty-six years' experience.

In Mt. Vernon, May 22, George E. Sparrow and
Miss Mabel L. Bailey, both of New Gloucester.

headache and dyspepsia, and
taint of scrofula from the blood.
"My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she had taken three

No. 14 Mellen Street.

ON

FOR PIAZZAS,

Splint

COMPANY,

HOmE

Tumors, Scrofula, and other terrible blood troubles that had been pronounced absolutely incura-

Vernon.

cures

among which we shall offer

CHAIKS,
WILLOW CHAIRS,

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.

CANCERS.

In this city, May 23, by Kev. I). W. LeLacheur
John P. Bailey and Miss M. Ella Ward, both of
New Glouces er.
In Greene, May 23, Charles Λ. Washburn and
Miss Olive W. Parsons.
In Mt Vernon, May 23, F. Lewis Gordon of
Beadfleld and Miss Emily D. Cressey of Mt.

that

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

After three

MARRIACES.

It overcomes

ON

RATTAN

IS A

POLICY
all

Serious Accident.
Mr. Daniel F. Moody, who does the trucking for Cook, Everett & Pennell, drove a
nail into the palm of his hand.
Dr. Gordon
dressed the wound.

Sarsaparilla.

FURNITURE,

184»,

IN

SALE
—

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE,

Fancy Cabinet Ware.

THE

cars that run to
the Congress street station of the Maine
Central will run to Franklin wharf, and at
G.50 and 7.45 a. m. from Franklin wharf to
the Congress street station, thus connecting
with the Boston steamers.

good

COTTAGE

AND ALL KINDS OF

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its mutuality, is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

masons

has been thoroughly
the Boston route Friday

a

Matting,

Book Shelves,

MAINE.

OF

SATURDAY next, at 10.30 a. ill., at Mart,
Plum St., we shall sell a large assortment
of fine, light and family carriages, consisting of
Phaetons. Top Buggies on End and Brewster and
Timpkin Spring, Surrys. Extension Top Carryalls,
Open Beacn Wagons, Open Piano and Corning
Buggies, Express Wagons, &c. As we are obliged
to relinquish one of our outside store houses,
we are obliged to reduce our stock and shall select 30 to 40 carriages and sell without reserve.
This will be the opportunity of the season to purchase carriages cheap.
my24dlw

Wall Cabinets,

chusetts standard,
the New York standard.

refitted, will go on
night.
Commencing June 1st the

When

Straw

Union Mutua
OF

CO., AUCTIONEER*.

CARRIAGES.
a

Baby Carriages,

THE

HAS

Boston Steamers.

years 8 months.
[Remains to be

PORTLAND.

Corner Stands,

ITNearly $400,000
according to
and of over

Tremont, which

noon.

neighborhood, large lot,

—

sold by all Druggists for $1.00; C bottles for
$5.00. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me
eodlylstor4thpcF
my27

ITSits

Also 25
In Boston.
of taking charge of
men who are
wages paid. Apply to
work as foremen.
OTIS E. COUSINS,
11 Federal St., Room 1, Boston.
dlw
my26

300

easy and
location, good
substantial and convenient house, make this very desirable for a resW
dence ; and for renting it is always sure of a good
tenant at good rental.
my21dlw

made

LARGE

SARSAPARILLA

company^s

MASONS.

so

the lot is 39x112 feet. Terms
ranged;
The central
known at sale.

P.O. BAILEY &

It is

FOR

undersigned,
of Agreement
THEticles
the laws of

Cor. Pearl id Midi Sis.,

IMPORTED

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

AUCTION.

ON

W.

FOR

F.

well known in
the eastern section of our State as instructor
in the subordinate degree work, desirous of
meeting the Odd Fellows in this city, has
accepted an invitation and will be present at
Odd Fellows' Hall this evening. Assisted
by Unity Lodge, he will exemplify a portion
of the subordinate degree work. Undoubtedly there will be a large attendance of the
fraternity to witness the work.

a

Chestnut Street,
BY

26-1

WANTED—An

Davis,

wonderful medicine for humor.
A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. "I have had," said Mr. Johnson,
"a canker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown's Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing for purifying the blood known."
If you have any disease arising from impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown's Sarsaparilla will cure you. If notd
money will be refunded.
Is

BRICK RESIDENCE
THURSDAY, May 27, at 3 p. m., we shall
sell the substantial brick house. No. 51 Chestnut street, contains 11 rooms, bath room, hot and
cold water, water closet, &c., piped for gas. heated with steam, bus good cellar, is conveniently ar-

DONNELL BUILDING,

26-1

WANTED
One
flROCERY CLERK
VT who understands the business, can cut
of
eman
for
the
interest
his
and
have
meats,
eye
ployer. Best of references required. Address,
26-q
GROCER, this office.

Real Estate Transfers.

i>.

CO.,
AT

entirely
CARRIAGE MART,

Plum St.

invited.

Appnia

SARSAPARILLA

dlw

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

on

Commencing Monday .Horning' with
cut of 20 jier cent, from former
prices on our enormous line of

BROWN'S

the best

SALE—Maine Prison

OWEN, MOORE & GO.
my26

Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
Mr. Curtis lias for
stomach, indigestion, etc.
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown's Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He is in better health than for years. He says
shoe

Harness,
harness in the world for the money, full hard
FOR
hand
best oak stock,

The meeting will open with a service of
praise in recognition of the passage of the
National Temperance Educational Bill. All

The

fine

A

—

on

leader.

I. Ο. Ο

a

the best street at
modern built mansion,
SVBBUBBAN
full view of the city, excellent stable,

W. C. T. U. Call to Prayer.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union of Portland, incompliance with a call to
Unions throughout the country, will observe
Thursday, May 27, as a day of prayer, with
special reference to the lines of work of the
Evangelistic Department. Services will be
held in the vestry of Cengrese Square church
from 2 to 6 p. m. with change of leaders
every hour. The programme is as follows :
2-3—Prison, Jail anil Police Station Work, Mrs.
H. F. Crocker, leader.
3-4—Use of Unfermented Wine at the Lord's Table, Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt, leader.
4-5—Social Purity, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, leader.
5-0—Sabbath Observance, Mrs. J. F. Bashford,

W. H. Cogswell of Ohio,

to

PURSUANT

gress

irisn to

B. A. Atkinson

Mr.

license granted to me on the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1886, I, Byron
D. Verrill, Administrator of the estate of "William
A. Winship, deceased, will sell at public auction
on the premises, on Friday, the twenty-fifth day
June, A. D. 1886, at three of the clock p. m., the
following described real estate, to wit: A certain
lot of land and buildings thereon situated on the
Northwesterly corner of Carleton and West
Streets, in Portland, being the homestead of said
deceased, and being bounded as follows, to wit :
Beginning at said corner of said streets and running thence Northerly on Carleton street ninety
feet to land formerly of Chase ; thence Westerly
by said Chase land sixty feet to a stake ; thence
Southerly parallel with Carleton street ninety feet
to West street; thence Easterly on West street
Sixty feet to the first bound. The sale will include
the widow's dower and the reversion thereof and
clear of all incumbrances excepting this year's
If private sale is sooner
taxes. Terms cash.
made, public notice thereof will be given.
BYRON D. VERRILL, Administrator.
Portland, May 25, 1886.
my26dlawW3w

Amusement Notes.

m.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

man.

Administrator's Sale.

pub-

ί «φ»

&

and it helped him more than anything he ever has
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said he should come home a well

examine au silver uonars wiui care.

uornam—nenry

OF

SARSAPARILLA

Mr. James II. Vassar, coin expert of the
U. S. sub-treasury of Boston, informed Mr.
Dickerman that it was the most dangerous
counterfeit dollar ever presented at that department; and he advises all who are
handling much silver to turn them up edgeways and examine carefully the outer edges
of all silver dollars. By so doing one can
see at a glance a counterfeit of this denomination. The metal of these counterfeits is
a trifle darker than silver, and this shows
clearly to any one accustomed to handling
much silver. "The peculiar color of the
metal and the unusual thickness of these
counterfeits," Mr. Vassar said to Mr. Dickerman, "would enable any one to detect them
at once." We advise all our readers to

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Portland—Theresa 0. Boyd to Mary A. Pliilbrlck, laud. SI.
Georgiana Wise to Helen 51. Washburn, land.
$762.50.
Cape Elizabeth—Wm. Eollinson to Sydney I,.
Smith, land. $150.
Freedom Nash tu Alice J. Webber, land. $000.
Harpswell—James R. Wallis and als. to Syduey
Watson, land. $150.

ANNOUNCEMENT

BROWN'S

people.

shall offer for sale on the premises, at
lic auction, on Wednesday, May 26tli, at
3 o'clock p. m., the valuable parcel of real estate
with the brick dwelling house thereon, also stable
connected therewith ; tnese premises were formerly the residence of Dr. Moses Dodge, ami Is now
numbered 16 on the south westerly side of Elm
street, in Portland; the lot is about 42 feet on Kim
street, extending back about 90 feet ; the premises
are most favorably located, being in the centre of
business; modern improvements, gas and Sebago.
Terms easy. For particulars apply to
FES8ENDEN J. DAY, Lewiston,
FllED'Κ FOX, 85 Exchange St., or to

WE

SPECIAL

growth

bank netes. Among the silver coins was a
dollar which Mr. Dickerman said has had
quite a large circulation in Portland, Boston
and other eastern cities. It is composed of
antimony and so heavily silver plated that it

are

AUCTION »ΑΙ,Κ».

FURNITURE.

niSCELLAiVEOVl.

ADVERTHEJIENTe.

A Dangerous Counterfeit Silver Dollar
In Circulation.

a υ rl

Heavy Seizures.
Yesterday morning Marshal Hawkes and

NEW

FOR THEM.

a"

Ptilcc

470 Congress St.
Utf

YtHirr.

monthly meeting of the l'olîee KxBoard will be held at the Common
in
the City Building, on TUESDAY
Council room,
EVENING, June 1. at 7.30.
E. B. W1NSLOW, Chairman.
ioy25dtd
Γ111ΙΚ regular

1

aminlng

